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for Radar, Research and Industrial Applications
The cathode ray tube is now accepted as an essential
component in all electronic equipments where it is
required to obtain a rapid indication or display of physical
phenomena. As such it forms the basis of oscilloscopes,
test apparatus, monitors, flaw detectors and numerous
other research, industrial and communications equip-
ments. The 'Mallard range of cathode ray tubes has now
been extended to meet all these applications.

TUBES FOR RADAR DISPLAYS.

Of particular importance among this range are the
Mallard C.R. Tubes MF31-22 (12 -in.) and MF13-1 (5 -in.)
both of which are designed to meet the continuous
operation and arduous conditions of service encountered
in marine radar applications. Having long -persistence
aluminised fluoride screens, these tubes are suitable for use
in P.P.I. systems.

SMALL TUBES FOR INSTRUMENTS
A variety of 11 -in. and *in. electrostatic C.R. Tubes
with green, blue or persistent screens are also available.
These tubes are all characterised by low inter -plate
capacitances and are designed for operation with voltages
from between 800 and 1,000 volts. These features,
coupled with the fact that the tubes are fitted with
standard B9G bases and have a seated length of less than
6 ins., make them suitable for use in small, compact
oscilloscopes, and in a variety of industrial, communica-
tions and research testing and measuring equipments.
All these tubes can be obtained in versions suitable for
either symmetrical or asymmetrical deflection.
For larger equipments, a high-grade electrostatic 5 -in.
tube is also available.
Abridged technical details on the tubes for radar displays
are listed below. Full data on the complete range of
cathode ray tubes is available on request.

Type Description
Max.

Base Screen
Diameter

(mm.)

Max.
Overall
Length
(mm.)

Vh 1h

(V) (A)

Val
max.
(V)

Vat
max.
(KV)

MF13-1 5" radar tube with metal -backed magnesium
fluoride screen

MF31-22 12" radar tube with metal -backed magnesium
fluoride screen

Octal 127.5 292 6.3 0.3 450

B12A 308 471 6.3 0.3 400

11

11

'4111111=1=11 MnZI

MULLARD LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2
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Commentary
THE Joint Engineering Conference which has just been

held in London as part of the Festival of Britain
celebrations is an excellent example of the close relation-
ships which have existed for many years between the
Institutions of Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers.

With the Festival as the background and with its meet-
ings held within a stone's throw of the South Bank, th
theme of the Conference was to record, by papers from
authors eminent in their particular spheres, " the contribu-
tion to the advancement of civilization made by engineers
and scientists of this country during the past hundred
years " with forecasts of possible future trends.

It is well that these relationships between the Institu-
tions are so harmonious that no hint of rivalry exists as
to which of the branches of engineering has made the
greatest contribution. Indeed, as Mr. Glanville, the Presi-
dent of the Institution of Civil Engineers stated at the
opening ceremony of the Conference, there were in every
branch of engineering the three sides, civil, mechanical and
electrical to be considered, and that without taking all three
into account no balanced view could be attained.

Whether therefore the roads and piped water supplies
of the civil engineer have made a greater contribution to
the advancement of civilization than the turbine and jet
engine of the mechanical engineer or the transformer and
telephone of the electrical engineer is not important.
What is obvious is that each branch has played its part
and that all three are inextricably intermingled.

In tracing the progress from the ever -recurring date of
1851, not among the least interesting developments is the
growth of the three Institutions. The oldest of the Institu-
tions, the Civils, was founded some 130 years ago before
the industrial revolution was fully under way and was
adequate for the engineers of the day. But as the field
of engineering expanded and the inventions of such early
pioneers as Stephenson and Watt came into fuller use,
the new science of mechanical engineering was born, which
led to the foundation of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers whose centenary was celebrated a year or two
ago. Thus matters stood until 1871 when the Society of
Telegraph Engineers was founded (which later became the
Institution of Electrical Engineers). But today widening
scope and specialization have led to the creation of a host
of institutions and learned societies, each catering for the
needs of its specialist members, many of whom are not
strictly engineers but physicists or mathematicians.

To Colonel Sir Stanley Angwin, K.B.E., Past President
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers was left the task
of recording the advances made in telecommunications
over the past hundred years. It is interesting to recall
that the name " telecommunication " was first accepted
internationally at the Madrid Conference in 1932 as " any

No. 281.

telegraphic or telephonic communication of signs, signals,
writing, facsimiles and sounds of any kind, by wire, wire-
less or any other systems or processes of electric signalling
or visual signalling (semaphores)". Accepting this all -
embracing definition we may look in retrospect to 1851
when visual signalling and line telegraphy were the only
applications in existence at the time. The electric tele-
graph of Cooke and Wheatstone patented in 1837, was
applied exclusively to the railways which had just come
into being, but transmission of the spoken word had to
wait until Bell's experiments in 1875 and wireless was to
follow Maxwell's predictions of electromagnetic wave pro-
pogation in 1864 and the experimental work of Hertz in
1887 before a girdle could be thrown round the earth.

From the first telephone exchange in London in 1879
with its eight subscribers there are today in Britain nearly
5+ million subscribers any one of whom, by merely raising
his receiver, may make his choice from the millions of
subscribers the world over. What is remarkable is the
fact that this enormous structure of modern telephony has
been built up with only comparatively minor changes to
those fundamental instruments, the transmitter and micro-
phone.

Progress in that most awe-inspiring of all branches of
telecommunications, namely television, was recorded by
Sir Noel Ashbridge, Past President of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers in his paper on " The British Tele-
vision Service." As in so many other cases, its founda-
tions were laid upon the vigorous research into fundamentals
which was such a characteristic of the latter half of the
nineteenth century. The several basic principles in wide
use today originated from the work of Crookes in 1879
and from the emission -type photo -electric cell of Elster
and Geitel in 1889, and mention must be made of Campbell
Swinton and his famous letter to " Nature " in 1908 out-
lining his method of television which has such a remarkable
similarity with present day methods.

The shortage of raw materials, due, among other
causes, to the present Defence Programme is already
becoming acute and has led the Ministry of Supply to
impose a ban on the use of nickel in the manufacture of
certain listed articles as from June 22nd.

While the importance of the Radio Industry in the
Defence Programme cannot be over -emphasized, the total
quantities of the scarcer materials used by the industry
is almost infinitesimal compared with the total require-
ments of industry as a whole.

The thermionic valve is more important at the moment
than the nickel plated soda fountain and it seems essential,
if the radio industry is to make its full contribution, that
an adequate supply of these materials be maintained.
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V.H.F. Common Aerial Working
By E. G. Hamer, B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E.*

IN many modern V.H.F. installations several transmitters
and receivers may be in use simultaneously at the 'same

station.' The first problem involved is to avoid mutual
interaction between the various pieces of equipment,
particularly from the transmitters to the receivers. This
interaction may take place in several different ways of
which radiation along common power leads, directly
through the cabinets, or via the aerials are the most
common. In this article only the latter case will be
considered, where a receiver with a wanted input signal
of the order of microvolts may have also impressed at
its input terminals a locally generated unwanted signal
of the order of volts. Although the unwanted signal will
be of a different frequency, due to its large amplitude the
receiver input stages will be unable to completely reject
it, and cross modulation or blocking may take place in
the early stages of the receiver. It is evident that aerial
filters will be required both in the transmitter and receiver
aerial feeders to (a) reduce the unwanted signals from the
transmitter at the receiver input and (b) to reduce to a
lower level the transmitter spurious outputs which may
fall near the received frequency.

This is a technical problem inherent in the economic
design of the standard equipment, as each transmitter and
receiver could incornorate its own filters; but this would
be uneconomical when the equipment is used at a simple
station where these problems do not arise. The requisite
filters and other units would normally be supplied as
separate external units; these units differing to cater for
the individual problems involved with any particular
combinations of equipments.

A second problem occurs at large stations where the
cost of the aerials, feeders, and aerial towers or supports
form a large proportion of the total cost, and also in
cases where sufficient space does not exist for the erection
of a multiplicity of aerials. In such cases it is desirable
to combine several sets of equipment to use one aerial.
The number of aerial filters required may in some cases
be reduced if, say, several receivers operate from one
aerial. In such cases, the problem of the design of a
wideband aerial whose efficiency and polar diagram do
not vary with frequency arises. For this reason it is
usually desirable to group the equipment into fairly
narrow frequency bands, and to use each group of equip-
ment on one aerial.

The aerial layout and equipment grouping depend on
the particular operational requirements of the station
involved, but in general they may be classified as
follows:-

(a) Groups of receivers working from common aerials.
(b) Groups of transmitters working into common

aerials.
(c) At a small station or an intermediate relay station

a transmitter and a receiver working simultaneously
using the same aerial.

In this article it has been assumed that a suitable aerial
is available with the requisite bandwidth, and a constant
input impedance over the frequency band considered. A
similar problem also exists in regard to the input circuits

 Communication from the Staff of the Research Laboratories of The General
Electric Company, Limited, Wembley.

of the receiver, and the output circuits of the transmitter
as their impedance will vary with a change of frequency.
It is desirable that the addition of filters, particularly
branching networks, should not cause a large change of
reactance or resistance at the junction point to the equip-
ment otherwise it may be difficult with standard designs
of equipment to match the equipment to the feeder.

If a bad mismatch does occur the equipment may be
capable of matching to the feeder but the losses will be
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Fig. 1. Receiver aerial filters circuits

increased due to the high standing wave ratio. The filter
design should be such that at a stop -band frequency the
filter performance should not be effected by the equip-
ment impedance changing from its pure resistive value at
the pass frequency.

In all the designs discussed the terminations are assumed
to have a constant resistive value over the whole frequency
range, and the measurements of insertion loss were made
between a signal generator and a test receiver whose output
and input impedances were kept at a constant resistive value
over the range of frequencies used during the measure-
ments. The input impedance of the receiver was measured
and adjusted for the frequencies used by means of a V.H.F.
impedance bridge, and the receiver was connected to the
equipment under test by means of 100ft of coaxial cable.
By using a long length of coaxial cable the test receiver
may be kept well away from stray electric fields, hence
avoiding spurious pick up; and any small variations of
input impedance tend to be swamped by the cable losses.
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Receiver Common Aerial Working
Thermally generated noise is the limiting factor in the

design of most modern V.H.F. communication receivers and,
provided the output impedance of the network feeding the
receiver is the same, the amount of thermal noise generated
will be the same irrespective of any type of passive net-
work preceding the receiver input circuits. If now, several
receivers are connected to a common aerial by means of a
passive network, and if no frequency selective network is
used, the total received signal power will be divided propor-
tionally to the number of receivers. Any communication
channel will hence have a degraded signal-to-noise ratio,
as the noise power has remained constant while the signal
power has been reduced. To avoid this degradation it is
essential that the division into a number of circuits shall
take place at some point where the signal-to-noise ratio
has been already determined. In this way the signal and
noise powers are reduced proportionally and no degrada-
tion of service in any one communication channel will take
place. Wide separation of the receiver frequencies means
that passive frequency selective networks may be used, and
in this case the degradation due to the division of signal
power does not occur. But with close frequency separa-

Input
from
aerial
filter.

..t.
..":"

If the shunt capacitance is fixed, and also the cut-off fre-
quency, all other line constants can then be determined
(see Appendix I).

In the design of the low-pass filter section it has been
assumed that the shunt element consists of the valve input
capacitance only; but due to the fact that the grid input
impedance has a resistive component, extra resistance will
be shunted across the filter. This causes a progressive loss
of signal and first -stage noise along the line section and
eventually, if sufficient separating sections are in use, the
noise due to the separating valve will degrade the signal
excessively. Where a small number of separating valves
is used (say up to 10), and the filter characteristic imped-
ance is small compared with the resistive component of the
valve input impedance, this effect may be neglected. But
it is this effect which determines the maximum number of
separating valves which may be used with a given pre-
amplifier. The larger the pre -amplifier gain the greater may
be the number of receivers connected to the separating unit.

The anode load of the final pre -amplifier valve will be
the characteristic impedance of the low-pass filter section,
and this will determine the stage gain. Sufficient gain must
be available to swamp any noise due to the separating

HI+
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Output
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T

Output

/IN

T

, Output

DC 4o

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of unit for feeding 4 receivers from a common aerial

tion the filter problems are difficult technically, expensive,
and pass -band losses are large. Usually a common pre-
amplifier followed by a separating network is to be pre-
ferred. In this case the total combined signal is applied to
each receiver, and the receiver alone is responsible for the
selection of the correct communication channel, in fact
a similar state of affairs to that obtaining when each re-
ceiver has its own aerial. A broad band pre -amplifier
should be used before channel -splitting takes place, and a
grounded -grid triode stage which has an inherently low
noise -factor may be used for this purpose. In the case
of high received frequencies, or a very wide band ampli-
fier two low noise -factor amplifier stages may have to be
cascaded.

The channel -splitting may be done in several ways, but
where a large number of channels is involved, a con-
venient way is to form a low-pass filter section, with the
valve input capacitances as the shunt elements (see Fig. 2).

valves, even if only a small number is used, and this con-
dition will determine the minimum number of pre -amplifier
stages required. If the required bandwidth is not too great
the valve anode load may be matched to the low-pass filter
input by means of a r coupler circuit. (See Appendix I).

An additional aerial filter unit may be required to reduce
the unwanted inputs to a low level, and several forms of
suitable filters are shown in Figs. 1(a), 1(b), 1(c). Usually
the received frequencies will be in one band, and the un-
wanted local transmitted frequencies in another band. The
graphs alongside Figs. 1(a), 1(b), 1(c), show the measured
performance of typical filters of the type shown, where the
wanted pass -band is 70-74Mc/s, and the unwanted stop
band 86-90Mc/s.

The choice of type of filter depends upon the pass and
stop -band requirements, the over critically -coupled circuit
of Fig. 1(a) is suitable when a narrow pass -band is required,
and a rapid attenuation outside the pass -band. Fig. 1(b)
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shows a constant K band-pass filter, where the series
elements have been made into a parallel resonant circuit.
In the case shown at the pass frequency the element is
inductive, but by making the element resonant at a higher
wanted stop frequency, the attenuation at the high fre-
quency side of the pass -band increases more rapidly.
This type of filter may have one series element resonating
below and the other above the pass frequency, thus steepen-
ing both sides of the pass -band. When such a filter is
designed for a characteristic impedance of 75 ohms a
limiting factor is the minimum practical value of the shunt
inductance which can be physically obtained with lumped
elements. It is this element which determines the minimum
pass -bandwidth which can be physically realized.

Fig. 1(c) shows a filter which uses no shunt elements, and

Fig. 3. Unit for working 4 receivers from a common aerial

has a low pass -band loss. The parallel tuned elements are
resonated at the wanted stop frequencies which may be
chosen sufficiently close together to give a band -stop charac-
teristic. The whole filter then is made series resonant at
the pass frequency by means of the centre element.
According to whether the pass frequency is below or above
the stop frequency the centre element will be a capacitor
or an inductor.

The following briefly summarizes the filter charac-
teristics :

(i) Overcoupled Circuits, narrow pass -band;
(ii) Band -Pass Filter, wide pass -band, with resonant

elements good stop attenuation;
(iii) Band -Stop Filter, wide pass -band with low loss,

narrow stop -band.
Noise power is determined by the input circuits of the

pre -amplifier, and any pass -band loss of wanted signal due
to the filter will give a decreased signal-to-noise ratio in a
communication channel. This could be avoided by in-
corporating the filter with the low-pass splitting network;
and it would also ease the requirements of the filter design
due to the much higher characteristic impedance especially
in the case of the band-pass filter (Fig. 1(b)). Figs. 2 and 3
show a circuit diagram and photograph of a complete unit
consisting of aerial filter and unit for feeding four receivers.
The measured noise factors are as follows for the complete
splitting unit alone : -

Channel I
Channel II
Channel III
Channel IV

Frequency 70Mc/s
" 72Mc/s

74Mc/s
76Mc/s

Noise Factor lldb
8db
8db

lldb
31

91

If the choke input circuit as shown in Fig. 2 is replaced
by a tapped tuned circuit the noise -factor is improved by
2db due to the better matching of the input circuit of the
grounded grid stage. The use of a second pre -amplifier
would considerably improve the noise factor of the com-
plete unit, and increase the bandwidth, which in the circuit
described is limited by the minimum Q of the r coupler
circuit. Any increase of bandwith of the circuit described
would reduce the power gain of the single pre -amplifier
valve, and hence cause much larger noise contributions by
the separating valves. The cut-off frequency of the low
pass filter is 100Mc/s, and if this were increased to enable
the unit to deal with higher frequencies, due to the lower
characteristic impedance, the pre -amplifier gain would be
reduced, and a second stage would have to be added.

Transmitter Common Aerial Working
When several transmitters are working into the same

aerial the factor which principally determines the filter
design is the frequency separation of the individual trans-
mitters, and on this basis the following subdivisions are
made:-

(a) frequency separations greater than 5 per cent.
(b) frequency separations between 5 and 0.6 per cent.
(c) frequency separations less than 0.6 per cent.
A typical requirement of such filters would be that they

should give a minimum stop -band attentuation of 30db,
and a maximum pass -band loss of 3db, and present at
the aerial junction a high impedance at the, stop -band
frequency.

If the filter does not present a high impedance at the
aerial junction at its stop frequency, a large reactive
component of impedance may be present at the output
of another transmitter, and cause difficulties in matching
its final circuit to the feeder cable.

FREQUENCY SEPARATIONS GREATER THAN 5 PER CENT.
Filters for wide frequency separation may be of several

varieties and may consist of lumped elements and have a
band -stop characteristic, see Fig. 1(c), or more con -

50
Aerial 'unction

40 4

oc

C
0

g 20
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70 72 .74 76. 78 BO 82 84 86 gg
Frequency in Mel:

Fig. 4. Measured loss of coaxial filters

To
transmitter

veniently be formed by using lengths of coaxial cable.
Coaxial cable filters may consist of an open circuited
quarter -wave cable, which produces an effective short
circuit at the cable junction; this short circuit is trans-
formed to a high impedance at the aerial junction by
means of a second quarter wave cable (see Fig. 9). At
the wanted pass frequency the quarter wave stub is
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_.. Coupled reactance

Fig. 5. Top -capacity loaded resonant cavity

resonated by means of a second stub which may be
either short circuited or open circuited.

If a short circuited stub is used there will be two stop
frequencies, one of which is at zero frequency, and a pass
frequency between them, giving in practice a pass frequency
below the stop frequency. When an open circuited resonat-
ing stub is used the stop frequencies will be above and
below the pass frequency which itself is the arithmetic mean

Fig. 6. Calculated impedance4°for resonant cavity (k = 0.05)

ill

Coupled resistance
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of the two stop frequencies. For reasons of economy short
circuited resonating stubs would be used for pass below
stop frequency, and open circuited stubs for pass above
stop frequency. Several such filter units may be cascaded
to form a band -stop section, or alternatively the filter may
be designed originally to have a band -stop characteristic.

Fig. 4 shows measurements made on typical coaxial
cable -type filters, and it will be seen that as the pass and
stop frequencies are brought closer together, the stop -band
attenuation remains constant, while the pass -band attenua-
tion increases. For a given pass -band attenuation this
limits the minimum separation of the frequencies, and with
the types of cable used in the frequency range 70-90Mc/s,
the minimum separation for a 3db pass attenuation is
5 per cent.

This rise of pass -band attenuation, and also the maximum
stop -band attenuation obtainable are due to the losses in
the coaxial cable sections. In the ideal case the resonant
stub would present an infinite impedance across the feeder
at the pass frequency. Due to the losses, however, a finite
resistance is shunted across the feeder, and the closer the
pass to the stop frequency the smaller the resistance
shunted across the feeder. It is this effect which gives a
minimum frequency separation for a given pass -band loss.
For the same reason the quarter -wave open circuited stub
does not present a zero impedance at the cable junction
with the feeder, and the stop attenuation is restricted to
a finite value. The stop attenuation depends only on the

40

30

20

O

AerialAs
Junction transmitter

 0 1012

L /11

72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88
Frequency in Mcis

Fig. 7. Measured attenuation of coupled high Q circuit, with series circuit
off -tune

losses in the quarter -wave stub, and does not depend upon
the separation of the pass and stop frequencies. Due to
these effects the transformed impedance at the aerial junc-
tion is not infinite, but in all cases is still very large com-
pared to the characteristic impedance of the cable, and
its effect is negligible and will not effect any of the other
branch arms of the complete filter network.

FREQUENCY SEPARATIONS BETWEEN 5 PER CENT AND 0.6
PER CENT.

If in the  coaxial cable filters discussed the stub
elements are replaced by a high Q resonant circuit, a much
smaller frequency separation may be used for a given pass -
band loss. Fig. 5 shows a photograph of a circuit of the
type used, it consists of a short circuited length of coaxial
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line with the open circuited end loaded by a capacitor,
enabling the physical size of the circuit to be reduced to
reasonable dimensions. The circuit is coupled to the line
by means of a coupling loop which itself forms part of a
series tuned circuit shunting the line. (Fig. C Appendix
II). By making the coupling loop itself a series -tuned cir-
cuit the separation between pass and stop frequencies may
be reduced. Fig. 6 shows graphically the calculated coupled
impedance due to the cavity as the frequency varies. At
the resonant frequency for a high Q circuit all other effects
are swamped by the coupled resistance component; but
off resonance the coupled reactance is the determining
factor. The effect of the series -tuned circuit is to cause the
total reactance to become zero at two discreet points either
side of resonance points X on Fig. 6. If the series loop is
off -tuned a sufficient amount one zero reactance noint can
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such cases a non -frequency selective network is more
attractive. For these close frequency separations a coaxial
ring hybrid branching circuit (see Fig. 8) may be used,
although the minimum pass -band loss will be 3db.

The hybrid ring circuit may be used as a branching net-
work whereby several sources may feed a common output,
or it may be used as a frequency selective 4 -terminal net-
work. If it is used as a filter network, and all elements are
reactive its pass -band attenuation will be small. It is only
when the hybrid is used as a branching circuit that its
minimum pass -band loss is 3db, due to the losses in the
resistive terminations. In certain cases where the aerials
have both to be fed from the two transmitters the energy
usually dissipated in the termination may be usefully used;
but one transmitter will feed both aerials in phase, while
the other transmitter will feed the aerials in anti -phase.'
Fig. 8 shows the measured performance of a typical coaxial
hybrid or, as it is sometimes known, " Rat Race " formed
from coaxial cable. The hybrid is seen to be a wideband
device, and it can be extended to more than two transmitters
In this case the pass -band loss will increase as the number
of input terminals is increased. A simplified theoretical
treatment of the hybrid is given in Appendix III.

Common Aerial Duplex Working
When a transmitter and receiver are working duplex the

3X/4 frequency separation is usually large, and for this applica-
tion filters formed from coaxial cables may be used. The
amount of attenuation required depends upon the in-
dividual designs of the units in respect of spurious out -

60 70 80 90
Frequency in Mcis

Fig. 8. Measured attenuation of coaxial ring hybrid

be brought much closer to the resonant pass frequency,
point Y on Fig. 6. This effect is shown by the dotted
curves in Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 shows the measured attenuation
with frequency for a combination of such a circuit and a
quarter -wave coaxial cable. From the curves of Fig. 6
it is also seen that the minimum coupling is determined by
the Q of the coupled circuit and the permissible pass -band
attenuation.

As the coupling is reduced the zero reactance points are
brought closer to the resonant frequency, and by adjust-
ment of the coupling and the series loop two separate stop
frequencies could be provided. It would appear at first
sight that an increase in Q value would have little effect,
as the reactance curve away from resonance is only effected
to a second order by changes of Q value; but for a given
coupled resistance at resonance, a higher Q value means a
lower coefficient of coupling. This reduced coefficient of
coupling reduces the coupled reactance in proportion and
enables the zero reactance frequencies to be brought closer
to the resonant frequency. It will also be seen that the limit
the zero reactance point Y may be moved towards the
resonance point is determined by the coupled resistance
component, as eventually, if point Y is moved too far to-
wards resonance, it will be completely swamped by the
coupled resistance.

FREQUENCY SEPARATIONS OF LESS THAN 0.6 PER CENT.
With very small frequency separations the design of a

suitable filter becomes complex, and the filter itself elabor-
ate. The pass -band loss would probably exceed 3db and in
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puts and responses. If, say, a 40db attenuation at the trans-
mit and receive frequencies, and a general attenuation of at
least 20db in the rest of the band is sufficient, two coaxial
cables combined as a branching filter would be sufficient,
as shown in Fig. 9, where B would be connected to the
receiver or transmitter, and C to the transmitter or receiver
respectively, and A to the aerial. This figure also shows
the measured performance of a typical branching filter,
each arm being formed from a single section coaxial cable
filter. In certain applications where high powered trans -
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mitters are in use the attenuation in the receiver arm at
the transmitter frequency may have to be greater than
40db; in this case a double section coaxial cable may be
used, and the stop frequency attenuation will be increased
to 80db.

Conclusions
For most passive filter requirements a unit formed from

lengths of coaxial cable would be satisfactory. In the event
of frequency spacings less than 5 per cent resonant cavities,
or a hybrid ring branching filter would have to be used.
The hybrid ring branching filter would not be suitable for
connecting more than two equipments due to the large
pass -band loss, except in special cases where multiple
aerials are in use for other reasons. Where several receivers
are to be connected to a common aerial a pre -amplifier with
a low noise -factor should be used. The number of stages
of pre -amplification depends mainly on the total bandwidth
to be received, and to a smaller extent on the number of
receivers being connected to the common aerial. If only
two receivers with a wide frequency spacing are in use a
coaxial cable type frequency selective filter could be used
more economically. This type of filter would be suitable
in the majority of cases where duplex working with a
common aerial is required.

In general with these types of simple filters the stop -band
loss is of the order of 40-45db, and the maximum pass -band
loss 3db; although in favourable circumstances the pass -
band loss will be less than 3db.

Appendix I
LOW PASS FILTER

R,, = VLIC
L = RoIrfc
C = 11 rfeRo
fe = 11701 LC

If C = 10pF and fe = 100Mc/s
Then R0 = 320 ohms and L = 1.2µH

" 2r " COUPLER
See Ref. (2) and (3) where
R0 = characteristic impedance of R

low-pass section.
X. = Output capacitance of pre-

amplifier valve.

L

0-f 01 0 -0

Fig. A

L
0 0 0 \

Xe, X c

T
Fig. B

XA = - Raid Ra ± V (R.R0 - X1,2)
Xc = - RoXL Ro ± (RaRo XL2)

Appendix II
Suffix L for loop
Suffix C for cavity

Coupled impedance due to cavity = (w/t/)2/Z.
Total Primary Impedance Zp = RL + jcoLL + 1 I jtoCL +

(w111)2 I + jcoLc + 1 I jwCo
CL

If k = coupling Coefficient = Ml V LLI,
and at resonance jWLL + 1 /j0,CL = 0

jtoL. + 1/jwC, = 0 L L

40 = RL + w2k2LLL0/R,
Zpo w2k2LLI,1 Rr

.*. 40 CC le I R,

RC

LC

Fig. C

R

For cavity and loop shown at 86Mc/s
wLe = 24 ohms= - 1/ wC0 and if Q =1,000 Rc=0.024 ohm
(0/.1, = 92.5 ohms = -1/(XL and if Q = 100 RL =1 ohm

Total primary impedance may be evaluated for other fre-
quencies, and for values where series coupling loop and
cavity do not resonate at the same frequency, and results
for k = 0.05 are shown in Fig. 6.

Appendix III4,
/, is the input at A due to Input /
In is the output at C due to Input /

If the hybrid is formed into a symmetrical circuit a simple
analysis may be applied' when:

1, = 1 / 2[/.. + /..] and /11, = 1/2[1,0- 1001
where /.0 is input current when all centre connecting leads
(shown dotted in Fig. D) are short circuited together, and
I00 is input current when all centre connecting leads are
open circuited, and considering one-half of the network
only.

If R0 = characteristic impedance of cable, and
R, = R, = R01/2

To determine h.,
Input impedance due to A/4 cable is oo
Input impedance due to A/2 cable is R0/ V2

/.. = EV2I Ro
To determine 100,

Input impedance due to A/4 cable is R0/ V2
Input impedance due to A/2 cable is oo

.'. /00 = EV2I Ro
Hence I,0 = 100 = EN/2/R0

'. Ia = 0 and attenuation from A to C is infinite
= E1/2/R0

Input impedance at A and C is R0/ I/2

A

COAXIAL
CABLES

A,

A,4

B

_ _ _J
RI RI

4

SYMMETRICAL
CENTRE

Fig. D

'4

In an actual filter the two R, resistances are combined to
give a value of R, /2 and this is actually the termination of
the aerial feeder; there is no physical resistance R2/2.

Resistances R2 are combined to form a common resist-
ance R2/2 at point D, and this is a terminating resistance.
When two transmitters are combined by such a filter unit
the resistance R2/2 at D must be capable of dissipating half
the total transmitter power, unless two separate aerials are
being fed.

Other values of R, and R, may be used, and in general
the product of R1/2 and R2/2 must be equal to R02/2,
hence the ring may also be used as a matching network by
the choice of a suitable coaxial cable.
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Practical Methods of

Waveform Analysis

By J. B. McMillan, M.A., B.Sc.

THERE are two different forms of wave analysers in
common use for the determination of the amplitudes

and frequencies of the components in a complex signal.
In the first method, to be discussed briefly, the signal is

applied to an audio -frequency amplifier, which is made fre-
quency selective by the use of a circuit employing, say, a
parallel -T network of the form shown in Fig. 1. If a
signal containing a component of frequency 1° is applied
to the input terminals of this network and the condition

10 = 2nRC
is fulfilled, there will be zero output from the network for
the frequency 10, while components of other frequencies
will develop a signal across the output terminals. When
this circuit is used as the negative feedback circuit in an
amplifier no feedback occurs at frequency 1° with resulting
maximum gain, while negative feedback occurs at the other
component frequencies in the input signal causing con-
siderably decreased gain at these frequencies. Applica-
tion of this principle is found in the A.F. Analyzer, Type
1401, marketed by Messrs. Dawe Instruments, Ltd. In
this analyser, the parallel -T network is the feedback chain
from output to input of a three stage direct coupled ampli
fier, the output of which is applied to a valve voltmeter
with an approximately logarithmic scale. The resistance
elements R are variable, controlled by a large dial directly
calibrated in frequency, while the capacitors are switched
to give a frequency coverage of 25 to 8000c/s in five
ranges. The parallel -T network provides constant percent-
age selectivity at all frequencies of 3db attenuation at
about 1 per cent off the frequency to which the analyser is
tuned. This type of instrument is used mainly for analysis
with sound level meters, vibration meters, etc.

0

0

R-"\AAt--

1

2C 2

"W\C-

Fig. 1.. Parallel -T network

0

OUTPUT

0

Where more precise measurement is required the second
method of analysis is usually employed. The input signal
is heterodyned in a balanced modulator by a variable
frequency local oscillator to produce from the component
to be measured an intermediate -frequency signal which is
passed to a highly selective I.F. amplifier; the output of
this amplifier is measured by a. valve voltmeter. The

Wave Analyser Type 705

accuracy of such an instrument is dependent upon the
careful design of the local oscillator to produce low dis-
tortion, good frequency stability and constant amplitude,
and of the balanced modulator to suppress spurious cross -
modulation products. An instrument of this type covers
the whole audio -frequency range without switching and,
by deriving the selectivity from a fixed -tuned I.F. amplifier,
gives a constant bandwidth of a few cycles per second at
all frequencies under measurement. An instrument in-
corporating the above features is Messrs. Dawe Instru-
ments' Wave Analyser, Type 705, of which a functional
diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

The local oscillator in this instrument is of the resistance -
capacity tuned type. Automatic amplitude control is
employed to ensure that the amplitude of oscillation is
constant as the frequency is varied and that the maintain-
ing amplifier is operated well within its linear range where
the distortion is extremely low. The capacitors in the
frequency selective circuit are variable giving a range of
frequencies from 20kc/s to 36kc/s to produce a difference
intermediate -frequency of 20kc /s with an input signal range
of 0-16kc/s. For frequency stability reasons, wire -wound re-
sistors are used in the frequency control circuit and the oscil-
lator derives its H.T. from a stabilized power supply. Con-
stancy of output amplitude is obtained by the use of a
special lamp in the cathode circuit. This gives automatic
control of gain as the output voltage tends to change by
virtue of the change of resistance of the lamp as the
alternating current through its changes. The output of the
oscillator is applied to the paralleled cathodes of the pen-
todes in the balanced modulator circuit.

The input signal to be analySed, after passing through
the meter multiplier switching arrangements, is applied to
the control grid of a single valve phase-splitter with equal
anode and cathode loads. The push-pull output obtained
is then applied to the grids of the two valves in the
balanced modulator. If the frequency of the component
of the input signal whose amplitude is to be determined is
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f., the local oscillator should be tuned to 20kc/s Is.
Signals of frequencies 20kc/s and 20kc/s -F 218 only should
appear in the output transformer of the modulator with
no trace of the carrier frequency, 20kc/s h., provided
the circuit is perfectly balanced. In the instrument under
present discussion the reactive and resistive balancing is
arranged by means of a differential variable capacitor and
a potentiometer chain across the primary of the modulator
output transformer'. Before operation, the local oscillator
signal, is reduced to a minimum by these controls, other-
wise this signal will introduce errors when measurements
are made at low frequencies. Spurious cross -modulation
products are at least 65db below the maximum input
signal present and hum components at least 75db below the

depends on the amount of feedback and is controlled by
Ri, which is ganged to the corresponding potentiometers
in the other three stages. R, is a preset resistance in each
stage while Rs is one section of a four -gang variable: R
etc., are adjusted in the initial setting -up to give minimum
change of gain when the bandwidth control, R etc., is
altered. R etc., is a panel control to compensate for
small changes in the amplifier gain which may arise when
the selectivity is changed. With the bandwidth control at
the maximum selectivity, the attenuation for the four
stages is 3db at 3c/s off resonance, 10db at 9.5c/ s, 40db
at 35c/ s and and 60db at 65c/ s, which gives selectivity
comparable to the crystal filter amplifier already men-
tioned. At minimum selectivity the attenuation is 3db at

20kcis
201ccis+2Fs 20kcis

INPUT PHASE BALANCED SELECTIVE VALVE
INPUT re 20 kis

Et.
AMPLIFIER VOLTMETERATTENUATOR SPLITTER MODULATOR

CALIBRATION

CIRCUIT

20kcis+ Fs

VARIABLE
FREQUENCY

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 2. Functional diagram of Wave Analyser

maximum permissible signal on any of the four meter
multiplier settings.

In the Wave Analyser, Type 705, the output of the
balanced modulator is applied to the meter sensitivity
attenuator and switch and then through one stage of
amplification to the selective amplifier.

In. heterodyne -type wave analysers two main methods
are used to obtain selectivity in the amplifiers following
the modulator. One consists of a crystal filter followed by
tuned stages of amplification: the intermediate frequency
used is usually 50kc/s or 100kc/s with this type and the
selectivity curve resulting has a flat top of about 4c/s width,
while the response is down 25db at about 10c/ s off
resonance. A second method, used in the Type 705
Analyser, employs resonant circuits with positive and nega-
tive feedback arranged to give the required high selectivity.
Four similar stages of amplification are employed, each
stage consisting of a two -valve amplifier; the circuit
diagram of one of these stages is shown in Fig. 3. It is
seen that a tuned circuit resonant to 20kc/s is provided in
each stage of amplification : to ensure stability of the
resonant circuits toroidal inductances and high -capacity
silver -mica capacitors are used. Three feedback circuits are
provided from the output of the second valve of each stage.
The first is a fixed negative feedback path through R2 and
R3; the feedback through this path stabilizes the gain of
each stage. The second is also a negative feedback path
from R, via Rs, Rs, Rs, R, and Rs, while the third is a
positive feedback path from R, to the grid of
V, and to earth through the resonant circuit. It is
arranged that at the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit
the amount of positive feedback is balanced by the
negative feedback. At frequencies off resonance, the
impedance of the tuned circuit is decreased and hence the
amount of positive feedback at these frequencies is less,
while the amount of negative feedback remains un-
affected. With the negative feedback thus predominating
the gain of the stage at these frequencies is much less than
at the resonant frequency. This reduction in gain is
additional to that due to the normal selectivity of the
resonant circuit and hence a very high effective Q for the
amplifying stage can be obtained. The effective Q

STABILIZED

POWER

SUPPLY

20c/s off resonance, 10db at 50c/ s, 40db at 180c/ s and
60db at 320c/s. Thus a bandwidth variable by a ratio of
approximately six to one is obtained. At low frequencies
maximum selectivity is usually necessary, but for fre-
quencies above 500c/s a lower selectivity is often suffi-
cient and this simplifies considerably the tuning of the
required component. The lower values of selectivity are
also desirable where there are slight variations in fre-
quency of the input signal.

The output of the selective amplifier is indicated by the
linear voltmeter. The valve voltmeter circuit is arranged to
limit on large inputs so that the indicating meter, a 0-1mA
meter, will not be damaged by occasional overloads.

VI

R7

R6

IF-

JVVV`---1

kcls

2°--IF

TT .

Fig. 3. Amplifier stage of Wave Analyser

The operation of the analyser is extremely simple. The
main tuning control, which controls the capacity elements
in the frequency selective circuit of the R.C. oscillator is
calibrated directly in input signal frequency. There is
also a fine tuning control, which is normally set at zero,
when tuning, but is useful for final adjustment to the input
frequency. Other controls on the main panel are the
meter multiplier switch, the meter sensitivity switch, the
bandwidth control and the negative feedback control.
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Controls required for initial balancing and setting up are
located on a recessed panel below the main tuning dial.
To analyse a signal of known frequency for harmonics,
this signal is applied to the input terminals with the in-
strument controls set at minimum sensitivity. The
main tuning dial is set to the fundamental frequency
of the input signal and the meter switches adjusted to
obtain a meter reading. The instrument is then tuned
to give maximum meter reading and the voltage read.
The main tuning dial is now tuned to twice the funda-
mental frequency and the meter sensitivity increased to
obtain a reading. Again a maximum reading is tuned and
the voltage read. This procedure is repeated for the third
and higher harmonics. To analyse an unknown complex
waveform, the meter and the bandwidth control switches
are set to maximum and the main tuning dial rotated
through the entire range until a reading is obtained; it
may be necessary to adjust the meter switches to obtain

this reading. Once it is obtained, the instrument is tuned
for a maximum and the voltage read. By increasing the
sensitivity and tuning through the range, it is possible to
select and measure other components; care must be taken
not to overload the meter when tuning through the com-
ponents of large amplitude already measured. When the
component frequencies are close together, it may be
necessary to make further tests with increased selectivity.

The frequency range of the instrument is 50 to 16,000c/s
with an accuracy of ±3 per cent. There are four input
ranges of 0.5, 5, 50 and 500 volts maximum while the
meter sensitivity switch gives nine voltmeter ranges of 500,
250, 100, 50, 25, 10, 5, 2.5 and 1, giving a total of 36
full scale ranges from 1 mV to 500V. The accuracy
on voltage measurements is within ± 5 per cent provided
adjacent component voltages are attenuated by at least
10db below the voltage being measured. The input im-
pedance of the Analyser on all ranges is 200,000 ohms.

Electronics in Duplicating
By E. G. Gordon

OR many years electronic devices have been playing
an increasing part in commercial printing; now, both

here and in America, they are entering into mimeographing.
Extremely good plastic stencils may be cut electronically

by a machine-the Stenafax-recently introduced by the
Times Facsimile Corporation, of New York.

Compact and simple to operate, the only visible moving
parts of the machine are two cylinders mounted on a

Facsimile
Amplifier

Photockctric I
Scanner

Recording
Stylus

Original Copy

Fig. 1 (above). Stenafax Stencil Cutter

Fig. 2 (below). Cross section of stencil
0180.

/Feed Screw

Stenafax
Plastic Stencil

Socking Sheet Plastic Stencil

common shaft. Copy to be duplicated is wrapped around
one cylinder, and a vinyl plastic stencil is attached to the
receiving drum.

A photo -electric scanner, mounted on a carriage, scans
the original copy as it moves on the cylinder; and a
recording stylus, on the same carriage, punches minute

holes in the stencil when the scanner " sees " black and
sends electrical impulses, which are subsequently amplified,
to the circuit activating the stylus.

The carriage is on a feed -screw, and the entire trans-
mission takes only six minutes. Over 10,000 copies, it is
claimed, can be produced from these stencils, which are
used in the ordinary manner.

In this country, Messrs. Roneo Ltd., are now operating
an electronic stencil -cutting service. The stencils, which are
of metallized tissue paper, can faithfully reproduce gradua-
tions in light and shade. They can be made directly from
original photographs or drawings. No intermediate pro-
cess is necessary.

Fig. 3. Typical reproduction by electronic duplicating

Roneo Ltd. employ similar principles to those embodied
in the Stenafax to cut their stencils. However, for the
actual cutting an electric arc is used instead of a stylus.
The arc varies in intensity, burning away the metallizing
of the paper according to the impulses received from the
scanner.

Whereas by using ordinary methods the subjects suitable
for reprckluction by stencils are somewhat limited, by
using the electronically cut variety, facsimiles can be made
of a very wide range of copy indeed. Advertisements,
layouts, engineering drawings, music, letters (manuscript,
printed or typewritten), business forms, newspaper
clippings, photographs, graphs, etc., present no difficulty.
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A Visual Aid
for use in teaching

Vector Diagrams
By T.

FOR some students, vector diagrams, as drawn in A.C.
theory, tend to have an air of unreality. They are

drawn glibly, as aids in finding solutions to problems, and
the agreement between these solutions and the answers at
the back of the book may " sell " vector diagrams to a
student, who, nevertheless, while happily going through
the motions of drawing them, remains unconvinced that
they do in fact represent relationships between voltages
and currents in A.C. circuits. In particular, some students
tend to forget the rotation of the vectors.

The writer has tried to develop a visual aid to make
the concept of vector diagrams more vivid and accurate
than some of the impressions created by his blackboard
diagrams. The help this visual aid can give the teacher
varies inversely with the standard of his blackboard work,
but the device is a complement to, rather than a substi-
tute for, the usual blackboard exposition.

The visual part of the aid inevitably, in these days, takes
the form of a cathode ray tube. Let us consider a simple.
circuit consisting of a variable resistance and a capacitor
in series. The problem is to make something which to the
students is simply a box connected to the cathode ray
tube, on the screen of which it draws the vector diagram
for this simple circuit. The circuit of ,the contents of this
box is given in Fig. 3. The box is to have three sockets,
Sl, S2 and S3: S1 for the applied voltage, S2 for the
voltage across the resistance and S3 for that across the
capacitor. The vector diagram is to rotate in the conven-
tional counter clockwise direction. As it slowly rotates,
and as the resistance is varied, the spokes representing the
voltages across the capacitor and across the resistance must
change in magnitude and in angular displacement from
that of the applied voltage. Since the vector diagram as
drawn on the blackboard, or anywhere else, represents a
rotating diagram which has been momentarily arrested,
our box should contain a switch to enable us to stop the
rotation. Switch SW1 in Fig. 3 performs this function.
Finally there should be some method of identifying the
spokes on the cathode ray tube.

Let us first consider the stationary pattern. The essen-
tial part of the circuit, V4 and V5 in Fig. 3, could per-
haps be described as a quiescent circular time -base. It
is similar to the Watson Watt, Herd and Bainbridge -Bell
circular time base described in " The Cathode Ray Tube
in Radio Research," published by H.M. Stationery Office.
The necessary quadrature voltages are developed by C8,
VR1, C9 and VR2 from the 6.3 volt winding on the mains
transformer, T4. (This winding is also connected to the
heaters of all the valves.) R11 and C7 form a simple
harmonic filter as suggested by Hilary Moss, Ph.D.,
A.M.I.E.E., in his article ' Cathode -Ray Tube Traces,
Part III," which appeared in the October, 1945, issue of
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING. Godeck's radial time -base, as
described on p. 76 of Puckle's " Time Bases," could also
have been used; his method of developing the quadrature
voltages was preferred to that of Watson Watt in view of
its economy in transformers.

Normally V4 and V5 are cut off by the voltage drop
across VR7. In this condition the circle degenerates into
a spot at the centre of the screen. It can be seen that the

Acton Technical College.
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cathodes of V4 and V5 are positive to the negative H.T.
rail, while the grids are taken down to this rail by R12.
R13 and R16.

For three short periods during each cycle a positive pulse
is developed across R16, from R10, which is in the com-
mon cathode circuit of the pulse -generator valves VI, V2
and V3. During these three pulses, the spot is radially
deflected, as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 (i) the spokes are
expanded laterally so that arrows may be inserted to show
the direction of motion of the spot.

In the pulse generators it will be seen that the grids of
VIA, V2A and V3A are taken down to the cathodes by

(G)

(b)

(c)

- (d )

le )

(f)

(9)

(h)

(i)

II IL

Applied voltage

Pulse derived from (a)

Voltage across the resistor

Derived pulse

Voltage across the capacitor

fl m Derived pulse

Unmodulated circle displayed
when time -base valves operate
under Class A conditions, and
pulse -generator valves are re-
m oved

heavy bias on time -base valves
Circle reduced to point -locus by

Pattern .displayed when bias is
lifted three times per cycle by
pulses derived from the three

voltages

Fig. I. Derivation of vectors on C.R.T.

R1, R2 and R3, so that there is no standing bias. For
satisfactory operation the sinusoidal voltages applied to
Sl, S2 and S3 should be large compared with the grid base
of these valves. To prevent excessive grid current during
positive half cycles, the rectifiers MR1, MR2 and MR3
are used. Fig. 2 (b) shows the wave -form of the voltages
applied to the grids of the pulse -generators and Fig. 2 (c)
shows the wave form of the anode current. The wave
form of the voltage developed by this current flowing
through an anode load would be the same shape (except
for inversion) if it were not for inter -electrode and stray
capacitances. The effect of these is well explained in
Section 12 Chap. II of " Principles of Radar," second
edition, by the Radar School of the Massachusetts Insti-
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tute of Technology. In the present applica-
tion, it is intended to differentiate the wave-
form to produce short positive pulses. The
amplitude of these pulses depends on the
steepness of the wave front. Presumably on
account of the different effects of the inter -
electrode capacitances on different parts of
the wave front it was found easier to pro-
duce large positive pulses from a cathode,

(I)

B

Sinusoidal voltage

Voltage applied to grid of
pulse generator

Current in the pulse gener-
ator valve. The dotted
curve shows the wave -form
for a comparatively small
sinusoidal voltage

Pulses produced by the
differentiating circuit from
a large sinusoidal voltage

Pulses produced from a
I I Mill sinusoidal vollage

(9)

TI MR

SI 4.° eRI
0a

la

0-,2T0

Fig. 2. The effect of the magnitude of the sinusoidal
voltage on that of the vector.

V2A V2B

V3A V3B

RI
R2 100k. ohms
R3
R4
R5 47k.
R6
R7
R8 2.2M. ohms
R9
RIO 47k. ohms
RII 5k. ohms
R12} 47k. ohmsRI3

rather than an anode, load. Cl and R7 are the differentiat-
ing circuit for V1 A. V2A and V3A have similar circuits.

VI B, V2B and V3B are used to couple the pulse -
generators proper, VIA, V2A, V3A to a common resistor
R10. This is also in a cathode circuit. As an alternative
we might have tried to secure positive pulses by placing
R10 in the common anode circuit of three valves working
with no bias. The application of a negative pulse would
produce a positive pulse across RIO. It was not expected.
however, that large pulses could be obtained, since, in
this scheme, when a negative voltage is applied to one
valve, the other two having no bias are passing a large
current. Cathode -followers are used instead. Normally
V1B, V2B and V3B will be almost cut off by the voltage
drop across R10. On the application of a positive pulse
to the grid of one of these valves, anode current will flow
and a positive pulse will be obtained across R10. This
will tend to cut-off the other two valves, but, since they
were almost cut off before, this has little effect on the
magnitude of the pulse developed across R10.

When SW1 is thrown to position 1, the quadrature
voltages required for the circular time base are developed
from the sinusoidal voltage given by an oscillator working
at a frequency slightly less than 50c/ s. If it works at 49c/ s
there will be one revolution of the vector diagram per
second. This device for producing rotation is similar to
the action in a cathode ray oscilloscope working with a
linear time base, when the synchronization is not quite
perfect; in this condition the pattern tends to drift across
the screen. In the present application the drift is a rota-
tion around the screen. The arrangement is not ideal,

230V.

111

C4

R14 10k. ohms CI
R15 220k. ohms C2 }10pF
R16 100k. ohms C3 J
R17 1 C4 0.1µF.
R18 ) 4.7M. ohms C5 8µF.
R19 1 C6 16/AF.
R20J C7 Iti.F.

C8 0.5µF.
Ti -) C9 0.5p.F.
T2 Radio receiver C101
T3 mains trans- CII km F.
T4 formers C12
TS CI3 J

VR I 10k. ohmsVR2
VR3
VR4 I .100k. ohmsVR5
VR6J
VR7 20k. ohms

VI
V2
V3 6C8
V4
V5

Fig. 3. Schematic and component values for the visual aid

but it is simple, and it works. It is, however, fraught with
a certain danger: unless the teacher is using an oscillator
which quickly attains stability, he should switch it on half
an hour or so before it is required; otherwise there will
be two kinds of drift, and the frequency drift of the
oscillator will be particularly undesirable if the diagram
starts to rotate in the wrong direction, when the frequency
rises above 50c/s. The slow-motion aspect should be
emphasized; otherwise the bright members of the class
who have heard of the persistence of vision, will be con-
fused, and will realize that they are seeing something
which theory tells them should be obscured by a blur.

If the oscillator has one of its terminals earthed, the
transformer, T5, is necessary to isolate the earth connexion.

So far no reference has been made to the difference in
magnitude of the three vectors. When the construction of
the unit was undertaken it was only hoped to show the
variation in the phase angles which accompanies the varia-
tion of the resistance to which S2 is connected. Now that
it has been built, it has b en found that a certain setting
of VR7 permits the unit to represent changes of magnitude
in addition. It is thought that the action is as follows :-

From Fig. 2 (c) it can be seen that for all values of
sinusoidal voltage applied to a pulse generator, above a
certain value, the change of anode current, from A to B,
is the same. The change of voltage across R4, in
the case of V1A, is also the same for different
values of sinusoidal voltage. The steepness of the
wave front, however, varies, since the time required
for the voltage across R4 to change from a value
corresponding to A to that corresponding to B, is
determined by the time taken by the sinusoidal voltage
to sweep through the grid base of the valve, and the
greater the amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage, the shorter
is this time. Consequently, the greater the amplitude of
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the sinusoidal voltage, the steeper the wave front, and since
the amplitude of the pulse given by the differentiating
circuit depends on the steepness of the wave front applied
to it, the greater is the amplitude of the pulse. However,
if the pulses, differing in amplitude, both bring the operating
point of V4 and V5 to the linear region of their dynamic
mutual characteristic, as shown in Fig. 2 (f) the spokes on
the cathode ray tube corresponding to them will be of the
same length.

If, however, the bias is adjusted by VR7 so that it has
the value D rather than the value C, then as shown in
Fig. 2 (g) the effective mutual conductance of the values
is different for the two pulses, and the spokes on the
screen of the cathode ray tube are of different lengths.
No doubt the relationship between spoke length and pulse
amplitude would be more linear if pentodes having a
variable kt characteristic were used. However the 6C8
double triodes used behave surprisingly well. When the
phase angle is large or small, the three spokes really look
like the adjacent sides of a rectangle and the concurrent
diagonal, but when the phase angle is about 45° there is
a tendency for all three vectors to be the same length.
Apparently the curvature of the mutual characteristic is
not sufficient for this condition.

The method used for identifying the pulses is simple:
switch SW1 is thrown to position 2 so that the vector
diagram is stationary. It will be remembered that socket
S2 is connected to the variable resistance; if this is reduced
to its minimum value, one spoke will decrease in length,
and will eventually disappear. The spoke which behaves
in this fashion obviously corresponds to the voltage
across the resistance. The spoke which corresponds to
the applied voltage is easily identified since when the
variable resistance is adjusted, while two spokes are
changing in length and in angular displacement from the
third one, the latter remains constant in length and fixed
in position.

In connecting the unit to the series circuit and to the
cathode ray tube, there are one or two points to be
observed. It is first necessary to ensure that the spokes
on the cathode ray tube lie in the same quadrant. When
the sockets Sl, S2 and S3 have been connected to the cir-
cuit, if the three spokes do not lie in the same quadrant,
it is only necessary to reverse the plugs in S2 and S3 until
they do.

Having secured three spokes in the same quadrant, it
may happen that we see the spoke for the resistance
voltage lagging behind that of the applied voltage. This
means that the spot describing the circle of Fig. 1(g) is
travelling in a counter -clockwise direction. To secure the
conventional pattern corresponding to counter -clockwise
rotation of the vectors, it is necessary to reverse the con-
nexions to one pair of deflector plates. (Incidentally, the
fact that the spot must travel clockwise round the circle is
responsible for the oscillator working at a frequency
slightly less than 50c / s, if it is desired to show the vector
diagram rotating in the conventional counter clockwise
direction.)

The unit has seven variable resistances; in adjusting
them one might begin with VR1 and VR2. (If desired,
these could be made fixed resistors of a value equal to the
reactance of C8 and C9 at 50c/ s.) If VR1 and VR2 are
out of adjustment, the pattern on the screen, with VR7
giving bias corresponding to Class A operation, will be
an ellipse with the major axis inclined to the horizontal.
VR1 and VR2 should be adjusted until the major axis is
horizontal or vertical. The pattern may still be an ellipse;
this should be transformed into a circle, of as large a
diameter as possible, by adjusting VR3, VR4, VR5 and
VR6. However, it is not sufficient merely to produce a
circle: a balanced push-pull circle is required, if the phrase
can be permitted. If the circle does not fulfil this require -
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ment, when the vector diagram is rotating, the length of
a given spoke varies as it rotates. The desired condition
can be attained as follows :-

VR7 is adjusted to give a circle as in Fig. 1(g). The
spokes now appear on the circle as miniature stubs.
Switch SW1 is set to position 1: the stubs rotate round
the circle. VR3, etc., are adjusted to satisfy two con-
ditions : -

(a) the pattern is a circle of large diameter;
(b) as the stubs rotate they are always radial, and of

constant length.
Ideally, of course, the four triodes in V4 and V5 should

be matched; but, in the unit constructed, no trouble was
taken to check this, and no asymmetry was noticed.

Finally VR7 is adjusted, the bias is increased, the circle
collapses, and the stubs develop into spokes. It should be
remembered, however, that Fig. 2 (f) is a warning that the
bias required for representation of magnitude is greater
than that required for representation of phase angles only.
The adjustment of VR7 is best done by setting the resist-
ance, to which socket S2 is connected, to give angles of
20° and 70°, approximately, between spokes; VR7 is then
adjusted until the spokes represent the two sides and con-
current diagonal of a rectangle.

It may be objected that by operating VI, V2 and V3
with cathode loads we are severely taxing the heater -
cathode insulation of these valves. So far, however, they
have not given trouble. The circuit diagram shows that
the unit has its own power pack, but it has been operated
from an external power unit which, on occasions, pro-
vided 500 volts H.T., and the heater -cathode insulation
survived. Incidentally it may be mentioned that the mean
anode current drawn by the unit is very low, since most
of the valves are pulse -operated.

The components used in the series circuit to which SI,
S2 and S3 were connected were a variable resistance of
10,000 ohms and a capacitor of 2,uF. The applied voltage
was about 130 volts, supplied by a Variac.

Various alternative circuits could have been used in
designing this visual aid. A radial time base, such as that
of the Radio Research Station, could have been built
round V4 and V5. The saw -tooth voltage required can
conveniently be provided by the oscilloscope in which the
cathode ray tube is mounted. Its frequency should be
high-about 20kc / s-so that, without modulation, the
pattern on the screen is a circular blur, composed of spokes

Fig. 4. A.C. bridge used in demonstrations with the equipment

packed so tightly together that they cannot be distinguished
one from another. The pulses developed across R10 are
applied to the grid of the C.R.O. and the brightness control
is turned down. This method works satisfactorily, but
it only represents phase angles, not magnitudes of vectors.

Alternatively, three cathode ray tubes could be used,
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each tube having its own radial time base. Each tube
displays one vector. The three voltages from the series
circuit are each applied to one of the radial time bases,
and the quadrature voltages are developed from them.
Only one pulse generator is required, fed from the voltage
applied to the series circuit. This pulse is applied simul-
taneously to the grids of all three cathode ray tubes. With-
out pulse modulation, and with the brightnesS control
turned up, each cathode ray tube displays a circular blur,
the diameter of which is proportional to the sinusoidal
voltage applied to the radial time base. With pulse modu-
lation, and with the brightness control turned down, each
cathode ray tube displays vectors correctly represented in
magnitude and in phase displacement. On account of its
extravagance, this method has not been tried, but it may
well be the most simple method if a high degree of
accuracy is required.

The unit shown in Fig. 3 was built to represent vector
relationships in simple circuits, but it is thought that it
could well be used for more complex arrangements such
as A.C. bridges, provided that the arms of the bridge are
not of unduly high impedance, so that they are not affected

too much by the connexion of the primaries of T2 and
T3 to them. In this application one may connect Si to
the applied voltage, and S2 or S3 to points B and D of
Fig. 4, and show that the vector BD disappears at balance,
or, more instructively, one may connect 51 to the applied
voltage, S2 to the arm AD and S3 to the arm AB as in
Fig. 4. When the adjustments to the bridge are such that
the vector for AB and that for AD coincide, and are of
the same length, the bridge is balanced. When a bridge
has been adjusted so that the vectors have the same phase
angle, if it is desired to show how adjustments to the
bridge vary the magnitude of the vectors, it may be con-
venient to turn one vector through 180° by reversing the
connexions to S2 or S3.

The circuit shown in Fig. 3 was the result of some
thought and experiment, but the values of the components
were not carefully chosen. Many of the components were
chosen from those available when some tag -panels from
surplus equipments had been stripped. The values are
not critical, and others who may wish to build the unit
should have no difficulty in persuading it to draw their
vector diagrams for them.

A Judgment Box
By W. H. Alexander, B.Sc., A.Inst.P. *

DECISIONS are often made in such a simple manner
that the mechanism involved is scarcely given a

moment's thought. In general, however, a decision is
reached only after due consideration has been given to the
weight or importance of each of the distinct factors which
influence it and it is only when one of these factors is of
overwhelming importance that the decision resolves itself
so simply. The question " Shall I build myself a house? ",
for example, is settled immediately if one of the factors
is that one has no money and no prospects of obtaining
any.

The principal difficulty in making a decision lies not so
much in estimating the relative weights of the various
factors, although this may involve decisions quite difficult
in themselves, as in ensuring that the final decision is a
true reflexion of these weights. One simple, but effective,
method of achieving this end, is to assign to each factor a
numerical quantity representing its weight, which quantity
is made positive or negative, depending on whether the
factor under consideration is for or against the proposal
to be judged. This proposal is then accepted or rejected
according as the sign of the algebraic sum of the weights
is positive or negative.

The Judgment Box described in this article is capable
of taking the weighted mean of a number of quantities and
is thus well suited to performing the above summation.
Ten channels are available to represent up to ten separate
factors; each channel having two six -way switches, one
above the other, so that the panel has twenty switches
arranged in two rows of ten. (Fig. 1). The six positions
of the upper switch represent " strongly for ", " for ",
" neutral ", `against ", `strongly against " and " off ",
which is the position used when no factor has been
allotted to that channel. The lower switch adjusts the
weight. When the decision is required, it is obtained by
operating a push-button and turning the urgency control
clockwise, until the pointer of the decision meter moves

* Applications Laboratory, Ferranti Ltd., Edinburgh.
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from the amber sector into either the green sector to the
right or the red sector to the left, thus accepting or reject-
ing the proposal. The urgency control should not be
turned beyond a point previously determined by con-
sideration of how urgently a decision is required. If a
decision is required most urgently, or in other words if
a decision must be obtained no matter how close, then
the urgency control may be turned fully clockwise, but
if a clear or large majority decision is necessary, then the
urgency control should be turned only a small amount.
Unless the decision is clear enough, the pointer will not
leave the amber sector, and, in the least urgent position,
only a unanimous verdict is sufficient to register as a
decision.

The circuit diagram (Fig. 2) shows that the upper switch
selects a voltage of + 2, +1, 0, -1 or -2 volts (the
signs plus and minus meaning in and out of phase with
a reference voltage), whilst the lower one varies the
resistance by which the selected voltage is connected to
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Fig. 1. The Judgment Box.
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a line common to all channels. The voltage on this line
is_ measured by the detector and meter circuit, in which
the urgency control is merely a variable shunt, spring
loaded to prevent accidental overloading of the meter.

Considering the general channel (subscript i), the current
flowing to the common line will be

= (V1 - V) Gi
where V, is the selected voltage, V is the voltage of the
common line and Gi is the conductance of the path to
the common line. Summing this over all channels gives

= G Gi - V
1=1 1=1 1=1

But h is the total current flowing into one point
1=1

(if the very small current taken by the meter circuit is

neglected and must therefore be zero. So V=

Vi GI
i 1

11

2,=,
which is the formula for a weighted mean. In the present
instrument n can have any inte-
gral value from one to ten. Vi
can be +2, +1, 0, -1 or -2 and
Gi can be 1, 4-, 1, 1/5 or 0, but
these fractions could be changed
to any required values by altering
the resistors on the lower switch.

The types of problem which
can be solved by an instrument
of this kind are many; perhaps the
most obvious being that of
making a personal decision such
as that mentioned earlier, " Shall
I build myself a house? " The
man who has to make this
decision might allocate the first
channel to his own feelings,
which are that, although a new
house would be desirable, he is
quite comfortable at present in
his furnished flat. This would
merit the position " for " ( +1) in
the upper switch, while the lower

URGENCY
most

2.Sn.
10
ICri

greater importance than that of a salesman, whilst on
others the places might be reversed. After the weights
have been adjusted, the members then record their votes
on their individual switches, each having the choice of
casting two votes or one vote, for or against, or abstain-
ing from voting by turning his switch to " neutral." Thus
an abstention has the effect of reducing the strength of
the decision, whereas the " off " position, signifying
perhaps that this member is absent, completely removes
from the circuit, the channel concerned. When the votes
have been cast, then the decision is obtained in the usual
manner.

One of the most interesting ways in which the Judgment
Box can be used is in selecting candidates for employ-
ment. Some human attribute such as general appearance,
command of English or manipulative skill is allocated to
each channel and the bottom row of switches is set to
the relative importances of these attributes, having regard
to the post to be filled. If, for example, a fitter is
required, then manipulative skill would be given more
weight than English or appearance. Every candidate in
turn is then tested in all the attributes and the top row
of switches is set in accordance with whether the candidate
is very good (+2), good (+1), average (0), poor ( -1) or
bad ( -2) in each attribute. The man receiving a decision
in his favour with the lowest setting of the urgency con-
trol is the best man for the position. Alternatively, the

+2V

oV
c' -1V

c' -2V

least

DECISION
50-0-50 &A

CGI-C

Zero Adjust

SO.n.

switch would be turned to the
most important position (1). The
next channel, his wife's feelings,
would have the upper. switch at
" strongly for " ( +2) because .

she is very anxious to have a new house. Proceeding in
this manner, he would set the switches for all the factors,
press the button and turning the urgency control to the
required level would receive the judgment. He would
build the house if the pointer entered the green sector, not
build it if the pointer entered the red sector, and if it
remaihed in the amber sector he would wait until some
circumstance changed and then try again.

Taking the vote of a committee meeting is another
possible use of this circuit, and for this purpose the upper
row of switches would be separated from the main unit
and distributed round the conference table, one to each
member of the committee. When a vote is about to be
taken the chairman would adjust the weighting switches
to give each member the importance which the chairman
thinks he merits on the question to be decided. This
procedure is not quite so undemocratic as it first appears,
for on many questions the opinion of an engineer is of

4Th.

47n.
DUX

I oft

least°

VALUE 1

0+4

10.o.

O
?

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the Judgment Box

10n.

best post for a given man may be selected by finding
which post, as represented by its particular configuration
of weights, gives a favourable decision with the least
turning of the urgency control.

The reader will no doubt think of numerous other uses
for a circuit of this kind and in addition will probably
notice quite a few improvements which could be made to
increase the scope of the instrument. Such an improve-
ment would be to replace the switches by continuous
controls, the upper one a potentiometer and the lower
one a variable resistor, but then a cathode follower would
probably have to be inserted between the two controls to
prevent scale distortion of the upper control due to
variations in the current drawn.

Finally, the author wishes to express his gratitude to
Messrs. Ferranti Ltd. for permission to publish this
article, and to Mr. M. K. Taylor for his helpful
suggestions.
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Receiving Valves suitable for

Electrometer use
By G. A. Hay, M.Sc. *

THE increasing use of X-rays, radium and artificially
produced radioactive isotopes in medical and other

work has led to the need for many and varied types of
instrument for measuring the radiations involved. These
radiations comprise X-rays, gamma -rays and alpha- and
beta -particles.

Broadly there are two methods in general use for
measuring these radiations, and both depend on their
property of ionizing gases. In the ionization chamber
method, which was the earliest historically, the ions
produced in a gas enclosed in the ionization chamber are
collected by an electric field within the chamber. The
charge per second, i.e. the current, is measured, and is
proportional to the amount of energy absorbed in the gas.
In the second method, which at present is capable of much
greater sensitivity but somewhat lower accuracy and
convenience, the initial ionization in a Geiger-Miiller tube
due to the radiation is caused to produce an avalanche
of ions by collision, thus giving a pulse of current. The
average number of pulses in unit time is then a measure
of the radiation energy absorbed. A more detailed
account of these methods will be found in references 1

and 2.
In the former method, the ionization currents range

from 10' to 10-9A, and it is not practicable to measure
them directly with a galvanometer. current
is passed through a high resistance of value 109 to 1012
ohms, and the resulting potential difference is measured
by applying it between the grid and cathode of a valve.

It is clear that the grid current of this valve must be
small compared with the current to be measured, and
this has necessitated the development of special electro-
meter valves. with grid currents ranging from 10' to
10-16A. This value, of course, relates to negative grid
current, which flows from cathode to grid when the grid
is too negative to attract electrons from the cathode.

Characteristics Desirable in an Electrometer Valve
For many of the applications referred to above, it is

necessary that the valve be small, light and relatively
non-microphonic, and that its power consumption should
be small so that miniature batteries in portable equipment
will have a useful life. This requirement makes a
filamentary cathode almost a necessity : in mains -operated
equipment this is still an advantage as its supply can be
most easily obtained from a stabilized H.T. source. There
has always been a dearth of special electrometer valves,
and to the writer's knowledge the only types available in
this country at present are of normal size or even larger.
The Victoreen Instrument Co. of America has for some
time been producing two sub -miniature types, but these
are very difficult to obtain in this country. Mullard
Electronic Products Ltd. have recently announced two
such types, but they are not yet obtainable (June, 1949).
The published characteristics of these four types are shown
in Table 1 for reference.

In general, the design of portable battery -operated
direct coupled amplifiers for the measurement of
ionization currents demands two types of valve. One is

* Radiotherapy Centre, The General Infirmary at Leeds.

a voltage amplifier, which must always have a low value
of grid current and preferably a large amplification factor.
Its cathode current can be quite small, of the order of
a few microamperes. This valve will form the first stage
in the amplifier, and the need for its high gain is to be
found in the effect on the zero setting of the amplifier
of varying filament current. If the temperature of the
filament varies, due to either current or ambient
temperature changes, the average emission velocity of the
electrons will vary. This will cause a change in the
position of the space charge, which is best represented
by an equivalent change of grid voltage, and may be
regarded as a kind of zero frequency noise. This effect,
as with orthodox valve noise, is most important in the
input stage grid circuit, for there it is greatest in relation
to the signal. If the first stage has a gain of unity, as
it may well have with many types of electrometer valve,
the same problem will be encountered in the grid circuit
of the second stage, and there will be a second source
of drift of magnitude comparable to the first. The order
of this effect is remarkably constant in triodes, tetrodes
and pentodes, being about 10mV equivalent grid voltage
change for 1 per cent variation in filament current. In
the inverted triode, however, the effect is about ten times
greater, and this type, although outstanding for low grid
current, is unsuitable for general use where the effect is
likely to be of importance, and where special precautions
are not taken to stabilize the filament supply. It will
be seen that the maximum gain available in existing
electrometer valves is about four times.

TABLE 1.

VALVE FILAMENT Ig tt gm

Mullard ME1401 1.25 volts
15 mA

2 x 10-" A 1.8 70µA/V

Mullard ME1402 1.25 volts
15 mA

5 x 10-16A 5 75i/A/V

Victoreen VX34 1.25 volts
10 mA

10-14 A 2 150µA/V

Victoreen VX41 1.25 volts
10 mA

9 x 10-" A 1 15pA/V
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The second type of valve, a current amplifiers may be
called upon to perform two functions. The first is that
of the electrometer valve in a single stage amplifier of low
sensitivity, where low grid current is necessary and a
cathode current of 100 to 200,uA will enable it to operate
a robust microammeter directly. Here amplification
factor is unimportant, but a mutual conductance of not
less than 100/1A/ V is desirable. The second is in the
final stage of a multi -stage amplifier where the valve is
required to operate a meter but where a low value of
grid current will not be necessary.

These two ideal types are represented in Table 1 by the
VX 41 and ME 1402, and the VX 34 and ME 1401 respec-
tively, but it would seem desirable to have a much larger
amplification factor in the first type. In view of the
difficulty of obtaining small electrometer valves, it was
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decided some four years ago to investigate the properties
of ordinary receiving valves and hearing aid valves. This,
of course, has been done by many people, but the types
selected have never exactly fulfilled the above require-
ments. References are given later to the principal workers
in this field, to whom acknowledgment is due for many
of the ideas collected together here.

Factors Influencing Negative Grid Current
These were first stated by Metcalfe and Thompson,'

and at the risk of appearing tedious they will be repeated
here, as there seem to exist some misconceptions among
many who have no intimate knowledge of such valves.

These factors are:
(1) Ohmic leakage,

(a) across external surfaces
(b) across internal surfaces;

(2) Electron currents due to
(a) thermionic emission from a heated grid
(b) photo -electric emission from the grid, caused by

incident light or X-rays;
(3) Positive ion currents due to

(a) positive ion emission from the cathode
(b) ionization of any residual gas by collision.

They have been widely discussed in relation to the design
of new valves, but one is compelled to adopt a different
outlook when only existing valves are available. The
following conclusions have been arrived at as a result of
the work described in the next section.

Ohmic leakage is rarely insuperable. Leakage inside
the valve is, of course, entirely under the control of the
manufacturer, but if the pinch and mica supports are
kept clean and free from getter the leakage is negligible.
Only in a very few types has this leakage been trouble-
some. The use of ceramic spacers for currents down to
I0 -15A seems unnecessary. Leakage outside the valve can
be made as small as desired by suitable treatment.
Bakelite bases are quite unsuitable and must be removed,
but there is absolutely no need for a top cap grid
connexion. Negligible leakage (for the present purpose)
may be attained with only the spacing between the pins
of a B7G valve base, or even less, if suitable coatings are
applied to the glass. These are described later.

Electron emission from a heated grid will never arise
in electrometer valves because the power dissipation is so
small. Photo -electric emission, however, is extremely
important, a current of 10-" to 10-"A being produced
by average daylight incident on the valve. A completely
light -tight cover is essential, even the leakage through a
small slit being sufficient to increase grid current from
10-" to 10"A or more. It is also probable that the light
from an oxide -coated cathode run at its normal operating
temperature is responsible for some grid emission.
Another source of photo -electric emission has been stated
to be the production of very soft X-rays by electron bom-
bardment of the anode : this would be reduced by operat-
ing at a low anode voltage, as is described later.

It seems that positive ion currents impose the most
serious limitations on the use of ordinary valves as electro-
meters. The effects of positive ion emission from the
cathode are usually reduced in special valves by the use
of a space charge grid near to the cathode, and held at
a constant positive potential. This has the effect of repel-
ling back to the cathode any positive ions which may be
emitted. It may sometimes be possible to use the control
grid of an orthodox pentode in this way, but often the
characteristics of the screen and suppressor preclude their
use as the control grid. One can reduce the positive ion
emission materially by operating the cathode at a low
temperature, a condition which will also reduce photo-
electric emission from the grid. Usually a filament volt-
age of about one-half of the rated value is suitable, giving
a current from two-thirds to three-quarters normal.

Ionization by collision is a function of three main van-
ables, potential difference across the valve, total cathode
current, and degree of vacuum. The latter is out of our
control, but although special valves may be more com-
pletely evacuated than usual, the degree of vacuum in the
average modern valve is sufficient for all but the most
exacting grid current requirements. Ionization by colli-
sion starts at anode voltages in the region of 10, although
the cumulative effect does not set in until voltages of 25
or 30 are reached. It is found, therefore, that a material
reduction in grid current results from a reduction of anode
voltage to 6 or 8 volts, and this occurs even though a
higher potential exists on the screen grid. The effect may
also be reduced simply by reducing the cathode current,
when collision ionization will be reduced in proportion.
This is desirable in a voltage amplifier, but impossible in
a current amplifier where the cathode current must be
sufficient to operate a microammeter.
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Fig. 1. Grid current and mutual characteristics of Acorn 955: Vi, = 4 volts

Selection of Suitable Valves
Before attempting to select a suitable valve type it is

pertinent to decide exactly what it will be required to do
in the circuit. For example, if the minimum current re-
quired to give full scale deflexion is 10-"A, and the accuracy
of indication is to be limited to ± 5 per cent of full scale,
(as it might in a small portable instrument), there is little
point in going to great lengths to attain a grid current of
less than about 2 x 10-"A, although a smaller value would
not be detrimental. The important factor in assessing this
value is the probable change in grid current, and under
average conditions this is unlikely to be more than one-
half of its absolute value. Hence the possible change in
the above example is 10-"A, which is 1 per cent of the
full scale current, and therefore unimportant. On the
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other hand, a full scale current of 10-14A, to be read to an
accuracy of ± 1 per cent would demand a grid current of
under 10-"A, which is beyond the scope of the ordinary
valve. The performance which was eventually obtained
with one type of receiving valve was thought to be
adequate for all normal requirements.

In selecting suitable types for trial, perhaps the most
important single factor is the ability to pass a reasonable
anode current at a low anode voltage and a value of nega-
tive grid bias sufficiently large to eliminate positive grid
current. This immediately rules out a large number of
short and medium grid base types, leaving only valves
designed for the dissipation of larger powers. Unfortu-
nately, these frequently require large filament currents,
and so the number of available valves is severely limited.
An excellent example of this difficulty is to be found in
the Acorn 955, one of the earliest types to be tested. In
Fig. 1 is shown the grid current of a single specimen at
anode voltages of 22.5, 25 and 27.5 volts, together with
the corresponding anode currents. It is clear that the
optimum grid current point corresponds to an anode cur-
rent of only a fraction of a microampere, and if the anode
voltage is increased to improve this condition the grid
current increases rapidly. Operating conditions are very
critical, and different specimens will certainly not be
interchangeable.

Experimental Details
At this point it would be as well to comment on some

practical points which have been found of importance.
Leakage across untreated glass surfaces can be exceedingly
troublesome, as glass adsorbs moisture very easily, and the
conductivity of the surface film varies with the humidity
and with the presence of electrolytes in the film. It was
during measurements on the 955 that this problem was
considered. At that time (1944) the only method known
to the writer was to coat the valve with a film of paraffin
wax. This gave very little improvement, and it was
reasoned that the wax was simply being coated over the
top of the moisture film. The valve was therefore care-
fully cleaned in alcohol and ether, dried in an oven, and
placed in an evacuated desiccator with phosphorus pent -
oxide. After standing for twenty-four hours, the valve was
lowered into molten wax without opening the desiccator.
On removal, a film of wax solidified on the glass, and the
leakage was found to be very much reduced. It was rather
erratic, however, and some trouble seemed to be caused by
thick layers of wax, perhaps due to unequal expansion
giving rise to frictional charges. In addition, the wax was
very fragile. This technique did enable results to be
obtained, but it was not until silicone coatings became
available that the final solution was reached. All valves
for electrometer use are now coated in the following way,
using " Teddol " compound supplied by B.T.H., Ltd. The
valve is washed in alcohol and ether, and then allowed to
stand for a day in a clean but normally humid atmos;
phere. This is absolutely essential, as the formation of the
silicone water -repelling film depends entirely on the initial
presence of a film of moisture. The valve is then sup-
ported in any convenient way in a large air -tight glass jar,
and the uncorked bottle of " Teddol " placed in the jar
for about twenty minutes. The vapour escaping from the
bottle reacts with the moisture on the glass to form a
closely adhering water repelling film. It is then necessary
only to remove the valve, scrape the pins, which may have
been very superficially corroded, and use in the ordinary
way. Subsequent washing and baking, which are usually
recommended, have not been found necessary in this
application. This treatment has been found sufficient to
reduce the leakage between adjacent pins of a B7G valve
to less than 10-15A with normally applied voltages.

The apparatus used for measuring grid currents is also
worthy of mention, as the technique is somewhat different

from that of ordinary small current measurement. The
basic circuit is given in Fig. 2; a triode is shown, although
tetrodes or pentodes can be measured by making provision
for supplies for the other electrodes. The contacts in the
grid circuit are normally closed, and are in the form of
crossed platinum wires capable of only small separation
to minimize changes of capacitance. All grid connexions
are insulated on solid alkathene supports. The sensitive
micro -ammeter in the anode circuit is used only for indicat-
ing small changes in anode current, and it is therefore pro-
vided with coarse and fine backing off controls. The total
grid circuit capacitance, Cge, is known for each valve,
having been measured by an electrostatic method, although
any other method of measuring a small capacitance would
serve. The valve and its grid circuit are fully screened and
enclosed in a perfectly light -tight container.

There are two ways of using this circuit. For currents
down to 10-13A, the grid circuit switch is closed and use is
made of the 10" ohm resistor. First, the valve is set to
the required working point, and the grid current key
opened, with the grid balance voltage at zero. Negative
grid current is flowing, and the potential of the grid is
thus made more positive by the voltage drop across Rg.
The anode current meter is set to a convenient point, and
the grid key released. The grid becomes less positive and
the anode current decreases. It is brought back to its

Backing off controls
Coarse Fine

Fig. 2. Basic circuit of grid current measuring apparatus

reference position by manipulating the grid balance con-
trol,.and this voltage then gives the value of ./g x Rg, from
which Ig may be calculated.

For currents less than 10-13A, the deflexions thus pro-
duced are too small, and the grid current must then be
integrated over a time interval. This is done by opening
the grid switch, thus disconnecting Rg, and at the desired
working point measuring the change in anode current for
a given small change, say 10mV, in grid potential. If the
grid key is now opened, negative grid current will charge
the grid -cathode capacitance so that the grid becomes pro-
gressively more positive, as indicated by an increase in
anode current. The time taken in seconds for a change of
10mV is recorded with a stop watch. From the relation
Q = V.C. we may calculate the increase of charge PQ on
the grid : OQ = Vg . Cge, = 10-2 . Cge, and if the
measured time is t seconds, then h = PQ it or 10-2 . Cgc/ t
amperes. This method is limited in sensitivity only by the
drifts due to changing battery voltages, because if t becomes
of the order of minutes the change of anode current may
no longer be entirely due to grid current.

Results of Measurements
The first valve to be investigated was the Acorn 955,

(Fig. 1), and although this was used in some radiation
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TABLE 2

VALVE
Vf
(V)

If
(4)

Va
(

Ia
(PA)

Vg1
(V)

Vga
(V)

Vg3
(V)

Ig
(A)

gm
(PAM

µ ra
(MO) REMARKS

RCA954 3.0 - 4.8 6.0 +0.5 +4.5 -2 0.3 x 10-'5 30 - - Ig2=72µA

Brimar 1C5GT 1.0 60 16.5 20 to - - - 10-13 300 - - Triode connected
100

Mullard DL72 0.7 20 9.0 1.0 -2.25 9.0 0 4 x 10-" - - - Triode connected
0.4 15 9.0 1:0 -1.15 9.0 0 2.0 x 10-" - - -
0.7 20 6.0 1.0 -1.35 10.5 0 1.5 x 10-" - - - Pentode connected
0.7 20 6.0 0.5 -1.42 10.5 0 1.2 x 10-" - - - , 9 /2
0.7 20 6.0 0.5 -1.14 9.0 0 0.9 x 10-" - 75 30 ,, ,,
0.7 20 12.0 130 - - 0 ca 10-" - - - As current amplifier

triode connected

Brimar 0.7 30 6.0 7.0 - 10.5 0 10-14 - 150 1.5 IHalf ig2=3 µA
Tungsram

1 34 0.7 30 6.0 14.0 - 10.5 0 10-14 - 150 0.75 fFilament Ig2=6µA
Mullard DL92

1.4 30 6.0 80.0 - 12.0 0 2.0 x 10-14 150 - - As current amplifier
Pentode connected

measurements, its operating conditions were too critical
for general use. In January 1947, Nielsen published some
results* using a 954 pentode with g1 and gs as space charge
grids and gs as the control grid. These results have been
fully confirmed, but unfortunately the characteristics of the
valve so used are poor, although grid currents of 10-"A
are easily attainable. Typical results are given in Table 2.
Soon after this a valve for use in a portable radiation

meter was required. A 1C5GT decapped and triode con-
nected was found fairly satisfactory as a current amplifier,
although the grid current was not less than 10-13A. It was
incorporated in a small radiation monitor which has since
been in constant use, and no instability due to grid current
effects has been observed. It is hoped to publish details
of the instrument later. Only two specimens of the valve
were tested, but similar results were obtained for both.
The valve is relatively bulky, and the filament drain is too
heavy for general use.

Two specimens of the Mullard DL72 hearing aid valve
were then investigated. It was this type which first showed
promise of attaining the performance required for the volt-
age amplifier referred to above. Using the valve pentode
connected, with g, as the normal control grid, and the
anode voltage about half that of the screen voltage, grid
currents of the order of 10-14A were observed. Table 2
shows typical results obtained at various electrode volt-
ages: the effect of varying some of the factors discussed
above may be seen. The amplification factor was such
that a stage gain of 50 could easily be attained. By triode
connecting the DL72 a current amplifier was obtained, with
a mutual conductance of 150,uA/ V. The grid current
under these conditions was of the order of 10-"A,
although some instability was observed which may have
been due to the particular specimen investigated. The fila-
ment in all these measurements was operated at 0.7V, 20mA.

Although these results showed that the DL72 was very
suitable as an electrometer, it was felt that a valve with
more latitude in its operating conditions would be desirable.
This required, of course, a longer grid base, and the final
answer was found in the 3S4 or its Mullard equivalent
DL92. Two 3S4's were first tested, a Brimar and a Tungs-
ram, both bought at random from retailers, and similar
results were obtained for both, as shown in Table 2. Subse-
quently, six Mullard DL92's were tested, of which four were
satisfactory; one showed excessive grid current and one
had unsuitable characteristics at the low electrode voltages
used. (It should, perhaps, be pointed out that these valves
had quite normal characteristics under orthodox working
conditions.)

It seems, then, that one might expect perhaps 75 per cent
of 3S4 specimens to be suitable for electrometer use. Of
these, some will have smaller grid currents than others, and

these can be reserved for the first stage in the amplifier.
As such, an average grid current of the order of 10-14A
together with an amplification factor of 150 and an A.C.
resistance of 1.5M12 may be expected. The remainder of
the specimens will be suitable as current amplifiers, where
an average grid current of 2 x 10'A and a mutual conduc-
tance of about 150µA/V will be obtained. The 3S4 and
its equivalent are doubly useful in that their filaments are
centre tapped. For a voltage amplifier where only a small
emission is wanted, half of the filament is used with conse-
quent economy in filament power. A very suitable valve
holder is the Clix " Fluon " B7G base which is moulded
of polytetrafluoroethylene. The insulation afforded by this
is entirely adequate for the present purpose.

A more sensitive radiation monitor incorporating an
amplifier designed around two 3S4 valves has been con-
structed, and it is hoped to publish details of this later.

Conclusions
Valves which are readily obtainable today at normal

prices may, with little extra treatment, be converted into
electrometer valves, suitable either as voltage amplifiers
with a grid current of 10-"A and a stage gain of more than
ten times that of the best special valve now available, or
as current amplifiers with a grid current of 2 x 10-"A and
a mutual conductance at least twice that of existing electro-
meter valves. The price paid for this performance is a
filament current of about two or three times that of the
electrometer, and the need for some amount of selection.

In view of these facts, it is surely reasonable to inquire
why the performance of existing electrometer valves is not
much better. If such results are consistently obtainable
with valves not specially designed for the purpose, it would
seem that a combination of the two design techniques would
result in an incomparably superior product. The above
results suggest that it should be possible to manufacture a
miniature valve with filamentary cathode, space charge grid,
control grid, screen grid and anode, with a grid current of
10-15A or less, and tetrode characteristics resulting in a
high value of amplification factor.
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An Indoor T.V. Aerial Array
By F. E. Wood.

WITH the opening of the Sutton Coldfield transmitter
in mid -December 1949 the writer who operates an

amateur transmitting station felt it necessary to take pre-
cautions to avoid the possibility of interference from his
transmissions being experienced by neighbours with TV.
receivers, having regard to the fact that he is resident in
a fringe area and that operation of his station is exclusively
in the ten metre band, the second harmonic of which
could fall in the pass -band of a Sutton Coldfield receiver.
It was felt that a perfect alibi would be forthcoming if
an interference -free receiver could be shown operating in
the same house as the transmitter. The first step, how-
ever, was the acquisition of a TV. receiver and it was
decided to build the ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING " Home
Built Televisor," the experience of others having shown
that it is capable of giving excellent results on a standard
" H " aerial (with + wave spacing) in the district.

In view of the heavy motor traffic passing the writer's
residence, noise limiters were added to both sound and
vision receivers as decribed in the August 1948 issue of
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING. The televisor was eventually
completed and, initial tests with a signal generator having
proved satisfactory, consideration was turned to a suitable
aerial system and, due to the lack of garden space it was
decided that an indoor array would be most convenient,
if this were at all practicable. To provide additional gain,
in view of this, a single stage pre -amplifier similar to that
described in ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING of April 1950 was
built and proved most successful.

An exploratory survey of the roof space of the house
showed that a close -spaced 3 -element array could possibly
be installed, although it was obvious that the reflector, at
least, would have to be bent back for some way at the
ends to accommodate its length in the required direction.
In fact, it subsequently became necessary to fold back
part of the director also.

Tables were consulted which indicated that with spacings
of 0.15. for reflector and 0.1A for the director the radiation
resistance of such an array might be expected to be around
20 ohms. Since it was proposed to use 75 ohm co -axial
cable, the input of the Home -Built Televisor being designed
for such operation, it thus became necessary to provide a
step-up of about 4 times. This is readily achieved by
making the dipole a folded element. In addition, such
folding will flatten the response of the system as a whole,
which is of advantage in helping to maintain the received
bandwidth. Again, it was considered that the normal
practice of connecting a co -axial feeder (unbalanced). to
a dipole (balanced) could not be considered satisfactory
when maximum performance was necessary. Accordingly
a simple balance -to -unbalance transformer section was
arranged between the feeder and the aerial array proper.

The next point to consider was the material from which
the array should be constructed. In this connexion the
writer had had considerable success using Telcon 300 ohm
ribbon feeder, pattern K.25, as a folded dipole on ten
metres and there seemed no reason why it should not be
equally satisfactory on the shorter TV. wavelength, par-
ticularly as the aerial would be indoors and so protected
from the effects of rain which, it had been found, tend
to disturb the operation of such a dipole when used in
an outdoor array. (Pattern K.35 feeder has now been
introduced to overcome this difficulty.) In arriving at the
length to which such ribbon should be cut for operation
on a given frequency various articles were consulted but
no very definite data could be found. The manufacturers
stated that tests were not, at that time, conclusive but
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indicated a length factor of between 0.91 and 0.95, and
suggested that a value of 0.93 should be adopted as the
best average. To satisfy himself in the matter the writer
decided to make some experiments with a piece of this
K.25 cable. A length was cut to rather more than half
a wavelength at ten metres. Two small copper plates
about + in. square were made and drilled for use as
shorting end -pieces for the length of cable. An extra
hole was drilled in the centre of each plate to serve as a
supporting point. The ends of the cable were bared and
a plate connected to short-circuit each end, the whole
length then being slung up on two cords and suspended
some ten feet below, and parallel with, a ten metre beam
antenna. The exact centre of one conductor of the
ribbon was cut and a thermo-couple R.F. ammeter of + amp

BALANCING SECTION
OF COAXIAL CABLE

MAIN COAXIAL FEEDER

METAL END
PLATE

K 25 RIBBON
CABLE

METAL END
PLATE

Fig. 1. Folded dipole with coaxial feeder and balancing section.
Stub connexions as follows:-
Braid at one end to centre of main feeder and top conductor of dipole.
Braid at other end to outer braid of main feeder.
Braid of main feeder to bottom conductor of dipole.
(Centre conductor of stub is not connected at either end.)

full scale deflexion was inserted. Thus, a complete loop
was formed with the meter connected in the centre of
one side. Switching on the transmitter connected to the
beam aerial excited the ribbon antenna slung beneath and
gave a deflexion on the R.F. ammeter. The transmitter was
tuned to 28.5Mc/ s and left on that frequency. A series
of readings was taken, shortening the length of ribbon
half -an -inch at a time (equally off each end to preserve
the balance of the meter) and it was thus possible to
ascertain the length which was resonant at the selected
frequency. Knowing this, a length factor was calculated
for the type of ribbon cable employed. This proved to
be 0.925, a similar value to that suggested by the manu-
facturers.

Having ascertained the foregoing, the construction of
the aerial could -now be embarked upon, and this proved
extremely simple. A piece of the K.25 cable was cut to
length for the Sutton Coldfield vision frequency of
61.75Mc/s on the basis of

length (ft) - 492 x .925

61.75
The ends were shorted by small copper plates as described
above, and the exact centre of one side was cut and the
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ends bared for half an inch each side. All connexions to
the end -plates were soldered up, as also the strands of
each end formed at the centre. This completed the con-
struction of the folded dipole and its appearance will be
evident from Fig. 1. As was mentioned above, the
elements were cut to length for the vision frequency of
61.75Mc/s. Strictly, of course, since the vision frequency
is 61.75 and the sound frequency is 58.25Mc/s the aerial
should have been cut for f = Al (61 .7 5 x 58.25). How-
ever, it was decided that every attempt should be made
to achieve maximum performance on the vision channel
and that the sound could take care of itself. This has
proved entirely satisfactory in practice. The director and
reflector are simply lengths of 14 s.w.G. bare copper wire
which are cut to the following lengths

492 x .9
Director .. feet.

f(Mc/s)
2

Reflector ..
f(M49c/s) feet.

The folded dipole in the array worked out at 7 ft. 5 in.
for Sutton Coldfield vision frequency, the Reflector at
7 ft. 114 in., and the Director at 7 ft. 2 in. The Reflector
was spaced 0.15A from the folded dipole, and the Director
spaced 0.1A. (2 ft 4 in. and 1 ft 7 in. respectively). All
the elements were mounted by means of Eddystone
midget stand-off insulators, Pattern 1019, which were
secured to convenient points in the roof timbers by means
of I in. screws. The folded dipole was supported on the
insulators by holes drilled in the small end plates described
above, and the reflector and director were simply twisted
round the bolt in the insulator and bolted down. Half
an inch or so of the length is, presumably, lost by this
method, but this does not appear to have affected the
performance in any degree. The height available in the
writer's loft was such that, in the desired direction the
folded dipole could be accommodated vertically, but
several inches at each end of both director and reflector
had to be bent back to clear the slates. No unduly adverse
effect seems to have been introduced by this expedient.
Having taken some pains to construct a reasonably efficient
aerial array there would be little point in using anything
but a low -loss feeder cable. That finally selected was
Ediswan pattern 75/CS/10. This is a particularly satis-
factory cable both electrically and physically. The loss is
stated to be 1 db per 100ft at 50Mc/s, and the centre
conductor is a single strand of tinned copper wire of
0.048 in diameter so that fracture of this conductor in
use is most unlikely. It was ascertained from the makers
that the propagation factor of this cable is 0.67.

The next step was to construct the balance -to -unbalance
transformer section. For this, a quarter -wave length of
cable was cut, the length being taken as

L (feet) = 246 x .67
f(Mc/s)

Taking the vision frequency of 61.75Mc/s the length
became 2ft 8in. An extra inch or two of braid was left
at either end for connecting up, and the quarter -wave
length of cable was laid along the feeder cable at one end
and taped to it. The braid " tails " were soldered up and
the feeder and stub were connected to the ribbon dipole
as shown in Fig 1, the surplus braid then being snipped off.
A stout cord was arranged across the roof space to take
the weight of the cable and enable it to be carried away
at right -angles to the dipole until it reached a roof purlin
to which it could be clipped up. From there it was run
to the receiver position on the ground floor, where it was
terminated in a Belling -Lee coaxial fitting.

The writer's location is some 200ft above sea level, and
the height of the centre of the antenna is about 30ft. It
has been in use for several months and, at a range of
approximately 65 miles from Sutton Coldfield, has proved

very satisfactory. Comparison with a home -built three -
element beam erected outdoors at the same height showed
only a very slight apparent increase in picture brilliance
with the outdoor aerial. Results at this range vary, of
course, from day to day, and evening viewing is much
better than during daylight. However, results with the
home -built Televisor seem to compare very favourably
with those obtained with commercial receivers in the
locality and used on standard outdoor " H " aerials. The
aerial can, therefore, be unhesitatingly recommended to
viewers within the main service area who do not wish to
erect an outdoor array, and it is thought that it may also
prove an interesting aerial for the experimenter sited in
the fringe areas.

For completeness a table is appended giving the appro-
priate dimensions (based on vision frequency) for arrays.
for all the five channels. The writer has not constructed
an array for any channel other than No. 4 (Sutton Cold -
field) and in the case of the lower frequency channels (and
Channel 1, Alexandra Palace, in particular) it will probably
be found necessary to bend over quite an appreciable
length of one or more elements in order to accommodate
the aerial in the roof space normally available. This might
well adversely affect the performance more than the six
or seven inches of bending to which the writer had to
resort.

Channels
1 2 3 4 5

45 51.75 56.75 61.75 66.75
Mc/s Mc/s Mc/s Mc/s Mc/s

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.
Reflector .. 10 11 9 51 8 8 7 111 7 4/
Dipole .. 10 li 8 7 8 0 7 5 6 94
Director .. 9 10 8 61 7 91 7 2 6 74
0.1A ... .. 2 2 1 11 1 9 1 7 1 5/
0.15x.. .. 3 . 3 2 101 2 71 2 4 2 2
"Balun " 3 8 3 2 2 11 2 8 24 5

Although the writer has not experimented with the
matter, it is sometimes recommended that, instead of
directly shorting the ends of the ribbon dipole with metal
tabs, as has been done in this case, they should be con-
nected across a small mica capacitor at each end. Other
constructors may care to make the experiment, in which
case it is suggested that a value of about 30pF at each.
end might be adopted as a starting point.

New Zoom Lens for Television
The B.B.C. will shortly add to its television outside 

broadcast equipment a new Zoom Lens. This device, when
fitted to a television camera, enables any part of the scene
to be magnified gradually up to five times its original size
until a close-up view is obtained.

This lens is a prototype which is to be tried out during
selected outside broadcasts. It is a wholly British develop-
ment and is due to Dr. H. H. Hopkins, a lecturer at
Imperial College, London, and the makers, Messrs. W.
Watson and Sons, Ltd., of Barnet to whom Dr. Hopkins
acts as optical consultant.

This new 5 : 1 Zoom Lens is a further improvement on
the 2 : 1 Zoom Lens already in use by the B.B.C. Zoom
Lenses of various sorts are in use in film production and
American television, but the special feature of the new
Zoom Lens is that its ratio of 5:1 is appreciably greater
than that of any previous lenses and, moreover, the sharp-
ness of the picture is far in advance of any before seen
or used.
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Some Aspects of Electrical
Computing

By J. Bell, M.Sc., M.I.E.E. *

Conversion of a Mechanical into an Electrical Quantity
and Vice Versa

In general a computation can only be carried out if the
quantities dealt with have the same nature. The initial
data may be electrical, but more frequently is mechanical,
represented, for example, by the angular position of a shaft
which may be constantly changing. It is necessary there-
fore to use devices which yield electrical quantities of the
character chosen for a particular computation, correspond-
ing in value to the mechanical or other input data.

The potentiometer, the Ipot and Resolvers already dis-
cussed can be used for this purpose, the potentiometer and
Ipot both being capable of representing a linear conversion,
or alternatively a non-linear conversion within the parti-
cular design limitations of each device.

Another instrument which has recently been developed
is called a " Linvar." Its construction is very similar to the
Resolver, but the magnetic design is such that instead of
producing a sinusoidal output with angle, the output is
linear over ± 80 degrees of movement. Fig. 12 is a typical
voltage/ angle characteristic of this instrument.

Output volts (stator)

10

6

4

Rotor position =9O
(degrees)

-60 -30
2

2

4

6

30 60

0

Fig. 12. Voltage/angle relation of Linvar

After a computation has been effected the answer must
be given in an acceptable form and this usually involves
the conversion of the electrical quantity into a mechanical
quantity such as the setting of a shaft, the movement of an
instrument or machine, the display of the quantity as on
a dial or counter or its recording on a chart.

A simple form of such a convertor is a voltmeter, but
in the more general case a servo is used as in Fig. 13
together with a suitable convertor (C) of mechanical to
electrical quantities, the unbalance of voltage at any time
existing between the computed voltage V and the output
of the convertor C causing the servo to operate, the motor
 Chief Research Engineer, Muirhead & Co., Ltd.

(Part 2)

M driving the load or indicator L until balance is obtained.
For further details of a servo suitable for this purpose see
Appendix.

Many other convertors of different types of signal due
to light, heat, pressure, etc., into an electrical quantity can
be used in appropriate applications with non-linear func-
tions being introduced, for example, by thermistors, but
the extensive range of such applications cannot be covered
in this paper.
0

V

0

Fig. 13, Voltage to angle convertor

A point of importance in connexion with the conversion
of data from mechanical into electrical form is that an
amplification of power is possible using these devices. The
mechanical input required can be quite small; for example,
a Linvar may be operated over ± 60 degrees by a
mechanical torque of the order of a few gr. cm. A rela-
tively small movement such as may be given by the
sleflexion of a beam, diaphragm, etc., may be mechanically
magnified or geared up to operate the converting device
and a servo following the electrical output may be used
in a variety of ways for recording or controlling purposes.

Examples of Computing Processes
These examples are given to illustrate the uses par-

ticularly of the newly developed devices. In some cases,
Fig. 14. Multiplication using two Ipote

Set x Set y

Supply

OutputV=kVsxy as a voltage
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where it is possible, however, a resistance potentiometer
may be used instead of the Ipot shown.

Ipots
Figures 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 show the use of Ipots

for various functions.
Figure 14 is, as indicated previously, a normal multi-

plication, but the method can be extended to include a
further number of Ipots, up to, say, 4 or 5, since the
magnetizing current of the Ipot is sufficiently low not to
introduce a serious drop in voltage on the first Ipot, par-
ticularly is this the case since it may be assumed that, in
general, the Ipots beyond the first are excited from a lower
voltage than the voltage applied to the first Ipot.

Figure 15 illustrates the use of an Ipot to obtain
reciprocals. The range of reciprocals is, of course,
limited, since, as the input approaches zero, the output is
required to approach infinity. In practice, the step-up ratio
is limited to approximately 6, and the supply voltage in
this case, therefore, must be one -sixth of the rated voltage
on the Ipot.

Setx

Supply vs

Output
021

x
as a voltage

Fig. 15. Reciprocals using one Ipot

Setx Set y

Output V= kVstc-, voltage

Fig. 16. Division using two Ipots

Figure 16 is a combination of Figures 14 and 15, illus-
trating the use of two Ipots for division.

Figure 17 is included to indicate the use of Ipots in
association with transformers, to obtain a characteristic
mathematical expression. In the Proceedings of the Royal
Society (Vol. 1401 page 457, 1933), Dr. Mallock describes
a combination of specially constructed transformers to
obtain a similar expression. The Ipot is, however, a much
neater device than the special transformers with decade
tappings as used by Dr. Mallock.

Figure 18 shows alternative arrangements of Ipots to
produce non-linear functions.

Figure 18(a) indicates a normal Ipot in which the second
contact is operated by an auxiliary drive which, in effect,
determines the scale or slope of the Ipot winding. If the
drive to this contact is suitably linked by a cam or other

mechanism to the main contact drive then the output from
the Ipot is a variable or graded function, but if the drives
are not so linked the output is a function of two variables.

Figure 18(b) shows another method of operation in which
the output voltage is the sum or difference of x and a func-
tion y.

Figure 18(c) indicates the Ipot used in the normal way
but having an unusual winding. Instead of the winding
being uniformly spaced, it is spaced according to some
desired law. There are obvious limitations to the type of
law which can be reproduced. The voltage gradient can-
not exceed the gradient of a normal linear Ipot, but by
winding the turns further apart, a reduction of this slope

Set x.

Output
WV,(ox bx2+ cx3) as a voltage

Fig. 17. Multiplication and addition using Ipots and transformers of
ratio a, b and c

Set x Satz

(a)

Set=
(b)

Set 3c.
(c)

Out put x as a Output x & (0y
7c7-3eoltage as a voltage

Fig. 18(a) and (b). Non-linear functions by operation of second contact ;
(c) non-linear function by grading of winding

to about one -fifth can be obtained and, for example, a
portion of a square law, or in ballistics a range/ time of
flight function can be reproduced.

Resolvers
Figures 5, 6, 19 and 20 indicate the use of Resolvers.
As explained above, the No. 1 Resolver cannot be used

for precise working on varying voltages, because of the
variations of the electrical losses arising largely from the
varying permeability of its iron circuit.

The No. 2 Resolver, however, associated with its feed-
back amplifiers obviates this trouble by drawing current
from the amplifiers according to the magnetization require-
ments.

Referring to Figure 5, it will be seen that the resolution
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V3= kV! sin e + kV2cose
V4 =kV! costa- k V2 sine

Vi V3

/ V4

Fig. 19. Resolver No. 1 resolution
to new axes

V3=k \si/172-I -V2 when

V4=Vi cos e+ v2 sin e=c)

V3

Fig. 20. Resolver No. 1 resolution
of Cartesian to Polar

from Polars to Cartesians is indicated, the Resolver No. 1
being excited on one phase of the rotor while, normally,
the other phase is short-circuited. An alternative use of
the same Resolver is shown in Figure 19, where the rotor
is excited from two voltages, one applied to each phase,
the combined flux producing corresponding voltages in the
two-phase winding of the stator, according to the relative
angle between rotor and stator winding axes. Since *he
applied voltages to the rotor are variable, accuracy of com-
bination is low, and the overall accuracy is of the order
of one half to one degree.

Figure 20 indicates the use of the same Resolver for
converting Cartesians into Polars. The accuracy again is
of the order of one degree, since the input voltages vary
from zero to the rated maximum. The figure includes a
servo providing automatic operation of the rotor. The
winding V4 supplies an amplifier and causes motor M to
run until the voltage in V4 is zero. The angle of the rotor
thus represents the polar angle, and the voltage on the
winding V3 indicates the magnitude.

Output os a mechanical movement
m s - tanS(iimits of resolution from 0 to tans -K)

Set x to
balance

Balance
indicator

Fig. 21. Resolution by magslip Resolver and Ipot to tangent

Figure 6 shows the use of Resolver No. 2. This figure
corresponds to Figure 5, but here the voltage applied may
vary from zero up to the maximum rating of the instru-
ment without loss of accuracy. The stator is used for
excitation and it is wound with a two-phase winding,
having duplicate coils in each phase, as explained above.
The applied voltage, V, is balanced against the
voltage generated in the Resolver, the difference serv-
ing as an input to the amplifier. The amplifier gain
is of the order of 200, thus for a very small difference in
voltage, current is produced which excites the Resolver to
the required intensity. In the case shown in Figure 6, no
input is applied to the auxiliary winding of the second
phase, and current will flow from the amplifier to the
exciting winding, in order to maintain zero voltage-thus

any reaction, due to load current or inequalities of
magnetic circuit in the instrument, will be effectively
neutralized by the use of the second amplifier. It will be
obvious that the No. 2 Resolver can be used in the other
applications shown in Figs. 19 and 20, and with this
Resolver, the error, instead of being of the order of one
degree, will not exceed three minutes of arc.

Resolver and Ipot
Fig. 21 shows an application of these two devices to

determine the tangent of an angle. Here the Resolver
provides the sine and cosine of the angle and by means of
the Ipot the former is divided by the latter. In this diagram
it is implied that the settings of Resolver and Ipot are per-
formed manually, aided by a visual balance indicator; it

Output H=11 sinS as a mechanical movement
Set R Set H to balance

Set S

Fig. 22(a). Range to height cons eiqor using magslip Resolver and two Ipots

Fig. 22(b). Range to height and ground range convertor using No. 2
Resolver

will be obvious, however, that the action can be made
automatic by the addition of an amplifier and servo motor.
K represents a voltage divider of ratio K.

Figs. 22(a) and (b) illustrate the first part of the anti-
aircraft predictor problem discussed above, namely range
to height conversion. In Fig. 22(a) the No. I Resolver is
used and the answer H is given by the setting of the second
Ipot when the voltage is balanced. If two further Ipots
are connected in association with the cosine winding of
the Resolver then the ground range is also determined.
Servos, of course, may be added if desired.

Fig. 22(b) is the corresponding diagram using the No. 2
Resolver. It will be seen that the range is set on one Ipot
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Input
T_J

Output.
kw+k t

Fig. 23(a). Aided laying (mechanical)

only and that the Resolver operates on this voltage pro -
ducting directly voltages proportional to height and ground
range.

Target Following or " Laying "
It has been found by those experienced in the art that

" laying " on a target can be greatly simplified by means of
a mechanical device which consists of a combination of
" velocity " and " direct " laying. The device is such that
if the target being followed moves at a constant angular
velocity this velocity will eventually be set automatically
by the operator in following
the target and henceforth he
has no further operation to
perform until the target changes
speed.

The mechanical arrangements
and its electrical equivalent are
shown in Figs. 23(a) and (b).
In the mechanical case, the
direct laying passes straight
through the differential gear, but
at the same time a parallel drive
alters the position of the ball
carriage in the " disk, ball and
cylinder " mechanism. A con-
stant speed drive is applied to the
disk and hence the cylinder is
frictionally driven at a variable
controlled speed; the cylinder
drives into the differential and
thus the output is a combina-
tion of "direct" and "velocity"
or integral terms. In the elec-
trical case the Induction Genera-
tor gives the " direct " term and
the contact position on the
potentiometer (or Ipot) gives the
" velocity " term. The potentio-

JULY 1951

Induction
generator

V=KVsut +K2 Vlitad t

Fig. 23(b). Aided laying (electrical)

meter is centre -tapped to provide for ± voltages corres-
ponding to clockwise and anti -clockwise rotations in the
mechanical case.

An arrangement of this type might be used for process
or mechanism control where a second equipment or
mechanism is required to follow the motions of a " master "
without oscillation.

Vectorial Addition
As seen above, the Resolver No. 2 may be excited pre -

Ship speed

Apparent wind direction
__- -

True wind

Fig. 24(b). Wind resolution

Fig. 24(a). Vectorial addition

Vectorial addition 17-:, C;i+ \7/27/ (VI s n + V2 3 n 0)2+ (V/ cos at + V2 eos e)2

F B A
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Fig. 25. Differentiation

cisely having a magnetic flux proportional to a given input
voltage. Its rotor windings may also be set at any angle
to the stator windings or a given datum position; hence the
instrument may be used to represent a vector quantity
both in magnitude and angle.

If two (or more) Resolvers are used in this way, the
applied voltages V', V2, etc., having the same time phase,
the corresponding rotor phases of each Resolver may be
connected in series as indicated in Fig. 24(a) and the sum
taken to excite the final Resolver stator. A servo con-
nected to the rotor of this resolver will run to zero balance,
giving the vector angle of the summation and the magni-
tude will be given by the voltage generated in the other
rotor phase. The voltage may be represented as a
mechanical output if another servo is added to balance the
generated voltage by means of, for example, an Ipot.

A wind Resolver for use on ships for converting
" apparent " to true wind, may be regarded as a special
case of vector addition where the second vector always has
a known angle and hence the second Resolver is not neces-
sary. Fig. 24(b) shows the wind Resolver diagram-
matically. Here the anemometer drives a generator
producing an alternating voltage proportional to the
apparent wind speed. This is fed to a No. 2 Resolver, the
rotor angle of which is set to apparent wind direction;
the output voltages from the Resolver are thus apparent
wind along the fore and aft line of the ship and apparent
wind athwart the ship. An Ipot is set, or generator driven,
according to ship speed and its voltage added to the
apparent wind along and the new component voltages are
then combined in a second No. 2 Resolver, the rotor of
which is servo driven to a zero balance on one winding.
The true wind direction is thus given by the rotor angle
and its strength or velocity by the voltage which appears
in the other winding.

Differentiation and Integration
The measurement of rate or speed has been examined,

and the last method mentioned is a differentiating RIC
network. The process can, however, be carried out with
the generator and servo technique with greater freedom or
latitude in the parameters and successive stages may be
used to obtain the second and third derivatives.

An arrangement of this kind is shown in Fig. 25. The
voltage to be differentiated is given by an Ipot and may
represent a mechanical movement or the position of an
object in space measured from a given datum. In the first
stage of differentiation the voltage is opposed by a voltage
from a second Ipot which is servo driven, a feed -back
velocity generator being used to stabilize the servo. A

dw
d t

\ /

second generator is driven by the servo motor and its volt-
age is a measure of the rate of change of the initial Ipot
voltage. This servo arrangement may at first sight appear
to be redundant as the speed at which the servo operates
is merely proportional to the speed of the initial input
shaft. In some cases, however, it may not be possible to
take power from this shaft and the movement may also be
smoothed by the servo.

Using the generated voltage a second servo arrangement
may be employed, as shown, to obtain the second deriva-
tive and so on for the third.

A

....

... 04111
- %.oc

I
6. II.

0

111
11 llll 111141111I 1111111: ,11i11111 Ii 411111V

Fig. 26. Integration

Fig. 26 shows the same devices applied to integration.
Suppose the input voltage V represents an acceleration
derived from a mechanism, or the ordinate of a chart which
is being traversed, the first servo shown will integrate the
voltage indicating the integral on the dial A. An Ipot is
shown also driven by the servo; this is arranged to give a
voltage proportional to the first integral and is used as the
input to the second servo, the second integral being shown
in dial B.

Harmonic Analysis
Graphical harmonic analysis is carried out in a well-

known manner by integrating sin' and cos' terms for the
fundamental and any desired harmonics. This method can
be made automatic and is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 27.

A waveform or curve to be analysed may be represented
by an alternating voltage V and it is assumed that the
period of cyclic repetition of this voltage is known or can
be estimated. Referring to the diagram, this voltage is
applied to many points marked V and as the voltage curve
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is traversed through its period or cycle, the mechanicli
shaft is also turned synchronously so that during the cycle
the rotor of the Resolver marked 0 is rotated through one
revolution.

The rotor of the next Resolver, marked 30 is rotated
during the same period through three revolutions and sub-
sequent Resolvers may be geared 5:1 and 7:1, etc., for
analysing the higher harmonics, fifth, seventh, etc. It will
be observed that each Resolver is excited from the input
voltage V and the outputs both sin and cos of each
Resolver are taken individually, each to a two-phase motor
or indicator. The indicator is fed also with the same volt-
age V and the indicator will run at a speed during every
instant proportional to the instantaneous product of V and
V sing (or cos0). The indicator or motor thus effectively
integrates over the whole cycle the sin squared or cos
squared function of O. The resulting readings of the two
indicators relating to 0, therefore, give the constants in the
analysis of the sine and cos terms of the fundamental.

V

B

4

\

F.B.A.

/\//- - --cos e /
I 1 \

1

applied and the convertor (C). This represents approxi-
mately 1/2000th of the range of the applied voltage and is
a determining factor in the accuracy of setting of the device.
It also implies that the gain in the amplifier must be of
the order of 1,000 if the motor operates on 50 volts.

In such a servo stabilizing means are necessary and either
of two methods is in common use. For 50 cycle servos,
it is usual to employ an induction generator, as described
above, which is coupled mechanically to the motor (M)
shown in Fig. 13, and rotates when this motor is driving
the load. The voltage generated is fed into the amplifier
input in series with the opposing voltages (V) and (C) in
such a manner that the voltage of the generator (G) tends
to diminish the input to the amplifier. This has the effect
of retarding the motor (M) as it is approaching a balanced
position and consequently preventing hunting, but in the
balanced position the generator has no output and con-
sequently it does not interfere with the precision of setting
of the servo. The proportion of the generator voltage

Fig. 27. Harmonic analysis

V

9//1 0 0v0 0 )

sin

The succeeding indicators associated with the 30 Resolver
give the corresponding constants for the third harmonic
and so on.

Appendix
NOTES ON SERVOS

In a practical case of a servo such as used generally for
computing purposes, the range of voltage over which the
computed voltage (V) operates may be, say, 50 volts. The
amplifier can be arranged to give maximum output for
something like 50 millivolts input. Thus, if the difference
in voltage is 50 millivolts between the convertor (C) in
Fig. 13, and the applied voltage (V), the motor will generate
full torque.

It is usually arranged that the motor employed is capable
of giving an output of at least twice the static friction
torque required to operate the device. In can, therefore,
be assumed that when the servo has come to rest, no greater
difference than 25 millivolts exists between the voltage (V)

PC,
k=.

\
/

Qq
V

/\ /

---- -
cos 3e / /

,
sin 3e

-

which is used in this way may be controlled by the use of
a potentiometer as shown in Fig. 13 and the servo may be
over, under or critically damped. The effect of the genera-
tor may be regarded as the equivalent of a time-lag and, in
a practical case, this may amount to approximately 1/20th
second.

The other method of stabilizing, in common use, can be
employed where a higher frequency than 50 cycles is used
in the computing circuits. It operates satisfactorily from
300 cycles upwards. The stabilization is effected in the
amplifier itself. The signal is rectified and differentiated.
A combined signal then proceeds to the power stages of
the amplifier for supplying the motor. The differentiated
signal causes a larger output to be given to the motor under
conditions of acceleration and a smaller output under con-
ditions of retardation. The balance between the smoothing
and differentiating parts of the circuit in the amplifier is
somewhat critical for 300 cycles, but is nevertheless quite
practical. The equivalent time lag of a phase advance
amplifier can be of the order of 1 / 100th second.
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Cathode -Followers as Low -Noise
Input Stages

By M. J. Tucker, B.Sc. *

TT is the purpose of this article to point out that in certain
-1- circumstances where a high -impedance low -noise input
stage is required, a fairly well-known but compara-
tively little used modification of the conventional cathode -
follower circuit can give a very much improved
performance. Gains in signal-to-noise ratio of the order
of 20db can sometimes be obtained, and the modified circuit
possesses some other advantages : the advantages and dis-
advantages are summarized at the end of the article. The
modification is particularly applicable to the first stage after
a piezo-electric crystal pick-up.

The conventional and modified circuits are shown in
Fig. 1(a and b), the difference being in the manner in which
the grid bias is obtained. Their performances are compared
assuming that the same valve is used for both.

Maximum Permissible Value of the Grid -Leak Resistor
The improvement in signal-to-noise ratio depends on the

fact that the grid -leak resistor in the modified circuit may
be made much higher in value than that in the conventional
circuit (see references).

A simplified explanation of why this is so is that whereas
in circuit " a " the voltage produced by the grid current
flowing through R1 appears between the grid and the
junction of K2 and R, (assuming Z. will not pass D.c.),
the equivalent voltage produced in R4 in circuit " b "
is considerably reduced by negative feedback before
appearing between the grid and the point on R5 correspond-
ing to the junction between R, and Ra: the voltage in R4
has therefore to be larger to produce the same departure
from the correct bias point.

Crawford' has discussed some of the factors limiting the
grid leak that may be used in a particular circuit. The
present discussion is only concerned with comparative
values in the two types of cathode -follower, and it can be

(a)

Fig. 1(a). Conventional Circuit

R5
=R2+R3

(b)

Fig. 1(b). Modified Circuit

shown that as far as grid -current is concerned, R1 is
equivalent to an impedance of (1 + G)R, in the position
of R4, where G is the voltage gain of the valve defined
as the ratio of the voltage across R3 to that across R,. G
may be complex if ZL is complex. If Zr. is high, as, for
example, will be the case if the output is resistance -
capacitance coupled to another valve grid, the gain is
approximately constant and is a real number so that the
circuits will have the same stability if R4 = (1 + G)R1.
The input impedances will be equal in this case.

If G varies with frequency the relationships become

 National Institute of Oceanography

complicated, but it will usually be safe to use the same
formula if the value of G taken is the lowest value of its
modulus (i.e., its value neglecting phase) within the fre-
quency range over which instability need be feared. This
frequency range, which always starts from D.c., extends to
a frequency dependent on the type of grid current pre-
dominating and on other factors. A practical upper limit
is, however, fixed by the fact that grid current cannot in
any case cause oscillation at frequencies where the capa-
citance of the grid circuit to earth has an impedance con-
siderably less than R,. A type of circuit that might give
trouble is one in which the output is capacitance -coupled
to a transformer : such a circuit can have a low gain at
low frequencies.

It will be seen that in a properly designed circuit R4
may be made higher in value than R, by quite a large
factor, and that the maximum obtainable input impedances
of the two circuits will usually be similar.

Improvement in Signal -to -Noise Ratio
In deriving the relationships given below, it has been

assumed for the sake of simplicity that Ri> Ra.
Considering first the thermal noise produced by the leak

resistors R1 and R. analysis shows that:
Signal /noise voltage in circuit (b)

_ V (R41 Ri)

Ze + KR,
This expression depends on the relative values of Z. and R1.
When Zr is large compared with R, it represents an im-
provement by a factor of K, when Zr = R, it is approxi-
mately 1/ 2 or 6db, when Z. = jR, it is approximately 1/ V 2
or 3db, and when Z. is small it is negligible.

The impedance Z. of the source usually rises as the fre-
quency is reduced, and it can be shown that in the conven-
tional circuit this causes a corresponding increase in the
noise level at low frequencies. It is under just these
circumstances that the modification results in the greatest
improvement.

In the modified circuit, noise from the H.T. can reach the
grid through the potential divider supplying the bias, but
as the resistors can be made reasonably high in value the
bias voltage is easily decoupled. For very low frequency
work the bias may, if necessary, be obtained from a
battery : an " Ever Ready " 30 volt unit type B 123 is suit-
able and has approximate dimensions of 2fin. by lain.
by fin.

Hum, microphony, and noise voltages produced by capa-
citative pick-up or resistance leakage into the grid circuit
are not reduced by using the modified circuit, and noise
generated in Z. is, of course, indistinguishable from signal
and cannot be reduced by any input circuit.

As a practical point it should be borne in mind that
ordinary composition carbon resistors tend to be noisy,
particularly when carrying currents, and should not be
used anywhere in the first stage of a low -noise circuit. In

Signal/noise voltage in circuit (a)
If we put R,=KR this represents an improvement of V K.

For noise generated in R2 and Rs, noise from the H.T.
supply, valve noise, and hum and microphony voltages
other than those due to capacitative pick-up or resistance
leakage into the grid circuit, it can be shown that :
Signal/noise voltage in circuit (a) Z. + R,
Signal/ noise voltage in circuit (b) R4 Zs R4

_K Z. + Ri
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the author's experience, cracked carbon resistors are
reasonably satisfactory in this respect, and can be obtained
with values up to 100 megohms or more, according to the
manufacturer.

Other Advantages
In the conventional circuit, the input impedance is

dependent on the gain and hence on the load impedance,
and the output impedance is dependent on the ratio of the
source impedance Z. to the grid leak R,. This means that
both the input and output impedances may vary with
frequency, whereas in the modified circuit they are in-
dependent of frequency except for the small effect of the
grid -cathode capacity.

Summary
The maximum obtainable input impedances of the two

circuits are very similar.
The modified form of the cathode -follower possesses the

following advantages:
(a) A considerable improvement in signal-to-noise ratio

is obtained except in certain cases where the source
impedance is low compared with the resistance of
the grid -leak resistor in the conventional circuit.
" Noise " includes resistor noise, valve noise,
fluctuations derived from the H.T., and hum and
and microphony from certain sources.

(b) The input and output impedances are independent
of frequency.

The disadvantages are:
(a) Two more components are required.
(b) The insulation must be maintained across a higher

value grid resistor, (even in the conventional
circuit this high insulation has to be maintained
between the rest of the grid circuit and earth.)
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Appendix
The derivation of the formula for the improvement in

signal-to-noise ratio considering thermal noise in the grid -

leak resistors will be given. The derivation of the formula
for the other sources of noise is on similar lines.

The thermal noise in R, will be considered as a voltage
EN in series with RD and that in R, as a voltage EM in
series with R4. EL is the voltage developed across the
load ZL, EGc the voltage between the grid and cathode of
the valve, EGE thi voltage between the grid and earth (B -),
and E, the voltage developed across R,.

If G is the voltage gain of the valve defined by
EL = G Eiao

then EGG = EL (1 + 1/ G)
It will be assumed that R, R in which case

E, = ELR3 I (R2 + R3)
Zs and R, form a potential divider on to the grid of the
valve, so that

EGE = (EN + E3) Za I (Zs + R,)
Substituting for EON and E3

EL(1 + 1/ G) = [EN + ELR3 I (R2 + R3)] Zs/ (Z8 +
Simplifying

EL = ENZs/ [(1 + G)(Zs + Ri)- ZsR 3 I (R2 + R3)1 . . . . (I)
Considering now the output produced by Es

EcrE = ESR,I(R1A-Zs) E3281(R, Zs)
Substituting for EON and E, and simplifying

EL = EsR, I [(1 +1 I G)(Zs + Ri) - ZsR3 I (R2+ R3)] . . . (2)
Dividing Equation (2) by Equation (1)

Signal/noise in circuit (a) = EsR, ENZs (3)
Considering the output due to the noise voltage ED( in

circuit (b)
EON = EmZSI(R., + Zs)

or (1 + 1/ G)EL = EmZs/(R4 + Zs) (4)
The output produced by Es is similarly

(1 + 1 / G)EL = EsR41(R, + Za) (5)
Dividing Equation (5) by Equation (4)

Signal/noise in circuit (b) = EaR, EniZs (6)
Dividing Equation (6) by Equation (3)

Signal/noise in circuit (b) E5R4 ENZs EN R,
Signal/noise in circuit (a) - Elas EsR, Em R,

Now the thermal noise voltage produced by a resistor R
is proportional to V R, so that EN/EM = "V(R /R.,), and

Signal /noise in circuit (a) = V(R4/R.)
Signal/noise in circuit (b)

R.F. E.H.T. Unit for o.5-3 kW
Information received from the Atomic Energy Research

Establishment, Harwell, describes an R.F., E.H.T. power unit
suitable for supplying counters and photo -multipliers with
the necessary operating voltage. It has been designed to
provide a high degree of stability of voltage over long
periods and to have a low level ripple and spurious pulses
at the output. It is of sound construction for use in
laboratories in the tropics.

The high voltage is generated by an oscillator working
into an R.F. transformer with a high step-up ratio. The
output of the transformer is rectified and fed to the output
terminal through an accurate potentiometer.

A fraction of the output voltage is compared with the
voltage of a Mullard 85A1 neon running at constant current.
The difference between these two voltages is amplified and
used to control the oscillator amplitude and thus stabilize
the D.C. output.

A stabilized low voltage H.T. supply is provided for the
directly connected amplifier, oscillator and reference neon.

There are two output voltage ranges-one covering 500

to 1,500 volts, and the other from 1,000 to 3,000 volts,
positive or negative. The voltage at the low impedance
point will not differ from the nominal voltage read on the
potentiometer dials by more than 1 per cent. This voltage
will not drift by more than 0.1 per cent in a period of 24
hours, excluding the first half-hour after switching on, due
to all causes including mains variations not exceeding
10 per cent.

The D.C. output impedance is less than 5,000 11 at low
impedance point. The maximum current that can be drawn
at the output is one milliamp in the 500-1,500 volts range
and 500 microamps in the 1,000-3,000 volts range.

The peak to peak ripple level at all frequencies at the
low impedance point is less than 1 part in 10' of the
D.C. component. The components at frequencies higher
than 1,000c/ s. is less than 1 part in 107 of the D.C.
component.

Full particulars may be obtained on application to the
Atomic Research Establishment, Harwell, Berkshire, men-
tioning A.E.R.E. Specification No. 115.
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Auxiliary Circuits for pH Meter
By G. P. Burn *

THE pH meter itself is assumed to consist only of an
-impedance convertor. This article describes the addi-
tional circuits which are necessary to enable the meter to
read pH directly. They are :

(1) An indicating meter with suitable multiplier.
(2) A potential that is equal and of opposite sign to that

of the electrode system.
(3) A circuit to increase the sensitivity of the measure-

ment.
When pH is measured, a cell is set up, usually of the

following form:
Pt/N HC1 /glass/unknown solution/saturated

KC1/ AgCl-Ag
The first three items in this cell constitute a glass electrode,
which has a potential of the order of 700 millivolts. The
last two items are a form of silver electrode which has a
potential of about 250mV. These potentials act in opposi-
tion giving a net value for the electrode system of about
450mV, the glass electrode being positive with respect to
the silver. Now, if the unknown solution is normal HCI, it
is desirable that the pH meter should read zero. Hence, an
extra potential is needed to back off that due to the elec-
trode system, and it is introduced into the feedback circuit
of the impedance convertor, which is in series with the
measuring cell.

In practice, the adjustment is best made by substituting
a known buffer solution, say pH4, for the unknown solu-
tion, and then altering the backing off potential until the
meter reads " 4 ". The relevant control knob may be called
" Set Buffer ".

The Temperature Coefficient
The potential arising between two solutions of different

hydrogen ion concentration is governed by the following
formula :

E = 0.1983 T log
[H-F]Amillivolts

(1)[H+]B
where T is the absolute temperature and A and B are the
two solutions. If the concentration of hydrogen ions in A
is 10-i units of hydrogen per unit volume of solution, and
in B is 10-' units, then the ratio of these is 10. Since the
log of 10 is 1, Equation (1) reduces to:

E = 0.1983 T millivolts (2)
At 0°,

E = 0.1983 x 273
= 54.14mV

This is the potential produced between two solutions at
0°C, the ratio of whose hydrogen ion concentrations is 10.
Such solutiohs are also said to differ by a pH of 1.

Over a range of 0°C -40°C, one pH unit will give from
54-62mV. Consequently, the meter must contain a suit-
able shunt so that it can be made to read one pH unit
regardless of the temperature (a series multiplier can also
be used).

The ranges to be provided on a pH meter depend partly
on the stability of the impedance convertor used, and
partly on the accuracy required. The instrument con-
sidered drifts lmV in about 30 minutes. This corresponds
to about 0.02 of a pH unit. The indicating meter used is
100µA F.S.D., 3 -1 -in. diameter, and has a scale marked 0-100,
with 50 divisions. It is convenient to have one range of

 Dept. of Pharmacology, Oxford.

0-10pH units, and a second range 0-IpH unit. The first range
may be used directly; but for the second range there must be
a device to allow for any number of pH units up to about
ten, the meter reading only being used to interpolate be-
tween these fixed units. A resistance chain is employed,
developing 54-62mV per pH unit, according to the tem-
perature of the electrodes. The polarity of this voltage
is such as to offset that due to the junction between the
solutions.

RIA

R3A

114A

SIB

R 5A
SET

A ZERO

SET117A
TEMPERATURE

RBA

RBB

RSC

R81).

Rs
0

pH UN ITS

0
R9A

R9S

DRIA
VA -L

NR43A

nAR6A
R7A
R8A-E
R9A,B
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'13A

1.8kr ±5%
1500 ±5%
9kr pot. 12 watts
2200 ±5%
4700 ±5%
lkr pot. 5 watts
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7500 ±0.1%
4.71a/ approx.
2200 ±5%
1k1) ±5%
lkr pot. 5 watts
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54 AED
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"2A,B

S3A
S4A.5A

S6A

R2G
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R2I

2K

SSA

55B
()OUTPUT

DPST On/Off
DP 7 -way Set Buffer

Coarse
SP 6 -way 5 x 1pH unit
SP 3 -way 2 x 5pH units
DPDT Reversing

Switch
SPDT Range Switch

Fig. 1. Auxiliary Potentiometer Circuit
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The Stability of the Auxiliary Potentials
On the more sensitive range, one meter division repre-

sents about one mV. The potential that backs off the cell
voltage (about 450mV) must be provided in such a way
that it can be set to at least one order of magnitude lower
than one mV, i.e., 0.1mV, and it must be stable to a similar
order.

Now on a high -resistance wire wound power potentio-
meter of 3in. diameter, there are about 1,500 turns. If
each turn correspondes to 4.1mV, then there may be
150mV across the potentiometer. An additional switch
must be provided to give, say 100mV per step. There will
need to be about seven steps.

On account of the high order of stability required,
ordinary carbon resistors should not be used anywhere in
the apparatus.

In Fig. 1, there are two main circuits, energized by two
separate 11 volt dry batteries, and connected in series. The
resistors used are of low value, because it is not desirable
to introduce too much impedance between the output
terminals. The Set Buffer fine adjustment is a high resist-
ance potentiometer, shunted by a low resistor, so that it
develops about 150mV maximum. This is permissible as
no current is drawn from the output terminals.

260n.
56A

RIIA

RIO A R 12 A /RBA

Fig. 2. Indicating Meter Circuit

In determining the value of the indicating meter shunt
(R12 and R13) it is convenient to ensure that at all times
it has a finite value. Consequently, the meter is always
partially shunted, so the multiplying resistors should have
slightly lower values than if the shunt was open circuited
at the low temperature end.

In order to be able to read one pH unit full scale the

0

indicating meter must be sufficiently sensitive only to neea
about 50mV for such a reading. The meter used here
requires only 26mV. If a less sensitive meter is to be used,
e.g., one requiring 75mV full scale, which is in accordance
with a standard system, the minimum range will have to be
raised to, say, 0-2pH units.

Calibration
First calibrate the indicating meter shunt R13. Set S6A

to the one pH unit range, set R13 to its maximum, and
apply 54.1mV to the input of the impedance convertor.
Now adjust R13 until the meter reads pHl. This point
on R13 corresponds to 0°C. In the same way apply
56.1mV, readjusting R13 till the meter reads pHl. This
corresponds to 10°C. Repeat these adjustments for all the
points required using Equation (2) to calculate the cali-
brating voltage. Now set S6 to the 10pH units range.
Set R13 to 0°C, provide an input of 541mV, and adjust
R10 until the meter reads pH10.

Now calibrate the Set Temperature control R7. Short
circuit the input terminals of the impedance convertor. Set
S4 to 10pH units and operate the reversing switch S5. Set
R13 to 0°C and set R7 to its maximum. Ensure that the
set zero control R6 has sufficient scope to set the indicating
meter on pH10. Increase R6, so that it is necessary to
reduce R7 a little before the meter again  reads pH10.
Now mark this point on R7 as 0°C. Now set R13 to 10°C,
and without touching R6, adjust R7 till the meter again
reads pH10. This point corresponds to 10° on R7. Repeat
these adjustments as required.

When this circuit is in use, set R13 and R7 to the same
temperature, and adjust R6 until the meter reads correctly.

The purpose of the reversing switch is solely to enable
the P.D. developed by the auxiliary circuit to be read off
on the indicating meter. Normally, this P.D. is applied
in opposition to that produced by the measuring cell, and
consequently makes the meter read backwards. The
correct polarity of the batteries used should be determined
by trial and error.

Control of E.H.T. in Television
Receivers*

TT is well known that for reasons of economy the practice
1 -of deriving the E.H.T. for a television receiver from the
energy available during line flyback has become common
in recent years. This type of circuit entails a problem of
E.H.T. control which has been solved in various ways in
the, past. The problem is concerned with the adjustment
of line scan amplitude, an adjustment that naturally tends
to alter the rate of change of current in the line scan
output circuit and consequently tends to vary the E.H.T.
and thus the beam focus. A new and simple solution
that has been tried and found to work successfully is
described here.

In the figure the valve V, is the line scanning output
valve and E.H.T. for the cathode ray tube is derived by
means of the rectifier diode V,. The valve V, is a dis-
charger valve for the charging capacitor C, and this
capacitor is charged through the resistor R which is con-
nected at one end to the sliding tap P on a potentiometer
so that the charging voltage may be adjusted and the ampli-
tude of the saw -tooth applied to the control grid of V,
accordingly varied. The line scan amplitude can thus be
adjusted but in the absence of any precaution to the con-
trary the beam focus will be disturbed because the E.H.T.
will be altered by the adjustment. The disturbance of focus

 Communication from E.M.J. Ltd.

is avoided by means of the resistor S. As a part of
common practice this resistor is included in the discharge
circuit of the charging capacitor C and is given a small
value but, nevertheless, one sufficiently large to cause the
valve V, to be held in the non -conducting or near non-
conducting state during a portion of the flyback period.
The proposal that has in practice been found successful
to overcome the difficulty of defocus with scan adjustment

To C.R T

is that the resistor S should be a variable resistor ganged
with the slider P so that as, for instance, the charging
voltage is increased by moving the slider P the resistor
S is made less effective to cut off the valve V,. This has
the tendency to maintain the rate of change of th.,
current of the valve V, more nearly constant during fly-
back. The E.H.T. and in consequence the beam focus is
thus rendered largely independent of the adjustment of

line scan amplitude.
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A Balanced R.C. Oscillator
By D. A. Bell; M.I.E.E. *

FOR a research project on servo systems it was desired
to generate sinusoidal voltages of very low frequency

(of the order of 0.1 to 20c / s) which were accurately sym-
metrical, i.e., free from even harmonics. The low frequency
indicated that an R.C. oscillator should be used,
and the elimination of even harmonics suggested some
modification of the usual oscillator circuits in order to
make the system balanced. The following adaptations
are possible in principle : -

(a) Feed -back via a three -stage balanced R -C

ladder network, as in Fig. 1. Amplitude adjustment
would need ganged operation of either R3 and
R, or R, and R2, but adjustment of frequency would be
more complicated. In the most likely arrangement one
would vary simultaneously R5, R5, R,, and R7 for fine
control and one would have to switch all six capacitors for
change of frequency range.

(b) An amplifier with positive feed -back and over-riding
negative feed -back, the latter being blocked at oscillation
frequency, e.g., by a twin -T network. It is usual in this
type to employ several stages in the amplifier, which is
undesirable because of the difficulties of inter -stage coup-
ling at 0.1c/ s; and a balanced version of the twin -T filter
would be comparatively complicated to tune.

Fig. 1. Balanced version of ladder type R.C. oscillator

(c) The Wien bridge feed -back circuit was therefore
chosen as the easiest to tune while requiring only moderate
gain in the maintaining amplifier. The Wien bridge has
zero phase -shift at working frequency, so it is usually
employed with a two -stage amplifier giving a further 360°,
and this threatens to introduce an undesired inter -stage
coupling; but in a push-pull oscillator a single stage is
sufficient, since the anode to grid feed -back connexions
are crossed,

The oscillator was therefore based on the complete Wien
bridge which is shown schematically in Fig. 2. At the
working frequency, determined by the condition C1C2R1R2
=6,2, the voltage between A and either C or D is in -phase
with respect to the generator E, while the voltage at B
must always be so. The sign of the voltage between A and
B can then be selected by moving the tapping point on
R, to either side of the balance point, and its magnitude
depends on the amount of this off -set from balance, so
that this variable allows correct adjustment of the feed-
back to suit the gain of the amplifier, independently of the
frequency control. The complete circuit, consisting of
push-pull amplifier with Wien bridge feed -back circuit, is
shown in Fig. 3, and requires only a two -gang variable

* Dept. of Electrical Engineering, University of Birmingham.

resistor R1 -R2 for fine control of frequency, and switching
of the two capacitors C1 and C2 for range changing. To
ensure balariced operation the amplifier was built with a
common cathode resistor R, of high value (Blumlein's
" long-tailed pair " circuit), an arrangement which does not
reduce the gain for the desired push-pull mode of opera-
tion. The magnitude of feed -back can be made self-
adjusting in the usual way, by using a thermistor in place
of the part of R3 which lies opposite R2C2, or a lamp
for the part of R3 opposite R1C1; but for the very low

C

Fig. 2. The Wien bridge network

frequencies required in the present instance the role of
such devices is minimized, since it is difficult to get
one with a really long time -constant and any variation of
the regulating resistance within the period of a cycle of
oscillation would cause distortion.

The usual Wien Bridge oscillator circuit, with R1 = R2
and C1 = C2 gives a ratio of 1 :.2 for the voltages across
the RIC, and R -C, arms of the bridge. For a precisely
balanced system it would therefore seem preferable to
obtain equal voltages across the arms, by making R1 = 2R,
and Ci = -}C2. The variable resistors could then be made
up' from a three -gang combination of equal units, one unit
being used for R1 and two in parallel for R2. (With
variable capacitor tuning at higher frequencies, one would
use a three -gang capacitor, with one unit for C, and two

R6 C4

R5

IR4

R7 C3

Fig. 3. Circuit of Wien -Bridge oscillator with balanced maintaining
amplifier

in parallel for C2). But so far it has been found satis-
factory to use equal bridge elements and rely on the
" long-tailed pair " to ensure a good balance in the
oscillator output.

The symmetry of the output has been tested through
the application of the oscillator in the following way. It
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Fig. 4. Superposition of pulses traced alternately in opposite directions

is used to form two symmetrical pulses per cycle, using
the full -wave rectifier and clipper circuit described by
Sashoff and Roberts)" (but without the suppression of

alternate pulses) and these pulses are then applied to the
Y plates of a C.R.T. which has a sinusoidal time base
obtained by connecting the X plates to output of the
oscillator. Since the pulses are formed as the oscillator
voltage wave passes through zero, they appear at the
centre of the C.R.T. screen but with alternate pulses traced
in opposite directions. Any lack of symmetry of the pulses
is then very apparent, as shown in exaggerated form in,
Fig. 4, as a failure of the two pulse traces to superimpose.

Apparatus to this design has been built and tested by
Mr. A. Kwiatkowski in the Department of Electrical
Engineering, University of Birmingham.

Electronics, Sept. 1940, p. 40. " Handbook of Industrial Electronic
Circuits " (Ed. Markus & Zeluff ) p. 173.

Moisture in Electrometers
By R. H. Mapplebeck *

CONSIDERABLE publicity has recently been given to
the design of electrometers, and it is felt that the

expression of a few practical notes in regard to leakage
may not be out of place.

Whatever the source of D.C. voltage to be measured,
whether in electro-medical technique where a silver/silver
chloride probe may be in use or in pH measurement,
certain precautions will be necessary; for however stable
the equipment, the effects of local conditions may well give
rise to erroneous readings.

Input insulation is, obviously of prime importance, for
where the impedance of the source to be measured may be
of the order of hundreds of megohms, as in pH work, it
is desirable that the input impedance should not be less
than about 1012 ohms.

If the electrometer valve has a grid resistor it may well
be of this order; which implies that the insulation and other
properties of any grid circuit or grid input device must be
much greater than this.

In this connexion Polythene has been found very satis-
factory. It is a plastic that embodies the characteristics
necessary for conditions where the atmosphere has a high
relative moisture content as it is highly resistant to moisture
penetration, and will not support the growth of moulds
or bacteria. It is not brittle, even at temperatures as,low
as - 100°C and has a resistivity of 10" ohms/cm with a
power factor of 0.0002 for frequencies between 50 to 10"
cycles per second.

Although the electrometer valve is housed in a screened
container it is virtually impossible to prevent moisture
penetration and it frequently happens that moisture
absorbed into the glass of the valve envelope causes either
leakage between electrodes or the generation of electro-
lytic potentials which render any readings quite inaccurate
until the unit has been dried out. Such valves are usually
designed with the grid outlet as far removed from the out-
lets of the other, electrodes as possible, with the latter taken
directly from the pinch, any insulated base being discarded.

Even with these precautions considerable leakage may
take place over the glass and one method of avoiding this
is to immerse the valve to just short of the pinch in a
solution of high -quality moisture resistant varnish (having
first de -greased the valve) and dry it in a low temperature
oven for some hours.

To test the efficiency of the electrometer input under
damp atmospheric conditions is quite a simple matter, pro-
vided that the associated amplifier is capable of indicating
potentials of the order of one millivolt or less.

It consists firstly in connecting a high value resistor say,

* Marconi Instruments, Ltd.

1,000 megohms, to the electrometer input and measuring
the voltage due to grid current and noting its sign (Es).
The earthy side of this resistor must then be open circuited
and a standard voltage source (E81) introduced,' such as a
Weston Cadmium cell rated at 1.018 volts at 20°C, and its
value as measured on the electrometer read off (E52). This
standard voltage source must also be checked when con-
nected directly to the electrometer, with the 1,000 megohm
resistor removed from circuit, to avoid small measurement
errors due to differences between the cell's actual voltage
and the apparent value which may occur due to calibra-
tion inaccuracies.

If there is no leakage or other spurious effect such as
contact potential or stray electrolytic potential, Eel =
Es, ± Eg, depending on the direction of flow of the grid
current which, incidentally, may vary considerably in a
given batch of valves.

In the absence of stray potentials, if Es2 reads lower than
Es1± Eg it indicates a shunt loss (R8), the resultant voltage
being Esh say.

Thus R. _ Esh x 109ohms
Es, - Esh

Example
Voltage due to grid current (Eg) reads -1 millivolt
Standard cell voltage at low impedance (E81) 1.018 volts

91 )9  high 19 (Esh) 1.016 volts
High impedance input resistor 1,000 megohms

Therefore R. - 1.016 x 109
ohms

(1.018 - 0.000 - 1.016
= 1.016 x 10" ohms

This shunting resistance of about one million megohms
due to leakage indicates the necessity for using material
having first-class insulating properties if accurate measure-
ments are to be obtained. Not only does this apply to the
electrometer unit, but also to the screened input lead and
associated apparatus.

If any spurious electrolytic potentials exist they will be
indicated by an abnormal reading, but will probably dis-
appear on drying out the electrometer.

The 1,000 megohm resistor used for the high impedance
input measurements, if the " Victoreen " type is not avail-
able, will probably be of the carbon spiral track variety.
It has been found that these latter, possibly due to contact
or electrolytic effects caused by moisture, produce an E.M.F.
of their own of the order of a few millivolts, giving rise to
false readings unless allowed for in computing the input
losses. However, such an undesirable state of affairs may
be offset by short-circuiting the resistor when not in use,
effectively polarizing it.
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A Versatile Bridge System
for use with wire resistance gauges in the measurement of

slow transient strains

By M. J. Richard, B.Sc. *

WIRE resistance gauges are frequently used in a
Wheatstone bridge circuit, completed on the strained

specimen and with leads brought out from the four
corners. In this way the lead resistance does not affect
the balance and the circuit provides good temperature
compensation, increased sensitivity and can be arranged to
discriminate against unwanted strains. When supplied
with A.C. the bridge forms a means of modulating a carrier
so that slow transient strains can be handled by a resist-
ance capacitance coupled amplifier followed preferably by a
phase -discriminating demodulator and cathode-ray tube.
Such a. bridge requires an auxiliary circuit for balancing
the resistive and reactive components and for calibrating
the C.R.T. deflexions in terms of fractional gauge resistance
changes. It is also useful to be able to employ ihe system
as a null -point device for the measurement of static
strains, i.e., load calibration of the gauges. The following
circuit has been in use for more than a year and has
proved convenient and accurate to about 1 per cent for
strains varying from about 20 micro inches per inch up-
wards. (In dynamic use the accuracy is limited to about
2 per cent by the resolution of the C.R.T. set by the spot
to screen diameters ratio).

INPUT FROM
OSa LLATOR

0
OUTPUT TO

YAMPLIFIER0

VR2

-r_CI

0

oo SW2SW3

0
0 000-

RI7 RI6 R7 R6 VR3 RS

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of strain gauge bridge

All resistors high stability cracked carbon ± 1 per cent tolerance unless otherwise
stated.
A, B, C, D, 20011 ; (wire resistance strain gauges) ;
R,, R,, R,, R., 10k S2 ; R., 20k0 ; R. to R,s, lkfi ;
R,,, 8k52 ; VR,, 10k0 (helical potentiometer) ; VR., 20k52 ;
VR., 1k51 (0.25 per cent linear accuracy) ; C,, 0.0005pF.

' The strain gauge bridge arms A and B (Fig. 1) are
paralleled by a resistance chain of which the helical poten-
tiometer VR, and the range extending switched resistors
R R form the resistive balance control. The arms C
and D are paralleled by VR, and C1, which together form

 Research Division, The Metal Box Co. Ltd., Acton
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the reactive balance control, and also by the resistance
chain R R, to 1216 (eleven resistors). and VR,. These
latter constitute the calibrating and static strain measuring
resistances, and are made from 1 per cent tolerance cracked
carbon resistors and a variable precision potentiometer.
In static use the bridge is first balanced for no-load as
indicated by a central trace on the C.R.T. The switch
(SW2) is then closed and the coarse and fine calibrating
controls (SW, and VR,) adjusted to secure balance for
each value of load applied. In dynamic use the balance

15

I'O

0.5

00 0 5 1'0 1.5

C.R.T. DEFLEXIONS IN INCHES

Fig. 2. The linear relationship obtained between (X, -X)/X and the
corresponding C.R.T. deflexions

control (VR,) and amplifier gain are first adjusted to posi-
tion the transient pulse so that it occupies most of the
C.R.T. screen. A value suitable to the magnitude of the
strain pulse is set on the calibrating controls with. SW2
open. Closing the switch then introduces a known bridge
unbalance. To eliminate errors due to trapezium distor-
tion in the C.R.T. a photograph is made of two single stroke
time -base traces, one with SW, open and one with it
closed. The separation of the two slightly divergent lines
on the film is then measured at points corresponding, on
the face of the tube, to those at which the height of the
transient pulse is required.

It can be shown from the balance condition that if X,,
is the total value of R, to R Rand VR and X is the
value remaining when balanced for a given strain, then
neglecting small quantities of the second order

K(X0 - X)/X = S.e
where e is the strain, S is the gauge factor (strain sensitivity
of the gauges) and K is a numerical factor depending on
the value of gauge resistance and the arrangement of the
gauges on the specimen and can be readily calculated for
a particular case. Hence it follows that for an unstrained
bridge the equivalent fractional gauge resistance change
introduced by operating SW, is proportional to (X0 -
X)/ X. Fig. 2 shows a plot of this function against C.R.T.
deflexions and it is seen to be linear, although the largest
value of the function is equivalent to gauge resistance
changes approaching the yield point of the gauge wire.
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NOTES FROM THE INDUSTRY
Cambridge Summer School in Auto-

matic Computing, 1951. A summer
school in programme design for auto-
matic digital computing machines will be
held in the University Mathematical
Laboratory at Cambridge during the
period September 11-21, 1951. It will be
along the same lines as one held last
year.

It is now widely recognized that these
machines can make a large contribution
towards the solution of a great variety
of problems in mathematics, physics,
engineering and other subjects. The
course will give a basic training in the
mathematical use of machines, dealing
with the processes employed and their
embodiment in programmes which specify
the operation in detail. Lectures and
practical classes will be held in the
design of programmes for the Edsac, the
machine which has been built in the
laboratory. It will be shown how the
same principles may be applied in
designing programmes for other
machines.

A detailed syllabus and form of appli-
cation for admission may be obtained
from G. F. Hickson, M.A., Secretary of
the Board of Extra -Mural Studies,
Stuart House, Cambridge, to whom the
completed application form should be
returned not later than July 14, 1951.

Electronics Exhibition. The sixth
annual Electronics Exhibition, organized
by the North-Western Branch of the
Institution of Electronics, will be held at
the College of Technology, Manchester,
on July 24 (from 2.30 p.m. to 9 p.m.)
and on July 25 and 26 (from 10 a.m. to
9 p.m.).

An extensive programme is planned
including, in addition to the products of
the usual exhibitors, a non-commercial
section composed of exhibits from the
universities and from scientific associa-
tions.

There will be an exhibition of modern
scientific films; demonstrations of the
Compton Electronic Organ, of the
Ferranti Logical Computor, and of
Television reception on home con-
structed receivers. An amateur short-
wave radio transmitter/receiver will
operate throughout the period of the
exhibition.

Admission will be by tickets obtainable
from Mr. W. Birtwistle, Hon. Secretary,
N.W. Branch, Institution of Electronics,
17 Blackwater Street, Rochdale, Lancs.
Catalogues will be available early in
July.

A Summer School on the Theory of
Dielectrics will be held at the University
of Liverpool from July 19 to 21, begin-
ning at 10 a.m. on July 19. Lectures will
be given by Professor H. Frohlich, Dr. B.
Szigeti and other members of the
Department.

The course is intended mainly for
research workers in Government and
industrial research laboratories who wish
to familiarize themselves with the
theoretical aspects of subjects with which
they are concerned on the experimental
side. The following subjects will be
treated in the lectures: dielectric constant
and loss: general theory and applications;
connexions between structure and di-
electric properties; atomic mechanisms of
polarization; phase transitions, and
electronic processes in dielectrics.

The Summer School will be followed
by a Conference on Dielectrics from
July 23 to 25. The speakers include
Dr. L. Hartshorn, Professor H. Frohlich,
Professor J. G. Kirkwood, Professor J. C.
Slater, Mr. M. Magat, Professor C. P.
Smyth and Dr. S. Whitehead.

Particulars of both Summer School and
Conference may be obtained from Dr.
Szigeti, Department of Physics, The
University, Liverpool 7, or from the
Deputy Secretary of the Institute of
Physics, 47 Belgrave Square, London,
S.W.1.

Fellowship of the Royal Society. At
the meeting of the Royal Society recently
His Royal Highness the Duke of Edin-
burgh, K.G., was formally admitted into
the Fellowship of the Society.

Harwell offers course on Electronics.
Physicists and engineers who wish to
obtain specialized knowledge of electronic
instruments used in nuclear physics,
radio chemistry and work with radio
isotopes, are being offered a course at the
Atomic Energy Research Establishment,
Harwell.

The course will last for one week,
starting on Monday, July 23 and ending
on Friday, July 27, and will deal
speCifically with the use of electronic
equipment for detection and measure-
ment of radiation. On each day the
morning will be devoted to lectures and
the afternoons to practical work. Design,
use and maintenance of counters, D.c.
pulse amplifiers, kick sorters, scalers and
registers and automatic equipment will be
included in the syllabus.

Lecturers and demonstrators will be
specialists from the Atomic Energy
Research Establishment.

Candidates for the course will be
expected to have a background know-
ledge equivalent to degree standard in
physics or electronics.

The number that can be accepted on
the course is limited to 12, but if there
is sufficient demand, further courses will
be arranged. The building used will be
the A.E.R.E. Isotope School, which is
outside the security fence and the sub-
jects will be entirely unclassified.

The fee for the course is 12 guineas.
Living accommodation (at Buckland
House, near Faringdon, one of the
A.E.R.E. Senior Staff hostels), transport
and morning and evening meals will be
provided at a charge of 5 guineas.

Application for admission to the course
should be made as soon as possible to
the Electronics Division, A.E.R.E., Har-
well, Didcot, Berks.

Mr. 0. W. Humphreys appointed
Director of G.E.C. Research Labora-
tories. The General Electric Co.. Ltd.,
has appointed Mr. 0. W. Humphreys,
B.Sc., F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E., Director of the
Research Laboratories of the company.
Mr. Humphreys has been the manager
of the laboratories for the past two
years, having been appointed to that
position following the death of Sir
Clifford Paterson.

Relations Between Amplitudes of
Harmonics and Intermodulation Fre-
quencies (p. 230, June issue). Owing
to an unfortunate confusion between
two versions of this paper, the word-
ing of the last paragraph referred to
a different condition of test from that
assumed in Table IV, and should be
replaced by the following:

" 6. As regards audio distortion, if the
first order sum or difference tone
(f, -± 12) only is measured, this will not
take into account the distorting effect of
odd power terms in the characteristic.
This test would, for instance show zero
distortion for a well balanced push-pull
stage.

Moreover, from Table IV it appears
that the ratio of the per cent of the first
order sum or difference tone to the per
cent 2nd harmonic is but little affected
by the amount of high order terms in the
characteristic, if we make the total peak
input the same for the two tests.

It has long been recognized that a
measurement of 2nd harmonic alone (or
even of R.M.S. total harmonic distor-
tion) is a very poor criterion of audible
distortion, owing to the far greater
annoyance value of the higher order
distortion products. Table IV shows
that a measurement of first order differ-
ence tone is no better: a survey of the
other tables, making due allowance for
the fact that the total peak input with
two tones must not exceed that for a
single tone, indicates that similar con-
clusions apply to measurements of other
difference tones. Thus it appears that a
measurement of all individual harmonics,
with appropriate weighting (see Shorter.
Electronic Engineering, October, 1950,
and subsequent correspondence) is a
better method for testing distortion than
the current types of intermodulation test,
which involve a measurement either of
the first order difference tone, or of the
R.M.S. sum of the intermodulation
tones (see Warren and Hewlett, Proc.
I.R.E., April, 1948).

The measurement of intermodulation
tones should show up high order distor-
tion more than the conventional test for
second and third harmonic only if the
total peak input for -the two tones were
greater than that of the single tone."
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Letters to the Editor
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our correspondetits)

Mechanized Reasoning
Dear Sir,-In the article on " Mechan-

ized Reasoning " by McCallum and
Smith, and in your Commentary on it in
the April number of ELECTRONIC ENGI-
NEERING, you state that the first appara-
tus equipped with mechanical reasoning
was the logical truth calculator deve-
loped by Kahn and Burkhart. There
have, in fact, been a number of machines
built to carry out logical operations; one
may mention among others, Earl Stan -
hope's Demonstrator in the early nine-
teenth century, which in effect was a
logical slide rule (cf. Harley's description
of it, Mind, 1879, pp. 192-210). The
first machine, however, to perform logical
inference was that of Stanley Jevons built
in Manchester (cf. Proc. Roy. Soc., 1870)
and used by him as a teaching instrument
at Owen's College (now The University of
Manchester) where he was Professor of
Logic. Jevons (as well as being one of
the founders of modern economics) was
a pioneer of symbolic logic and added
materially to its development as a sys-
tematic study.

Though this machine was constructed
purely on mechanical principles operating
by a system of levers and pulleys, and
looked rather like a miniature piano, the
principles it worked on were much the
same as that described in the article on
" Mechanized Reasoning " in your April
issue, except of course, that it did not use
electro-mechanical methods. It pro-
ceeded by developing the Boolean expan-
sions of the premises (in the form of
logical truth -tables), and then eliminating
inconsistent combinations. The answer
to the problem was obtained by reading
off the remaining combinations. By
means of what he termed the " indirect
method " (which resembles the reductio
ad absurdam method in mathematics)
Jevons reduced the process of inference to
a few uniform operations of classification,
selection and elimination of contradictor-
ies. As he said of his machine in the
Royal Society paper " It is an analytical
engine of a very simple character, which
performs a complete analysis of any
logical problem impressed upon it. By
merely reading down the premises or data
of an argument on a keyboard . . . . the
machine is caused to make such a com-
parison of those premises that it becomes
capable of returning any answer which
may be logically deduced from them. It
is charged, as it were, with a certain
amount of information which can be
drawn from it again in any logical form
which may be desired. The actual pro-
cess of logical deduction is thus reduced
to a purely mechanical form and we
arrive at a machine embodying the ' Laws
of Thought.' "

References to Jevon's machine as a pre-
cursor of the electrical relay machine
have been made in Nature, Vol. 165, p.
197, 1950, and in Mind, April, 1951.
In the light of the growing interest in the
construction of logical machines, it seems
only just that Jevon's contributions to the

" mechanization of logical inference "
should be more widely recognized today.
Indeed, anyone interested in this field
will find Jevon's writings still worth -while
reading.

Yours faithfully,
W. MAYS,

University of Manchester.

The authors reply :
Dear Sir,-We would point out that

we did not make the statement to which
Mr. Mays takes exception, viz., that the
Kalin-Burkhart machine was the first
logical computor; this statement appeared
in the Commentary only.* We felt that
the Kalin-Burkhart computor was
worthy of mention as a modern develop-
ment, but that a survey of early work
would fall outside the scope of our article.

We are in entire agreement with Mr.
Mays' views on the importance of. Prof.
Jevon's contributions to the art, and join
him in commending their study. At the
same time we would urge that due atten-
tion be given to other writers of this
period. As an example we would quote
the Rev. Alfred Smee, Surgeon to the
Bank of England, who in the year 1815
(only four years after the publication of
Boole's " Mathematical Analysis of
Logic ") published a work entitled " The
Process of Thought adapted to Words and
Language, together with a description
of the Relational and Differential
Machines." This gave a specification for
two machines of a nature even more
embracing than Jevons'. These were ad-
mittedly impracticable (one was estimated
to be about the size of London!), but
their conception was surely a notable
achievement.

Yours faithfully,
D. M. MCCALLUM and J. B. SMITH,

Edinburgh.
* See " Giant Brains, or Machines that think" by

E.' C. Berkeley (Wiley & Son)-Ed.

Fatal Shock from Television Receivers
Dear Sir,-Your editorial in the June

issue mentions the recent case of a young
child receiving a fatal shock from a tele-
vision receiver. Further you state that
the television receiver of today is just as
safe as any other well' made electrical
domestic appliance including a radio
receiver.

I should like to point out that the so
called A.c./D.c. television, or radio, re-
ceiver under certain circumstances is not
completely safe. These circumstances
arise because the A.c./D.c. technique pro-
vides no isolation from the mains supply
and the chassis is directly connected to
one side of the mains. In the case of
an A.C. mains supply, one side being
" earthy," the input of the receiver should
be connected so that the chassis is at
earth potential. Even if the precaution is
taken by the retailer supplying the set.
danger can arise as it appears general
practice to use a reversible two pin plug
and socket on the back of the receiver. If
the receiver is moved, or the plug is

pulled out, no marking is available to
allow the plug and socket to be replaced
as it was previously.

In the case of the D.C. mains supply,
there are installations existing where the
positive terminal of the mains is at earth
potential. Under these circumstances
the receiver chassis is always at full mains
voltage; there is just no alternative.

If we accept, therefore, that the chassis
of a television, or radio, receiver of the
A.c./D.c. type will, under certain circum-
stances, be at -full mains voltage relative
to earth the question arises as to how this
can constitute a potential source of danger
as a domestic appliance. I have tabu-
lated a list of what I believe to be the
main contributory causes.

1. Inexperienced people removing the
back cover of the receiver and touching
the chassis with the set switched on.

2. Protrusion of metal grub screws in
control knobs.

3. Metallic loudspeaker grille becom-
ing shorted to chassis.

4. Apertures at the rear of the receiver
sufficiently large to allow a child's finger
to enter and touch the chassis.

5. Single pole (instead of two pole)
switches used as an ON/OFF switch may
still leave the chassis live.

If we ignore item (1) (we do so at our
own peril!) the remaining " faults "
should be capable of easy remedy. Item
(2) is a common source of potential dan-
ger as I learnt on a recent visit to some
friends where their television set was con-
nected so that the chassis was live.
Further, their 2 -year -old daughter is a
confirmed knob twiddler.

Surely we should produce a radio or
television receiver which could not
become a potential source of danger in
the home; it would be a very good selling
'point for any manufacturer.

Yours faithfully,
A. M. MORGAN VOYCE.

Pershall, Staffs.

The Influence of High -Order Products
in Non -Linear Distortion

DEAR SIR,-In Mr. Callendar's letter
in the October, 1950, issue of ELEC-
TRONIC ENGINEERING he states that
" tests on actual valves under various
Class A and Class AB conditions give
a percentage of harmonic relative to that
of corresponding intermodulation which
did not agree well with the calcula-
tions " (based on the power series).
This appears to differ from the fairly
good agreement obtained by Warren and
Hewlett in their article " An Analysis of
the Intermodulation Method of Distortion
Measurement " in Proc. I.R.E. (U.S.A.)
April, 1948, p. 457. Would Mr. Callendar
kindly give us the details of the results
referred to ?

Yours faithfully,
F. LANGFORD-SMITH,

Amalgamated Wireless Valve Co.,
Ptd., Ltd.

Sydney, Australia.
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Mr. Callendar replies :
DEAR SIR,-In reply to Mr. Langford -

Smith, I agree that Warren and Hewlett
give good evidence for believing that
amplifier valves, when run under condi-
tions of reasonably low distortion, give
results agreeing well enough with the
assumption of a short power series for
their characteristics. My tests were
actually made upon valves used as mixers
for two high frequency inputs, and,
though the effect of various bias points
was investigated, it cannot be said that
conditions approximated closely to those
of a low distortion audio amplifier. The
statement in my previous letter would
therefore be less liable to misinterpreta-
tion if the words " Class A " were
omitted.

Yours faithfully,
M. V. CALLENDAR,

Southend-on-Sea, Essex.

Television for Radiomen
DEAR SIR,-Referring to the argument

on page 151 of the April issue of
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, it is a great
pity that Mr. Jones, although quite cor-
rect in his attitude, chose to confuse the
issue by producing Fig. 1(c), which
appears to me to be, at best, irrelevant.
The question posed by Mr. Turner is, in
effect, this : Is Fourier Analysis just a
convenient mathematical trick or do we,
in fact, have present all the frequencies
obtained by this method ?

May I suggest that there is no answer
to this question, because the question
itself is meaningless. Mr. Turner, and
not Mr. Jones, confuses the physical
phenomenon, the only truth about which
is the arrival of energy in pulses, with
the mathematical means used to express
it quantitatively.

This can be achieved in many ways.

o T1 T
Fig. 1. Pulses for analysis

Thus the pulses shown in Fig. 1 may be
represented by a discontinuous function

(a) AO= A 0 + nTo<t<Ti+ nT.
1(t)=0 Ti+ nTo<t<(n +1)T.
where n is the integer,

by (b) /(t)=1(t) t =O + nT.
I(t)=-1(t) t = Ti+ nT.

where 1(t) is the Heaviside Unit Function
or by (c)1(t)= a. +ai sin nt + a2 sin 264

+. . .+ b, cos nt b2 cos 2nt + . . .

s= o0
or by (d) 1(t)= C. Jo (a.t) s =1

Where J. is the Bessel Function of nth
order or in fact as a series the terms of
which are almost any kind of orthogonal
functions. The expression (a) is just as
true-but no truer-than any other, and
the choice between them is to be made
purely as a matter of convenience. There
is no question of using mathematical
" tricks ".

If we produce such pulses by means
of, say, a opening and closing switch, we
have absolutely no means of telling
whether the source of power does, in
fact, produce all the frequencies obtained
by Fourier analysis, because they are
merely one of many correct ways of
describing what is happening.

Thus when we are designing an ampli-
fier to deal with such pulses we call it a
wide -band amplifier as it must pass the
necessary number of harmonics. Alter-
natively, it must not distort the shape of
the pulses and these two statements are
quite equivalent.

We could design this amplifier without
any reference to harmonics, but consider-
ing instead its response to a unit func-
tion-a method quite commonly used.

It is, however, clearly true that to say
" harmonics are rested in the leading and
trailing edges and the flat top of the
pulse " is totally misleading. The har-
monics are not " rested " in anything, but
represent a way of describing quanti-
tatively the waveform as a whole, includ-
ing the interval between pulses.

Yours faithfully,
T. HORROCKS, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E.,

Liverpool 14.

Electron Flash in Research
DEAR SIR,-While tests were being

conducted on an X-ray generator, violent
surging was noticed. The surging
occurred at the start of exposures and
did not always take place. The exposure
times on such equipment may be quite
short, even as short as one cycle and the
load may well be in the order of 15 to
25kW. The primary timing circuit is so
arranged as to close the primary con-
tactor at the best phase position to offset
surging. The violent surging of the
primary current will, of course, lead
to the development of correspond-
ingly high voltage surges in the secondary.

Fig. 1. X-ray H.T. contactor

Quite apart from the inaccuracies in the
exposure time the high transient voltages
that are developed can cause consider-
able damage to the secondary winding of
the transformer, H.T. cables, H.T. sockets,
high voltage rectifying valves and x-ray
tubes. Having checked up the phasing of
the contactor coil and its relation to the
contactor armature closing time by the
use of a cathode-ray oscillograph, it is
unusual to find any current surging taking
place on switching on. It will be seen in

Fig. 2. T

V V,, V3. V.-High voltage valves.
V,-Rectifier for electronic flash unit 3kV.
V.-X-ray Tube load.
V,-Electronic flash tube.
C.R.O. to C.R. Oscillograph recording current wave

trace.
T,-Main high tension transformer.
T.-Auto-transformer to provide H.T. voltage control.
T.-Flash tube trigger transformer.
T4-Flash unit H.i. and filament transformer.
T-Exposure timer circuit.
R.-Charging current limiting resistor.
R., R.-Voltage divider for trigger capacitor.
R.-Buffer surge resistor.
R.-C.R.O. voltage drop resistor.
C.-Main storage capacitor for electronic tube

discharge lamp.
C,-Trigger storage capacitor.
C.T.-Contactor operation coil.
T.C.-Trigger timing contacts.

Fig 1 that as an extra precaution the
contactor is arranged to close the primary
circuit via a two step buffer resistance.
If surging persists after these precautions
have been taken, insecure connexions in
the primary circuit or contactor bounce is
suspected. The spring tension of the step
Contacts is so arranged to provide
sufficient contact pressure without pro-
ducing too great a load on the contactor
energy coil. It was decided to attempt
some photo records of the contactor
behaviour using the electron speed flash
lamp. A spare pair of contacts T.C.
(Fig. 1) were used to provide the trigger
timing for the discharge lamp. The
closing time of these contacts was made
adjustable in relation to the position of
the magnetic armature 4, Fig. 2. The
record shown in Fig. 2 was obtained,
which clearly shows the contact 3 to have
bounced open. It will also be seen that
the magnetic artnature 4 is completely
closed. Further adjustments to the spring
tension and the voltage feed to the con-
tactor coil completely cured this fault.

Yours faithfully,
A. G. LONG,

East Finchley, London, W.3.

Colour -Coded Wiring
DEAR SIR,-Standardizing a silver back-

ground would avoid the expedient of
dropping a digit when numbering racks
or cables.

A gold starter colour would disclose
that wire ends had not been curtailed
since numbering.

Yours faithfully,
S. J. DAGG,
London, S.W.3.
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ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
A selection of the more interesting apparatus, components and accessories compiled from information

supplied by the manufacturers

Sunvic Cold Junction Thermostat
(Illustrated above)

THE Sunvic cold junction thermostat
is designed to overcome the difficul-

ties and problems of cold junction con-
trol. It is mains operated. Once in-
stalled, it requires no further attention
and will stabilize the cold junction
temperature to better than 0.1°C.

A cylindrical aluminium body is drilled
to house the thermocouple and thermo-
meter. Around this body is wound a
small heater, controlled by a proportion-
ing thermostat, giving control to within
0.1°C. The aluminium body is enclosed
in a bakelite cylinder and the control
mechanism is sealed.

The instrument is set to a temperature
between 42°C and 48°C. The number
of thermocouples which can be accom
modated will depend on their size. The
diameter of the space available is tin.
and should accept a minimum of six
couples.

Sunvic Control, Ltd.,
10 Essex Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2.

Strain Recording Equipments
(4 -channel Recorder illustrated below)

TN engineering experimental work it is
-I-often desirable to record variations in
resistance (as with wire resistance strain
gauges) and also capacitance (as when
using capacitance change pressure -sensi-
tive pick-ups) or inductance (as in induc-
tance type accelerometers or displacement
pick-up). The Kelvin Hughes 1 and 4
channel strain recording equipments can
accommodate all of these types of inputs.
In addition, the 1 -channel equipment has
an input of small D.C. signals.

A record of the phenomena under
observation is produced on a Kelvin
Hughes recorder, using Teledeltos paper.
In the 4 -channel equipment, full scale
deflexion of the recorder pen can be
obtained for a change of resistance of
the pick-up device of only 0.006 per cent,
or a change of capacitance of 1pF. over a
frequency range of 0-80c/s.

A modulated carrier system is used so
as to avoid the drift and other diffi-
culties associated with high gain D.c.
amplifiers. The pick-up device in use is
incorporated in a bridge, which is
energized by a 2kc/s oscillator. The
bridge is initially balanced, and any
change in impedance of the pick-up de-
vice will cause an unbalance signal to be
produced. This is passed through an A.C.
amplifier, and then to a phase -sensitive
demodulator. The demodulator output is
proportional to the 2kc/s unbalance
signal from the bridge, and the polarity
of the output depends on the phase of the
unbalance signal as compared with a
reference signal obtained directly from
the oscillator. This output is fed directly
to a D.C. coupled push-pull output stage.
which operates the moving coil
recorder.

The phase distinction provided by the
phase sensitive demodulator is necessary
in order to determine the sense of the
change, e.g., whether a strain gauge has

POWER UNIT AMPLIFIER UNIT. RECORDER UNIT
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extended and so increased in resistance,
or contracted and thus decreased in
resistance.

Kelvin & Hughes (Industrial) Ltd.,
5 Caxton Street,

London, S.W.1.

New Type Gas Discharge Tubes
(Illustrated above)

TWO new cold cathode glow discharge
tubes have been developed by Stan-

dard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., for
general counting use: the G10/240E uni-
directional ten -point " Nomotron " and
the G I/370K high speed trigger tube.
The G10/240E is perhaps the more
interesting in that it embodies an entirely
new approach to the problem of circuit
simplification and higher speeds in the
gas tube art.

The G10/240E " Nomotron " enables
up to ten pulses to be counted and the
results stored in a single tube by means
of a glow discharge which advances in
steps according to the number of
impulses received. Only a single pair
of input terminals is required, one of
these normally being earthed, unidirec-
tional transfer of the discharge from
step to step being accomplished by
means of the electrode geometry. The
tube has been developed to use an anode
supply of 300-350 volts, and operates at
all pulse repetition speeds from zero
(random pulses) to rates in excess of
25,000 pulses per second.

The tube has ten storage cathodes
from any one of which an output pulse
may be obtained. The storage cathodes
co-operate with a common anode and
ten internally connected transfer cathodes
to which the pulses to be counted are
applied. The storage and transfer
cathodes are arranged alternatively to
form a circular array of glow discharge
gaps with the common anode. The
storage cathodes are asymmetrically
shaped, and each is so formed that a
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stable glow discharge may be maintained
immediately adjacent the transfer cathode
next in the sequence of discharge rotation
around the tube.

The G1/370K trigger tube has been
developed as a general purpose, high
speed, high input impedance cold
cathode trigger tube especially suitable
as a driver for the G10/240E " Nomo-
tron." This tube includes a priming gap
across which a very small auxiliary dis-
charge is permanently maintained to
overcome " statistical " delay of firing of
the trigger gap.

Deionization is extremely rapid, and,
due to the rigid shielded construction,
together with the auxiliary priming dis-
charge gap, the characteristics are
extremely stable and reproducible from
tube to tube.

The G1/370K trigger tube is designed
to operate from the same anode supply
as the G10/240E " Nomotron," namely
300-350 volts D.C., and does not vary
in performance whether dealing with
entirely random pulses or with a succes-
sion of pulses up to a repetition rate in
excess of 100,000 pulses per second.

Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.,
Connaught House,

Aldwych,
London, W.C.2.

Audix Schools Broadcast Equipment
THE Audix Receiver Amplifier, R.A.11

illustrated above is made to feed up
to six loudspeakers. The normal Audix
features have been built into this super -
het receiver with certain refinements.
Also incorporated are: a small speaker
for monitoring the programme, tuning
indicator for accurate station setting and
special tone control.

For mains switching a key is provided
so that the receiver cannot be switched
on accidentally or by an unauthorized
person when the key is removed. A
socket is available for connecting a
gramophone unit if required. The mains
supply is 200-250 Volts, 50c/s. The
power output is 10 watts with less than
2 per cent harmonic distortion. Output
impedance is 3 to 15 ohms, with a pick-
up input impedance of 100,000 ohms.

Audix B.B., Ltd.,
Hockerill Works,

Bishop's Stortford,
Herts.

Television Cables
THIS new cable, manufactured by J.

Day and Co. (Derby Works), Ltd., is
polythene insulated, and can be obtained
in the following types: coaxial twin, solid
dielectric, semi-airspaced and screened
and unscreened feeders.

The characteristics of polythene are:
elongation at break (20°C) 450-500 per
cent; brittleness temperature lower than
-35'; dielectric strength (0.03in.)V/mil.
1000, and permittivity 2.3 (500 to
10°c/s). Where ,applicable R.F. cables
are manufactured in compliance with
GDES.23 (1948).

Polythene is specially pigmented with
carbon black for tropical use or for use
in places where high non -ageing proper-
ties are desirable.

J. Day and Co. (Derby
Works), Ltd.,

Harrow Manor Way,
London, S.E.2.

Ferranti High Speed Test Set
(illustrated below)

THE purpose of this equipment is to
achieve a marked increase in the

speed of calibration of single phase house
service meters without sacrificing the
accuracy which is demanded by B.S.37.

The method uses a rotating sub-
standard high torque meter which is
never required to run at less than a
quarter of its full load speed. This meter
has no registers or contactors but gives
its output photoelectrically by means of
beams of light shining through holes in
a disk on to a light sensitive cell.

When testing meters at high loads the
output of the photoelectric cell is ampli-
fied and drives a stroboscopic lamp
which illuminates the disk of the meters
under test and enables their speeds to be
adjusted so that they are in step with
the standard. At low disk speeds this
method cannot be used. The photo-
electric cell output then drives a series of
cyclometer counters, one per meter under
test, and these enable the meters to be
timed in a similar way to the stop -watch
method. The difference is that in this
new method the meter under test is timed
in terms of the speed of the standard
so that error is given direct without cal-
culation, and the load need not be main-
tained accurately.

Any meter with full load speeds

between 12 and 48 R.P.M. and carrying
any stroboscopic pattern of between 100
and 200 divisions can be tested without
any alteration of the substandard. This
is achieved by using a precision decade
current transformer between the meters
under test and the master substandard,
and by arranging that three separate
frequencies in the ratio 4:1, 2:1 and 1:1
can be obtained from the substandard
by using three sets of holes in the sub-
standard disk arranged in concentric
circles of 200, 100 and 50 holes. The
same arrangement is used on light loads
tests to cause the counters to record
1000 impulses for an integral number of
revolutions of a correctly adjusted meter.

The counters may also be used on full
load tests in order to time meters and
thus measure their actual errors either
before or after adjustment by a strobo-
scope, but this is not normally required.

One complete equipment comprises a
test set and up to five double sided test
benches of which only one is being
exhibited. Each bench holds 20 meters
(10 per side) so that the test set energizes
up to 100 meters which may be calibrated
by two testers.

The two stroboscopic lamps are mov-
able throughout the length of the five
benches to enable the testers to place
them over each meter in turn. Under
each meter position is mounted a counter
for testing the meter on low loads, the
counter stop -start switch and an indica-
ting lamp switched on by the tester to
signify that the meter requires adjusting.

The meter under test is calibrated at
three points, full load current at 1.0 and
0.5 power factor lag by stroboscopic
illumination of its disk and at 1/20 load
by the counters.

The equipment is made to calibrate
meters up to 50 amps. capacity and of
differing speeds and stroboscopic patterns
by the use of one rotating substandard
meter.

Ferranti, Ltd.,
Hollinwood,

Lancs.
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Conductimetric Analysis at
Radio -Frequency

dy G. G. Blake, F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E. 1st Edition.
109 pp., 40 figs. Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London.
1950. Price 15s.

THE scope of this book is indicated
exactly by its sub -title. It is no more,

and no less, than a description of a " New
Technique for Titration."

The author gives an historical account
of the developments which have led to
his final design for an R.F. conductivity
measurer. The basis of the method is
the estimation of the electrolytic resis-
tance of a solution being analysed or
titrated, by the use of an R.F. oscillator.
In his " Q -metric " method he describes
how change in conductivity of a solution
can be measured by the alteration of the
value of the resistive element in an oscil-
lator tank circuit. Amplitude of oscilla-
tion is related to the conductivity of a
solution contained in a thin glass -walled
cell. His present method utilizes the
change in impedance between two elec-
trodes on the outside of such a cell, by
arranging the cell to form a series imped-
ance between a constant output oscillator
and a detector unit. Description is very
detailed, and more than sufficient con-
structional data is given.

The reviewer would have liked some
theoretical treatment of the essentials,
some discussion of the application of the
author's methods to commercial design,
fewer extravagant suggestions for untried
or experimental applications (such as are
contained in Chapter 9), and a more
critical and detailed assessment of the
advantages and disadvantages of his
methods by comparison with standard
designs. For example, the method seems
to be suitable only for comparison :
determination of absolute pH would
seem to be outside its range. Neverthe-
less, within its appointed scope the
method is an extremely sensitive one, and
represents a considerable technical ad-
vance, particularly in micro -titration.

This book should prove interesting as
a purely practical introduction to a new
field. Its excellent layout, with detailed
references and good indexing, add con-
siderably to its value.

C. J. DICKINSON.

Radar Systems and Components
By Members of the Technical Staff of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories. 1,042 pp. D. VanNostrand Co. Inc. and Macmillan & Co. Ltd.
1949. Price 57.50.

IN this volume fifteen papers, which
have already been published in the

Bell System Technical Journal, have
been collected together with the aim of
presenting a detailed account of the
radar development carried out by the
Bell Laboratories during the war. The
papers are all written by the workers
concerned and so contain authoritative
accounts of the topics discussed. The
work of other research groups is only
mentioned where necessary for an under-
standing of the work done by Bells.

In the main chapters, those on magne-
trons, reflex oscillators, aerials and
receivers, an account of the basic theory
is followed by detailed description, well
illustrated by photogranhs and diagrams,
of the various production models manu-
factured by the subsidiary company,

BOOK REVIEWS
Western Electric. There are many use-
ful tables and charts, which for example
in the three papers on cavity resonators
provide the necessary information to
carry out a design on paper. The other
chapters deal with modulators, T -R cells,
crystals and valves for I.F. amplifiers,
and again performance curves are
prominent. The ever-present problem
of ensuring that the performance of an
operational radar is kept up to scratch is
well covered in the paper on test sets.
Naturally in a book of this size a few
errors have crept in, two of the worst
being on page 377, where the section on
the power received from a target is
very wrong, and on page 890 where the
voltage standing wave ratio is incorrectly
defined.

While individually the papers are
excellent, the reviewer feels that the
value of this book could have been
greatly increased by more editorial
supervision. Each paper has been
written as an entity and cross references
between chapters are pitifully few.
Duplication of material, even to the
extent of reproducing several of the
figures twice, has also resulted. The
only descriptions of complete radar
systems are in the first chapter, where
some early naval fire -control sets aro
discussed-these are not typical of the
sets in use at the end of the war. There
are some noticeable omissions from the
subjects treated : one would expect to
find in a book on radar a chapter on
waveguides, and servomechanisms might
also have been included.

Because of these faults, this book can-
not be recommended for the student who
is looking for a connected account of
the subject. Its principle value is to
the specialist who has not had access to
the original papers. and for the wealth of
historical information on the develop-
ment of the various components asso-
ciated with radar.

J. BROWN

Primary Batteries
By G. W. Vinal. 336 pp., 101 Figs., 1st Edition.
John Wiley & Sons., Inc. New York. Chapman
& Hall, Ltd., London. 1950. Price 40s.

THIS comprehensive treatise by an
American author, who for over 20

years has been chief of the National
Bureau of Standard's Division of Electro-
chemistry, covers in an easily -assimi-
lated and well -illustrated way the his-
tory, theory, manufacture, materials,
chemical reactions and operating charac-
teristics of primary batteries. Several
new and little-known types are described,
examples being silver -oxide and chloride
batteries, mercuric -oxide and vanadium
batteries, and fused electrolyte batteries.
Two important chapters deal with the
now widely -used air-depolarizetl and
copper-oxide/caustic-soda batteries. The
effects of low temperatures on ordinary
dry cells and the proposed modifica-
tions to improve them are dealt with in
another interesting chapter. There is

also a useful section on standard cells
covering construction temperature co-
efficient, drift, hysteresis, effect of
impurities in the materials, life and pre-
cautions to be observed during use.

As it is not surprising in a book cover-
ing such a wide field there are a few
sections in various parts which would
have been much improved by enlarge-
ment, for example, in discussing the
current which standard cells can supply,
the author gives very little infoBmation
to the reader. It is a pity that he does not
give a value for the " negligible " current
which does no harm to a cell. He
might also have improved the book by
giving the characteristics of each type of
cell when discharged at very small
currents. This subject is important for
many applications and the information
is not easily available even for the well-
known types of cell.

One good feature of the book is that
it contains well over 200 valuable refer-
ences for the reader who wishes to go
into the subject more fully.

The book should be of great value to
all users of cells and in particular to
students in electrical engineering and
physics, battery manufacturers and re-
search workers engaged in new battery
developments. Unfortunately the price
in the U.K. is rather high.

F. A. BENSON

Reports on Progress in Physics.
Vol. Xill

Executive Editor : A. C. Strickland. 424 pp.
The Physical Society. 1950. Price £2 10s.

THE Physical Society is doing a valu-
able service in issuing its annual

Reports. In recent years attention has
been diverted from new advances in
fundamental knowledge itself as distinct
from advances in its application. The
writing of books is a slow-and usually
ill-paid-process, and survey -articles of
the kind given here do a great deal to fill
the gap between the current research
paper and the textbooks of the next
decade.

The present volume is one of the best
of the excellent series which have been
issued since the end of the war, cover-
ing a range from such almost personal
problems as " The Investigation of Eye
Movements " to the description of new
results in astronomy.

In each article there is much to interest
the specialist, but the main object is to
give those working in different fields of
physics a clear picture of the present
" state of the art " in fields which have
been advancing too rapidly to be easily
followed except by their own devotees.

Of particular interest to electronic engi-
neers is the article on Radio Astronomy
by M. Ryle. By the use of ingenious
integrating systems Ryle and others have
managed to detect radiations from outer
space developing a thousand times less
power than 'Ale noise power of the aerial
itself. Thus the power received from
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the undisturbed sun has been measured
down to a received level of 10-" of a
microwatt, using an effective aerial of
100 sq. metres. Naturally, in physics one
does not expect to get something for
nothing and the price in this case is a
million times loss in bandwidth, but the
achievement is impressive enough never-
theless.

Other articles are on infra -red solar
spectroscopy; the propagation of shock
waves in fluids; ferromagnetism and mag-
netization curves; the atmospheres of the
planets; paramagnetic relaxation; cyclic
particule accelerators, and mesons. The
last is by Professor C. F. Powell who is
himself responsible for much of the work
described. More than half a dozen
particles are now believed to exist with
masses between those of proton and elec-
tron, and the rate of discovery has been
so great that even the most recent of text-
books are quite out of date.

It is impossible to discuss the main
points of interest of all of the articles,
but every one has parts which are of
extremely general interest. To pick just
one example, how many people know
that the temperature and pressure in a
shock wave in air are sufficient to cause
the oxygen and nitrogen to combine so
that the characteristic " smell " of an
explosion is produced in part from the air
itself?

The quality of production is, as usual,
uniformly high, and though the unavoid-
ably high price is a pity, it is by no means
excessive for what is, in effect, a set of
nine complete monographs.

J. H. FREMLIN.

Communication Circuits
By L. A. Ware and H. R. Read. 403 pp. 3rd
edition. John Wiley & Sons. Inc., New York.
Chapman & HaU, Ltd. 1949. Price, 40s.
THIS is the third edition of a well

known work, and is a very good text-
book on transmission lines and wave -
guides.

The first chapter, entitled " Transmis-
sion Line Parameters " deals with coaxial
and open wire lines as field problems;
lines. with lumped constants are treated
as a special case. The next ten chapters
deal in detail with the theory of net-
works, transmission lines and filters. Then
follow three chapters on waveguides, and
a final chapter on transmission line
experiments.

The chapters dealing with waveguides
are less complete than those on line
transmission but, within limitations
admitted by the authors, provide an
excellent introduction- to the subject.
The fields in cylindrical and rectangular
guides are treated as solutions of Max-
well's Equations; the effect of finite con-
ductivity in the walls is covered. (The
skin depth implied by a comment on p.
248 would appear to be low by a factor
of 1,000.) A good feature of Chapter 13
is a very clear introduction to the con-
cepts of phase and group velocities.

The book is concluded by a set of nine
appendices. The first six of these cover
subjects which are mathematically more
difficult than the main body of the text.
There is an excellent introduction to
Fourier Series; Maxwell's Equations are
derived in cartesian and cylindrical co-
ordinates, and there is a useful intro-

duction to Bessel and Hankel Functions.
The remaining appendices are wire

tables and tables of hyperbolic functions.
Rationalized M.K.S. units are used

throughout.
S. S. D. JONES.

An Introduction to Electronics
By J. Yarwood. 329 pp. + ix. 1st Edition.
Chapman & Hall, 1950. Price 28s.
IN view of the many (mainly American)

books on general electronics, it is
perhaps surprising to find another, but it
is- possible that the author is right when
he says in his foreword " . . . that there
is yet a place for an English text book
. . . " It is intended to develop a know-
ledge of electronics from the basic elec-
tricity and magnetism of the student,
and to this end starts with four chapters
on fundamentals which then lead on to
valves, their uses and finally particular
valve circuits. The final chapter is on
U.H.F. valves, which although useful and
informative, seems a little out of place,
especially as the earlier chapters have
not been written in a " frequency con-
scious " manner and the waveguide, that
sine qua non of modern U.H.F. work, has
hardly been mentioned.

The treatment is suitably pitched for
the intended reader and is distinctly
mathematical where necessary. It is
largely fundamental and theoretical and
describes very little of immediate prac-
tical use, and does not cover complete
circuits or equipments or many of the
neat tricks of design and circuit work so
useful to the practical engineer. It is
illustrated with many line drawings,
some of which are incredibly badly
lettered and others inaccurate, and is
adequately documented with literature
references. The author does not hesi-
tate to mention individual manufac-
turer's names from time to time-a use-
ful and practical point often faint-
heartedly avoided in some books.
Chapters worthy of special mention are
those on electron optics, the electron
microscope and the cathode-ray tube.

The volume, considered just as a book
regardless of its text, does not seem up
to the standard usualy associated with
its publisher, and the general style, at
least to this reviewer, seemed to be
somewhat second-rate, but perhaps a
better production would have unduly
increased the already rather high price.
However, it it a book with uses and
should be borrowed and then perhaps
bought by those who require a general
introduction to the subject or a re-
fresher course on electronic funda-
mentals.

E. D. HART

Transformers : Their Principles and
Design for Light Electrical Engineers
By F. C. Connelly. 483 pp., 179 Figs.. 24 Tables.
1st Edition. Pitman & Sons, Ltd. 1950. Price
35s.

THE principles and design of trans-
formers, over the large range of

applications in which light electrical
engineers are interested, is not one of the
easiest subjects to present. There are
so many factors that rise to important
dimensions in differing combinations.
While simplifications are always possible,

CHAPMAN & HALL
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by
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and
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An English translation, by S. Wagener, of
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RADIO
INSTALLATIONS
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ELECTROPHYSI OLOGICAL
TECHNIQUE

by C. J. DICKINSON, B.A., B.Sc.
(Magdalen College, Oxford)

Demy 8vo. 140 pp.
Price 12s. 6d. Postage 6d.

The author describes the use of
electronic methods as applied to re-
search in Neurophysiology. Chapters
are devoted to modern techniques
for time marking, stimulating pro-
duction and recording of mechanical
movement.

VOLTAGE STABILIZERS
by F. A. BENSON, M.Eng,
M.I.R.E. (University of Sheffield)
Demy 8vo. 125 pp.
Price Its. 6d. Postage 6d.
This monograph describes the various
devices employing magnetically satur-
ated elements, glow -discharge tube
circuits and thermionic valve arrange-
ments for voltage stabilization. A
comprehensive bibliography is in-
cluded.

PUBLISHED BY

Electronic Engineering
I28, ESSEX STREET, STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.2
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BOOK REVIEWS (Continued)
there are dangers that important aspects
may be overlooked.

The author of this book has collected,
ably sifted and arranged his material
extremely well. The first six chapters
deal with fundamental principles,
methods of representation, and the rela-
tive magnitude of different factors for
various applications. Leakage induct-
ance and capacity effects are deferred to
a later stage. Chapter 7 introduces the
reader to practical design of small power
transformers, taking him through
several examples. Later chapters intro-
duce magnetic leakage effects, more
detail on core excitation, transients,
operation beyond saturation, and are
interspersed with practical chapters deal-
ing with tappings and tap -changing,
three-phase transformers, rectifier sup-
plies, high voltage types, auto trans-
formers, regulators, variable ratio
devices, vibrator supplies, instrument
audio frequency and television types.
A closing chapter contains most of the
useful data in the book for design work,
for handy reference.

The book is intended for laboratory
workers, designers and users of trans-
formers within this comprehensive range.
It can well be recommended for use in
technical training organizations, at least
as a library acquisition. It makes good
reading, and the reviewer would recom-
mend that most of the book be read,
before using it as a reference work. This
would be time well spent. However, the
author has evidently taken considerable
pains to ensure that anyone who wishes
to apply one section without having read
preceding sections, will not be likely to
misconstrue information given.

Technical criticisms that the reviewer
noted in reading the hook are of such
minor nature that mention here could
well prove misleading. Typographical
errors are very few. The author's objec-
tive, to present a comprehensive cover-
age for all the light electrical industries,
has been well attained, and the book
fills a place that should assure it a wide
reception.

N. H. CROWHURST

Technical Instruction for Marine
Radio Officers

By H. M. Dowsett, M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., andL. E. Q. Walker, A.R.C.S. 699 pp., 700 illus-
trations. 9th Edition. Iliffe and Sons, Ltd. 1950.
Price 60s.

WITH the publication of the ninth
edition, the " Handbook of Technical

Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists "
has had its title amended to Technical
Instruction for Marine Radio Officers "
in recognition of the fact that over the
course of the years the duties of the
marine officer have been progressively
supplemented.

The object of the book, namely, to
provide simple instruction in general
radio principles and practice for those
who operate marine wireless equipment,

remains unaffected; and the groundwork
covered provides a complete theoretical
course for the P.M.G's certificates-the
syllabus for which, together with a speci-
men question paper, is now included as
an appendix.

Revision has been carried out on an
ambitious scale. Additional chapters on
the cathode-ray oscilloscope, ultra high -
frequency generators and radar recogni-
tion systems have been included; and
descriptions of new communication
apparatus placed in service during and
since the war replace those of apparatus
now out of production. The additions
include 193 new illustrations and the
typematter has been re -set, so that all the
additional information is contained in a
volume that is convenient and easy for
constant handling and reference.

Piezo Electrical Crystals and their
Application to Ultrasonics

By Warren P. Mason. 508 pp. Macmillan &
Co., Ltd. 1950. Price 56s.
THE research work of the Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories has been made
public over the last few years through
the medium of a series of technical
books covering many aspects of their
work.

The latest edition in no way departs
from the high standard set by the pre-
vious volumes, and Dr. Mason's work
supplies a great deal of new information
on the physical properties and the
application of all aspects of piezo-electric
crystals. The book can be considered
as a companion volume to Mason's
previous work on electromechanical
transducers and much of the application
theory follows similar lines. It is to be
regretted, however, that a number of the
symbols employed differ between the two
works, thus complicating comparisons
between piezo-electric and electro
mechanical transducers.

The work covers natural crystals as
well as the many new synthetic forma-
tions and includes a concise considera-
tion of the properties of ammonium
dihydrogen phosphate and ethylene
diamine tartrate. Both these crystals can
be now readily grown on a large scale,
the former being used as a substitute for
Rochelle Salt in underwater transducers,
and the latter as a replacement for
quartz in electrical wave filters.

In the ferro-electric class of crystal,
consideration is given to potassium di -
hydrogen phosphate, and from the point
of view of ultrasonic transducer applica-
tions, the more important barium titanate
crystal. The use of this crystal in a
ceramic multi -crystalline form is rapidly
gaining prominence as a transducer, for
it can be easily moulded into various
forms and can be made equally efficient
as a source of ultrasonic power at all
points on its surface.

The measurement of the properties of
solids, liquids and gases by means of
ultrasonics is also covered. Factors not

easily established by other means, such
as the adiabatic compressibility of
liquids and Young's Modulus in solids
can be measured; in most cases these
measurements are based on the observa-
tion of the velocity and attenuation of
longitudinal waves propagated with the
medium.

Generally, the book is well presented
but assumes that the reader has a very
adequate knowledge of mathematics. A
certain amount of its value as a reference
book is also lost through a rather brief
index.

Finally, it is an intriguing thought to
note that if a piezo-electric crystal is
operated on resonance, efficiencies as
high as 90 per cent can be achieved in
the conversion of mechanical to electrical
energy.

A. E. CRAWFORD.

Better T/V Reception
By Woodrow Smith and R. L. Hawley. 141 pp.
Editors and Engineers Ltd. Price $2.50.
"11(tETTER T/V Reception in Fringe

1J and Low -Signal Areas " is intended
for the aid and guidance of those in-
terested in television reception in fringe
areas. It discusses various types of
equipment, and their practical results,
with very little mention of abstract
theory.

This book is entirely devoted to
problems related to reception of the
V.H.F. television channel 2 to 13, which
are, of course, the American bands of
transmission.

The Practical Electrical Reference
Book

384 pp. Odhams Press, Ltd. 1950. Price 9s. 6d.
THIS book is divided into thirty-six
sections, and different authors have

contributed to make up each one. The
contents cover fundamentals, generation,
measuring instruments, factory regula-
tions, electricity in several different fields,
cinema equipment, British Standard, and
I.E.E. Regulations, to mention but a. few
subjects.

There are over 150 tables, and several
hundred diagrams and illustrations.

Wireless Servicing Manual
By W. T. Cocking. 296 pp. 121 diagrams. 8th
Edition. Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 1950. Price 12s. 6d.

THE eighth edition of the " Wireless
Servicing Manual " has been revised

and brought up to date; in particular the
chapter on television receiver defects has
been completely rewritten. Apart from
domestic sets, short-wave receivers and
convertors are covered, and there is also
a special chapter devoted to servicing
with the cathode-ray oscilloscope.
Methods of ganging receivers of both the
" straight " and superhet types are given
in detail, and the all -too -common
problems of hum and distortion are
treated with the same thoroughness.

A useful appendix contains much in-
formation of the kind constantly required
in everyday servicing work, and a very
complete index has been provided to give
the book added value for reference.
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OFFICIAL APPOINTMENTS
ADMIRALTY. Applications are invited from
Engineering, Electrical and Ship Draughtsmen
for temporary service in Admiralty Depart-
ments at Bath. Candidates must be British
subjects of 21 years of age and upwards, who
have had practical Workshop and Drawing
Office experience. Salary will be assessed
according to age, qualifications and experience
within the range £3204545 per annum. Appli-
cations giving age and details of technical
qualifications, apprenticeship (or equivalents)
Workshop and Drawing Office experience,
should be sent to Admiralty (C.E.II, Room 88),
Empire Hotel, Bath. Candidates required for
interview will be advised within two weeks of
receipt of application. W 137
ADMIRALTY. Vacancies exist for Electrical
and/or Mechanical Engineering Draughtsmen in
Admiralty Research and Development Establish-
ments located in the vicinity of Weymouth,
Portsmouth, Teddington (Middlesex), and Bal-
dock, Herts. Draughtsmen experienced in light
current, electro-mechanical, precision mechani-
cal and electronic equipment are particularly
needed. Candidates must be British subjects of
21 years of age and upwards, who have had
practical workshop experience (preferably an
apprenticeship) together with Drawing Office ex-
perience. Appointments will be in an unestab-
lished capacity but opportunities may occur for
qualified staff to compete for established posts.
The salaries offered, depending on age, experi-
ence, ability and place of duty, will be within
the range £320-£560 p.a. Hostel accommoda-
tion is available at some Establishments. Appli-

cations stating age and details of technical
qualifications, apprenticeship (or equivalents),
Workshop and Drawing Office experience, should
be sent to Admiralty (C.E.II, Room 88) Empire
Hotel, Bath, quoting DM/R.D. Original testi-
monials should not be forwarded with applica-
tion. Candidates required for interview (at
London or Bath, whichever is nearer) will be
advised within two weeks of receipt of
application, W 2984
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR required by Ministry
of Supply in Bucks. Candidates must be British
of British parentage, should have had practical
engineering training and either (I) an Honours
Degree in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering
or (2) be corporate members of one of the
Institutions of Civil, Mechanical or Electrical
Engineers or have passed recognised exempting
exaninat'ons for associate membership. Essen-
tial qualifications : experience in the control of
scientific and professional engineer staff and
recent design and/or manufacturing experience
in two or more of the following fields (a) radio
(including radar) ; (b) electronic valves or com-
ponents ; (c) aircraft radio and radar instal-
lations and aerial systems ; (d) long range radio
telecommunication systems ; (e) siting and in-
stallation of ground radio and radar equipment
including aerial systems ; (f) siting and instal-
lation of ground radio aids to navigation
including aerial systems. A knowledge of cur-
rent uses and development trends of G.P.O.
five unit telegraph equipment, scheduled ser-
vicing of radio and radar installations and
design of vehicle radio and radar installations
an advantage. Salary : £1,42041.650 not estab-
lished. Application forms obtainable from the
Ministry of Labour and National Service. Tech-
nical & Scientific Register (K), York House,
Kingsway, W.C.2, quoting D.229/5I A. Closing
date 20th July 1951. W 2936
CANADIAN RED CROSS Memorial Hospital,
Taplow, Maidenhead. Technician required for
the Special Unit for Research in Juvenile
Rheumatism, to assist in the development of
electrical and mechanical recording apparatus.
A practical and theoretical knowledge of elec-
tronic and mechanical engineering is essential.
Salary scale £370 to £435 per annum. Applica-
tions stating age, qualifications and experience,
together with copies of three recent testimonials,
should be sent to the Administrative Officer.

W 2948
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS and Physicists are
invited by the Ministry of Supply to apply for
the following appointments in the grade of
Senior Scientific Officer or Scientific Officer at
Research and Development Establishments near
London. (I) Electrical Engineers qualified in
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radio communications with an interest in the
engineering of development prototypes. (2)
Physicists with experience in electronic circuitry
problems for measurement of high speed tran-
sients. (3) Experimental physicist with experience
of metallurgical techniques. (4) Physicist with
interest in application of electronic methods to
potical instrumentation techniques. Candidates
should possess a 1st or 2nd class Honours Degree
or equivalent qualification. For the senior grade
the minimum age is 26 and at least 3 years'
post -graduate research experience is required.
Salary will be determined on age and on an
assessment of the successful candidate's qualifi-
cation and experience within the ranges : Senior
Scientific Officer £670 to £860 ; Scientific Officer
£380 to £620. Rates for women somewhat
lower. Posts carry benefits of F.S.S.U. Appli-
cation forms obtainable from Ministry of
Lahonr and National Service, Technical &
Scientific Register (K), York House, Kingsway,
W.C.2, quoting A.162/51 A. Closing date 13th
July 1951. W 2941
ENGINEER I for Ministry of Supply needed
at an Establishment in S.E. England. Qualifica-
tions : British of British parentage ; regular
engineering apprenticeship ; either corporate
membership of Institutions of Civil, Mechanical
or Electrical Engineers or possess exempting
qualifications ; design experience of radio/or
radar equipment and in the engineering of
development prototypes for production ; a
knowledge of aerial design and of airborne
equipment an advantage. Salary range : £997-
£1,192 not established, periodical competitions
for establishment. Application forms obtain-
able from the Ministry of Labour and National
Service, Technical & Scientific Register (K),
York House, Kingsway, W.C.2, quoting D230/
51 A. Closing date 13th July, 1951. W 2937

IMPERIAL COLLEGE of Science and Tech-
nology. (City and Guilds College.) Lecturer
required in Electrical Engineering Department
from 1st October, 1951, commencing salary
between £600 and £750 in the Lecturer scale
(according to experience and qualifications) with
F.S.S.U. and Family Allowances. Industrial or
analogous experience desirable, with special
interests and experience in radio engineering,
with particular reference to micro -wave tech-
nique. Applications, accompanied by full state-
ments of qualifications and with references,
should be sent to the Head of the Electrical
Engineering Department, City & Guilds College,
Exhibition Road, London, S.W.7, not later than
16th July 1951. W 2950
PADDINGTON GROUP Hospital Management
Committee. Applications are invited for the
post of Senior Technician in the Department
of Electro-Encephelography at the West End
Hospital for Nervous Diseases, 73, Welbeck
Street, London, W.I. Applicants should have
a knowledge of electronics and previous experi-
ence in E.E.C. recording is desirable. The
salary for the post, which is subject to review,
is on the scale of £375 x £15 to £405, accord-
ing to experience. Applications stating age,
qualifications and experience, together with the
names and addresses of two referees, should be
sent to the Administrative Officer as soon as
possible. W 2947
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS in Government
Departments. The Civil Service Commissioners
announce an Open Competition for permanent
appointments of Professional Engineers, General
Service Class (Main and Senior Grades). Appli-
cations should be made as early as possible.
The vacancies at present announced are in the
Admiralty (about eight in the Main Grade and
at least one in the Senior Grade), but vacancies
in other departments may be announced later.
The duties in the Admiralty cover the produc-
tion of mechanical, electrical and electronic
equipment for H.M. ships and include design
for production, correlation of manufacturing
requirements and capacity, advice on production
methods, preparation of estimates and, in
certain cases, material inspection and functional
testing. Candidates must be at least 30 years
of age on 1st January 1951. Minimum qualifi-
cations : generally Corporate Membership of
the Institutions of Mechanical Engineers or
Electrical Engineers is required, together with
evidence of apprenticeship or pupilage and sub-
sequent engineering experience. Exceptionally,
candidates of high professional attainments

without some or all of these qualifications may
be admitted. Salary scales': London, Men :
Main Grade-£75041,000 ; Senior Grade-
£1,05041,270. Women : Main Grade-£650-
£850; Senior Grade-£900-£1,100. Provinces,
Men : Main Grade-£7204960 ; Senior Grade-
£99741,192. Women : Main Grade-£620-£810 ;
Senior Grade-£86041,040. These rates are at
present under review. Further particulars and
application forms from Secretary, Civil Service
Commission, Trinidad House, Old Burlington 4

Street, London, W.1, quoting No. S86/51.
W 2955

RADAR AND ELECTRONIC technicians re-
quired for employment in various parts of Scot-
land. Salary in scale £380 plus £20 to £500
according to age and location. Applicants
should preferably have had experience of Ser-
vice radar or computing instruments. Apply in
writing giving details of age, experience and
qualifications to A.D.M.E., 3 A.A. Group,
Riccarton House, Currie, Midlothian. W 2930

RADIO ENGINEER required by Government
Department. Should have industrial experience
or service in a Research Establishment. A
knowledge of V.H.F. communication techniques
is desirable with ability to prepare technical
reports and to analyse experimental data.
Ability to service and maintain receivers and
high-grade measuring equipment. Willingness
to serve overseas (Europe). H.N.C. or City &
Guilds Final. Salary £6004700 p.a. Unestab-
lished. Apply for application forms to Ministry
of Labour and National Service, Technical &
Scientific Register (K), York House, Kingsway,
W.C.2, quoting D260/51 A. Closing date 21946th3
July 1951.

SENIOR PRINCIPAL PRODUCTION EN-
GINEER, Admiralty Production Pool. The
Civil Service Commissioners invite applications
from men for one or two permanent appoint-
ments as Senior Principal Production Engineer.
Candidates must have been born on or before
1st January 1920. Candidates must be Cor-
porate Members of the Institution of Mechani-
cal Engineers and/or the Institution of Electri-
cal Engineers or show evidence of exceptionally
high professional attainment. They must have
had a wide general engineering background,
including apprenticeship, and have had ex-
tensive experience in the engineering produc-
tion field. Salary £1,500-£1,750. Further par-
ticulars and application forms from the Civil
Service Commission, Scientific Branch, Trinidad
House, Old Burlington Street, London, W.1,
cuoting No. S.4038/51. Completed application
forms must be returned by 19th July, 1951.

W 2956
THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIONERS give
notice that an Open Competition for pension-
able appointment to the Assistant (Scientific)
Class (Basic Grade) will be held during 1951.
Interviews will be held throughout the year, but
a closing date for the receipt of applications
earlier than December 1951 may eventually be
announced either for the competition as a
whole or in one or more subjects. Successful
candidates may expect early appointments. Can-
didates must be at least 17-1 and under 26 years
of age on 1st January 1951, with extension for
regular service in H.M. Forces, but other can-
didates over 26 with specialized experience may
be admitted. All candidates must produce
evidence of having reached a prescribed standard
of education, particularly in a science subject,
and of thorough experience in the duties of the
class gained by service in a Government Depart-
ment or other civilian scientific establishment
or in technical branches of the Forces, covering
a minimum of two years in one of the following
groups of scientific subjects : (i) engineering and
physical sciences ; (ii) chemistry, bio-chemistry
and metallurgy ; (lii) biological sciences ; (iv)
general (including geology, meteorology, general
work ranging over two or more groups (i) to (iii)
and highly skilled work in laboratory crafts such
as glass-blowing). Salary according to age up to
25 : Men £215 (at 18) to £330 (at 25)-1455 ;
rather less in the provinces and for women.
Opportunities for promotion. Further parti-
culars and application forms from Civil Service
Commission, Scientific Branch, Trinidad House,
Old Burlington Street, London, W.1, quoting
No. S 59/51. Completed application forms
should be returned as soon as possible. W 2923
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OFFICIAL APPOINTMENTS (Coned.)

UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE. Department
of Electrical Engineering. Applications are
invited for appointment as Lecturer in Elec-
tronic Engineering. Salary range : £600-£50-
£1,000 Australian. Commencing salary accord-
ing to qualifications. The original application
must be sent to the undersigned, and one copy
must be lodged with the Secretary, Association
of Universities of the British Commonwealth,
5, Gordon Square, London, W.C.1, from whom
full particulars of terms of appointment and a
statement about the Department of Electrical
Engineering may be obtained. App'ications will
close on 31st July 1951. A. W. Bampton,
Registrar, University of Adelaide, Adelaide,
South Australia. W 2940

SITUATIONS VACANT
A HOUSE (married accommodation) is avail-
able for senior radar, radio and electronics
engineer to carry out development work on
modern project in special English Electric
Laboratory within 50 miles of London. Salary
according to qualifications. Send details quot-
ing ref. 456E to Central Personnel Services,
English Electric Co. Ltd., 24/30, Gillingham
Street, London, S.W.1. W 2945
A HOUSE (married accommodation) is avail-
able for competent engineer able to take
charge of team operating telemetry equipment
in the field and in laboratory not far from
London. Important defence project. Starting
salary £600-£800 per annum according to quali-
fications. Send details of qualifications and
experience, quoting ref. HHE, to Box No.
W 2944.
A HOUSE (married accommodation) is avail-
able for an experienced electronics engineer
capable of developing antivibration means for
electronic equipment. Location is special
laboratory within 50 miles of London. Starting
salary £600-£800 per annum according to quali-
fications. Send details of qualifications andexperience, mentioning ref. 850B, to Central
Personnel Services, English Electric Co. Ltd.,
24/30, Gillingham Street, London, S.W.1.

W 2946
A LARGE AIRCRAFT FIRM in the Midlands
has vacancies for men with experience in con-
struction and/or maintenance of electronic
equipment. Service as radio or radar technician
in H.M. Forces an advantage. Vacancies alsoexist for men with tool room experience and
some interest in electronics. Interesting workwith good prospects. Apply stating age, experi-ence, etc., to Box No. W 2911.
AN ENGINEER is required age 28/30 for
development work in process controls specializ-
ing on application of electronics, the post isa new one and will call for the capacity towork independently. Essential qualifications
are age 28/30 with Degree or Higher National
Certificate in Electrical Engineering. The suc-
cessful applicant will be posted in East Anglia
and would be required to do a certain amount
of travelling. There is a superannuation scheme
entry to which is dependent upon a satisfactory
probationary period. The salary offered is £680per annum. Write giving details of qualifica-tions and experience. Box No. W 1328.
A NUMBER of Senior and Junior vacancies for
Radio. Radar. Electronic. Television, etc..
Development. Service Engineers. Draughtsmen
Wiremen. Testers, Inspectors. etc. Urgently
required. 30 Television Service Engineers. Write
in confidence: Technical Employment Agency.
179 Clapham Road, London, S.W.9. (BRIxton3487.) W 113

A RESEARCH TEAM being built up on a new
project of national importance and great tech-
nical interest requires the services of a few
experienced physicists, or electrical engineers,
preferably with a mathematical inclination.
Candidates should be British -born subjects
between the ages of 25 and 35. The posts
carry good salaries and prospects and are pen-
sionable. They are situated in the Greater
London area. Write, quoting the reference
GL, to Box No. W 2926.
A SERVICE ENGINEER is required by a
London Company to undertake the repair and
maintenance of electronic medical instruments
throughout the British Isles. Applicants should
be at least 25 years of age and should have
had previous experience in instrument servicing.
Write stating qualifications, experience and age
to Box No. W 2979.
A SPECIAL vacancy occurs for a draughtsman
with experience in detailing light mechanical or
electronic equipment. The post is permanent
and pensionable. Apply in writing to the Per-
sonnel Manager, Plessey Co. Limited, Ilford,
quoting reference E.D. W 2829
ASSISTANTS of various grades for Research
and Development work on Computers required
by a large N. Kent Engineering firm. Qualifi-
cations : B.Sc., Higher National Certificate,.
Intermediate B.Sc. or equivalent. Salaries
according to qualifications and experience.
Write giving full particulars to Box No. W 2939.
A TECHNICALLY qualified man to take

charge of a small relay section developing new
types of relay. The applicant must be able to
undertake the theoretical as well as the prac-
tical side of light electro magnetic mechanisms.
Apply giving full details of experience to Per-
sonnel Officer, Ericsson Telephones Ltd.,
Beeston, Nottingham. W 1320
A WELL-KNOWN company in the London
area has a vacancy for a senior qualified elec-
tronic engineer. Applicants should have had ex-
perience in communications equipment, feedback
amplifiers or centimetric technique. Applications
which will be treated in confidence, should be

accompanied by full details of education and
career to date, and salary required, quoting
reference R.E.D. Box No. W 2981.
BELLING & LEE LTD., 540 Cambridge Arterial
Road, Enfield, Middlesex, wish to engage a
specialist to conduct aerial research and develop-
ment, particularly at television frequencies
Applicants must possess scientific qualifications
together with considerable experience in the field;
must be imaginative and original, and able to
work with minimum supervision. Excellent
research facilities are available and an attractive
salary will be offered to the right applicant.

W 134
BELLLNG & LEE LTD., Cambridge Arterial
Road, Enfield, Middlesex, require research
assistants in connexion with work on electronic
components, fuses, interference suppressors and
television aerials. Applicants must be graduates
of the I.E.E. or possess equivalent qualifica-
tions together with similar laboratory experi-
ence. Salary will be commensurate with pre-
vious i experience. Applications must be
detailed and concise, and will be treated as
confidential. W 138
COMPETENT mechanical and/or electrical
engineering draughtsmen required for design
work in connexion with a cyclotron being
constructed for cancer research. Salary in
accordance with age and experience. Apply
in writing giving full details of qualifications
and previous appointments and including
references, to the Senior Cyclotron Engineer,
M.R.C. Cyclotron Section, P.O.W. Camp,
Scrubs Lane, London, W.12, quoting reference
E.E. W 1313

APPLICATIONS are invited by a company located in South West of-but close to-London
for the following staff : Senior Designer Draughtsmen, Draughtsmen, Junior Draughtsmen.
The company's operations, which are on a considerable scale, are solely concerned with pure
research and development work in the fields of Electronics, Electricity and intricate mechan-
isms. The working conditions are ideal and the draughting equipment is modern and of
high quality. The positions offered are permanent, the salary will be generous and there
is a pension scheme. The present staff of the company are aware of this advertisement.
Applications in the first place will be seen by the Managing Director only and there need be
no apprehension in the mind of any intending applicant of any breach of confidence. Appli-
cations should contain full personal particulars, details of education and all positions held sub-
sequently and should be addressed to the box number given and marked "Managing Director."

W 1322

DESIGNER - DRAUGHTSMEN with Higher
National Certificate, University Degree or
similar qualifications and with 2-4 years ex-
perience are required for work with experi-
mental research teams in mechanical and radio
engineering. Applications giving age and
record should be sent to the Personnel Officer
(Ref. GBLC/ 133), Research Laboratories of
the General Electric Co. Limited, East Lane,
North Wembley, Middlesex. W 2927

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER. A large engi-
neering establishment in the N. Kent area
requires the service of a Development Engineer
with technical and practical experience in elec-
tronics. Preferred minimum qualifications the
Higher National Certificate in Electrical Engi-
neering. A knowledge of Servo Mechanisms
would be an advantage. Reply, stating age
and giving full particulars of experience and
salary required to Box No. W 2938.
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS required for
the Line Telephone Transmission Section.
Applicants should possess Degree or equivalent
qualifications. Salary according to age and
experience. Apply in writing giving full par-
ticulars of education, experience and salary
required. Siemens Brothers & Co. Limited,
Ref. 715/21, Woolwich, S.E.18. W 2884

DIGITAL COMPUTERS: Ferranti Limited,
Moston, Manchester, are engaged upon the long
term development and exploitation of digital
computers. This interesting work covers vacuum
physics, the electronic and electrical properties
of materials, computing and pulse circuit tech-
niques, electrical and mechanical recording,
electromechanical mechanisms, precision me-
chanical engineering and power supply equip-
ment. In the course of this work there are
occasional vacancies for senior engineers with
wide experience from whom enquiries will be
welcomed at any time. There are immediate
vacancies for: (1) Engineers and Scientists for
research and development work in the above
fields. Qualifications include a good Honours
Degree in Physics or Engineering, or equivalent
experience. Salary according to qualifications
and experience in the range £450 to £1,000 per
annum. Please quote Ref. D.C.E. (2) Tech-
nical Assistants for experimental work in the
above fields. Qualifications are a Degree or
Higher National Certificate in Engineering, or
equivalent. Salary according to age and experi-
ence in the range £350 to £650 per annum.
Please quote Ref. D.C.A. The Company has a
Staff Pension Scheme and will give housing assis-
tance in special cases. Application forms from
the Staff Manager, Ferranti Limited, Hollin-
wood, Lancs. W 2825

DIRECTOR of Engineering required to take
charge of a highly technical Research and
Development Company in the Greater London
area (a subsidiary of a large Engineering Public
Company). Applicants must possess a First
Class Honours Degree and must have
specialized in Electronics. Considerable ex-
perience is essential in the direction and
management of research establishments, and
the ability to guide and supervise teams of
project engineers, design offices and model
shops. Position carries a high salary, the
possibility of an exceptional house and excel -
cent long term prospects with pension facilities.
All replies will be treated in full confidence.
Write giving full details of qualifications, past
experience and salary required to the Managing
Director. Box No. W 1324.
DRAUGHTSMEN. Immediate vacancies exist
for Senior and Junior Draughtsmen with light
mechanical, electrical, or radio engineering
experience to work on new project in a rapidly
expanding industry. Applicants should have
sound knowledge of materials and engineering
methods. Production design experience would
be an additional qualification. Good salaries
offered to capable men seeking a progressive
position in Bedfordshire. Applicants should
write giving full details, quoting ref. ADD to
Box No. W 2931.

E. K. COLE (Electronics Division) offers ex-
cellent opportunities for young Draughtsmen
of Ordinary National Standard to gain ex-
perience in the Development of Radar, Com-
munications and Nucleonic Equipments. Also
a limited number of vacancies for Senior
Draughtsmen with experience of this type of
work. Apply giving details of experience to
Personnel Manager, E. K. Cole Limited,
Malmesbury, Wilts. W 2971

'CLASSIFIED AN NOU NCEMENTS
continued on Page 4
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FOR

RESISTANCE WIRES
Nickel - chromium

Copper - nickel
Minalpha

Mancoloy 10

INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURE

Other JMC Products

PRODUCTS FOR PRESSURE
RESPONSIVE ELEMENTS

THERMOCOUPLES

CAPILLARY TUBES

INSTRUMENT POINTER TUBES

INSTRUMENT HAIR SPRING
STRIP

GALVANOMETER SUSPENSION
STRIP

Specialised

Whenever an instrument depends for its accuracy
upon a resistance wire, and particularly when that wire
is of small diameter, uniformity of characteristics is vital.
Long specialist experience of fine wire drawing enables
us to guarantee extremely close tolerances on the nominal
resistance per unit length and-equally important-
consistency from batch to batch.

JMC resistance wires in nickel -chromium, copper -
nickel, Minalpha and Mancoloy to and in other alloys
for specialised requirements are normally available in
sizes down to .0005 inch. Finer sizes can be produced
if necessary.

A series of technical data sheets descriptive of our materials
and products for instrument manufacture is available on request.

Products of

Johnson
Matthew

JOHNSON, MATTHEY & CO., LIMITED, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.I. Telephone ; HOLborn 9277.
GD I 90
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SITUATIONS VACANT (Coned.)

E. K. COLE LTD., have vacancies in their
Electronic Division at Malmesbury, Wilts., for
senior and Intermediate Draughtsmen in the
Development Drawing Office, for work on
Radar, Communications and Electronic Pro-
jects. Previous experience in this field desirable
but not essential. Apply in writing to the
Personnel Manager, Ekco Works, Malmesbury,

Wilts. W 2934

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER not over 30 with
interest in general physics required for interest-
ing work connected with the manufacture and
development of infra -red spectrometers. A
Degree in electrical engineering or physics is
desirable. Apply, giving full details of qualifica-

tions, experience, age and salary to Sir Howard
Grubb, Parsons and Co., Walkergate, New-
castle -on -Tyne, 6. W 2973

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER required with
sound knowledge and experience in design and
manufacture. Good prospects in modern West
Country factory. Send full details to Box No.
W 2957.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING. Junior De-
sign, Development and Sales Engineers re-
quired. Permanent progressive posts for
suitable young men. Apply in writing to
Leland Instruments Limited, 22-23 Millbank,
London, S.W.I. W 2953
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS, age 22-30 for
aircraft instrument firm for development labora-
tory, in Guildford area. Applicants should
possess a Degree or National Certificate in
electrical engineering and preferably have some
experience in electronics and/or electrical in-
struments. Apply stating experience, qualifica-
tions and salary required to Box No. W 2924.
ELECTRONIC/ELECTRICAL Engineers re-
quired with Higher National Certificate (Elec-
trical) and at least four years' experience of
Radar. Apply Employment Manager, Vickers-

Armstrongs Limited (Aircraft Section), Wey-
bridge. W 2900
ELECTRONIC/ELECTRICAL Engineer re-
quired with Degree in Physics or Telecom-
munication Engineering, and at least four
years' experience of Radar. Apply Employ-
ment Manager, Vickers-Armstrongs Limited
(Aircraft Section), Weybridge. W 2899
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS required by Airmec
Laboratories Limited, Cressex, High Wycombe,
Bucks, to be employed on interesting Govern-
ment and commercial development work. Sal-
ary according to experience. Write giving full
details to Personnel Officer. W 2985

ELECTRONIC TESTERS and Trouble Shooters
required for West Midlands organisation. Pre-vious experience essential, Factory and Tele-
vision experience desirable. Good pay and
prospects. Box No. W 1314.
ELECTRONIC TUBE Development and Manu-
facture. Engineers and Physicists required for
progressive technical and supervisory positions
in our development and manufacturing depart-
ments. Successful applicants will have excep-tional opportunities for advancement in therapidly expanding electronics industry. Quali-fications : Good Degree in engineering orphysics. Previous experience desired but notessential. Applicants graduating this year and
free of National Service obligations will receive
special consideration and, after appointment,will be given comprehensive training. Salaryaccording to age and experience but will notbe less than £425 per annum for HonoursGraduates at age 21. Application should be
made to Personnel Officer, Mullard Radio Valve
Company Limited, New Road. MitchamJunction, Surrey. W 2952
ENGINEER or Physicist required to takecharge of section developing thermionic trans-mitting valves. Honours Degree in physics orelectrical engineering or equivalent essential.Previous experience of transmitting valvesdesirable. Salary according to experience and
suitability. Apply Personnel Manager, Stan-
dard Telephones and Cables Limited, Ilminster.
Somerset. W 2967
ENGINEER required to be responsible for
short run production of a variety of electronic
and V.H.F. radio equipment. Good technicalknowledge and practical experience of jobbreakdown and prototype work essential.
Preference given to a young man who is con-versant with A.I.D. requirements, with ability
to control electronic test. Location is LutonAirport. State salary required and quote ref.
900 to Central Personnel Services, English
Electric Co. Limited, 24-30 Gillingham Street.
London, S.W.I. W 2968

ENGINEERING Draughtsmen, aged 22-28,
having Ordinary or Higher National Certificate
in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering, required
for development work by well-known Instru-
ment firm for factory in Guildford area. The
engineering department is engaged on experi-
mental work on aircraft electrical instruments,
electronic equipment and servo systems. Interest
in this type of work very desirable in view of
c:ose association between draughtsmen and
engineers engaged on development projects.
Write stating qualifications, experience, salary
required to Box No. W 2912.

ENGINEERING establishment, West London
area, require several first-class Project Design
Engineers for work of an intricate mechanical
and electro-mechanical nature. Only qualified
men capable of undertaking complete design
of projects, under guidance of Chief Engineer
and Chief Design Engineer, will be considered.
Experience in either of the following fields will
be advantageous : Printing Machinery, Auto-
matic Feeding Apparatus, Teleprinter principles
and Electronic Controls. Write in first
instance giving full experience and qualifications
to Chief Engineer, Box No. W 136.

ESTIMATING AND PLANNING ENGINEER
required by Airmec Laboratories Ltd., Cressex,
High Wycombe, Bucks. Applicants should be
fully experienced in the Electronic and Light
Engineering Industries. Salary according to age,
qualifications, and experience. Apply giving full
details to Personnel Officer. W 2986

EXPERIENCED Estimator required by large
light electrical engineering company situated in
London area. For this position experience in
the preparation of detailed estimates involving
machine work and assembly of light electrical
equipment is essential. Preference will be given
to applicants with practical training and some
experience in planning or jig and tool design.
Permanent position, staff pension scheme and
excellent prospects. Kindly state full details
of experience with age and salary required to
Box No. W 2951.

FERRANTI LIMITED, Moston Works, Man-
chester, have staff vacancies in connexion with
long term Development Work on an important
Radio Tele-Control Project. (I) Senior Engi-
neers or Scientists to take charge of research
and development sections. Qualifications in-
clude a good Degree in Physics or Electrical
Engineering and extensive past experience in
charge of development work. Salary according
to qualifications and experience in the range
of £1,000-£1,500 per annum. Please quote
reference R.S.E. (II) Engineers and Scientists
for research and development work in the
following fields : Radar, radio and electronic
circuits, micro waves, high power centimetric
valves, vacuum and/or high voltage techniques,
servo control and electro-mechanical devices.
Qualifications include a good Degree in Physics
or Electrical Engineering or Mechanical
Science, or equivalent qualifications. Previous
experience is an advantage but is not essential.
Salary according to oualifications and experience
in the range £420-£1.000 per annum. Please
quote reference R.T.E. (III) Technical Assis-
tants for experimental work in the fields listed
in (II) above. Qualifications required: a Degree
or Higher National Certificate in Electrical or
Mechanical Engineering or equivalent qualifi-
cations. Salary in the range of £260-f550
according to age and experience. Please quote
reference R.T.A. The Company has a Staff
Pension scheme, and will give housing assis-
tance in special cases. Application forms from
Mr. R. J. Hebbert, Staff Manager, Ferranti
Limited, Hollinwood, Lancs. W 2764

INDUSTRIAL RADIOLOGIST required to
undertake full responsibility for a modern
X-ray department, using both Tubes and Radio
Active Elements. Materials range from small
components in special alloys, to large compo-
nent castings. The department services a large
works situated in the Midlands Area, engaged
on an important field of aeronautical engineer-
ing. Applicants must be A.I.D. approved
Radiologists. Applications should state full
aualifications and salary required to Box No.
W 2932.

INSPECTOR required to be responsible for
inspection of electronic V.H.F. Radio equip-
ment. Age preferably 28-35. Familiar with
A.I.D. requirements. At least five years ex-
perience of inspection and testing. Salary
according to qualifications. Please write giving
qualifications, experience, age and salary re-
quired quoting ref. 899 to Central Personnel
Services, English Electric Co. Ltd., 24-30 Gil-
lingham Street. London, S.W.I. W 2965

INSTRUMENT WIREMEN required for high
priority projects and other electronic work.
Theoretical knowledge not essential, but practi-
cal experience in wiring to schematic diagrams
important. Excellent rates with good oppor-
tunity for progress. Apply in writing, giving
details of past employment and experience to
Labgear Limited, Willow Place, Cambridge.

1318

LABORATORY ASSISTANT for north east
coast area for development work in connexion
with the manufacture of radio resistors, Appli-
cants should be at least Inter B.Sc. standard
(electrical engineering or physics) and have some
knowledge of electronics. Practical industrial
experience would be an advantage but not
essential. Box No. W 2969.
LABORATORY ASSISTANT required by
Loudspeaker Manufacturers. Experience in a
similar capacity, together with some knowledge
of Drawing Office practice an advantage. The
work is interesting and varied and the situation
offers scope for initiative. Write giving full
details of age, experience and salary required to
Electro Acoustic Industries Limited, Broad
Lane, London, N.15. W 2964
LABORATORY ASSISTANTS for development
work on Cathode Ray, Photo -electric and other
types of Television Vacuum Tubes. Preference
given to applicants with Inter-B.Sc. or equiva-
lent, and with completed National Service.
Good Canteen. 5 -day week. Pension Scheme.
Write giving age, experience and salary re-
quired to Cinema -Television Limited, Worsley
Bridge Road, Lower Sydneham, S.E.26.

'A, 2962

LEADING MANUFACTURER of Aircraft
Instruments and Electronic equipment invites
applications for a vacancy in the Aeronautical
Service Department. Duties will include instal-
lation, flight testing and servicing, for which a
thorough practical and theoretical knowledge
of A.C. and D.C. amplifier systems is required.
A knowledge of Electro-Mechanical servo and
synchronous transmission systems would be of
advantage. Preferential consideration would be
given to applicants with previous electronic
experience in possession of Higher National
Certificate (or equivalent), or who have served
a recognised engineering apprenticeship with
subsequent experience in a technical capacity.
Must be prepared to travel. Position will be
permanent and pensionable after a qualifying
period. Commencing salary £450 p.a. Apply
giving full particulars of age, qualifications and
experience to Box No. A.C. 63166, Samson
Clarks, 57-61 Mortimer Street, London, W.I.

W 2949

MARCONI'S WIRELESS Telegraph Co. Ltd.,
have vacancies for project engineers in their
Broadcasting Division. Applicants must have
experience in installation, operation and main-
tenance of broadcasting or television trans-
mitting or studio equipment. Some design ex-
perience would be an advantage. Successful
candidates will be paid a salary in the grade
of £440 to £880 p.a. the starting point being
determined by the applicant's qualifications and
experience. The Company operates a staff
pension scheme. Please write, giving full
details, quoting ref. 466B to Central Personnel
Services, English Electric Co. Limited, 24-30
Gillingham Street, London, S.W.L. W 2972
MARCONI'S WIRELESS Telegraph Co.
Limited, have vacancies for technical assistants
for Contract work in their Broadcasting Divi-
sion. Applicants should have works experience.
preferably in the planning and progressing of
production. Some experience of broadcasting
or television equipment would be an advantage.
Successful candidates will be paid a salary in a
grade which rises to a maximum of £515 p.a.
A Staff Pension Scheme is in operation. Please
write giving full details and quoting reference
847A to Central Personnel Services, English
Electric Co. Limited, 24-30 Gillingham Street.
London, S.W.I. W 2974
McMICHAEL RADIO LIMITED, require
qualified draughtsman with experience in the
mechanical design of radio and electronic in-
struments for the government services. Salary
will be commensurate with ability. Write
stating age, training, experience and salary re-
quired to the Chief Engineer, Equipment Divi-
sion, McMichael Radio Limited, Slough, Bucks.

W 2976
McMICHAEL RADIO LIMITED, require
senior project engineers in their equipmen
division development laboratory at Slough.
Training and experience in the field of applied

CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS'
continued on Page 6
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EKCO
LINEAR AMPLIFIER
1008 A
A general purpose A.C. amplifier developed in

conjunction with the A.E.R.E., for use in the field of nuclear

physics and the inspection and accurate measurement of

small waveforms. The maximum overall amplification is

i,600,000 over the frequency range of 20 0/S to 50o

Very low noise level allows useful amplification of signals of a

few microvolts; stability is better than i%.

Please write for catalogue giving specifications, prices
and delivery dates of the complete range of Ekco
electronic equipment for the radiochemical laboratory.

40111%.

E . K . COLE LTD. (Electronics Division

EKCO
Electronics

Stand No. IC
f British Instrument Industries Exhibition

5 VIGO STREET LONDON. W.I

British Radio Invites You!
Do you realise that the Radio Show in London this year will be the

biggest show of Radio, Television, Telecommunications and Electronics

the world has ever seen  In addition to the wide range of exhibits which will

be on show, visits to actual installations can be arranged for interested visitors  Special

arrangements have been made to welcome a record number of overseas visitors 

Will you be coming? There is a heavy demand for accommodation in England

this year, so it is advisable to book your travel and hotel accommodation early.
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EARLS COURT  LONDON
August 29-September 8

Information brochures may be obtained from

THE RADIO INDUSTRY COUNCIL 59 RUSSELL SQUARE LONDON WCI ENGLAND
Telegrams: Oidarion, Westrent, London
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SITUATIONS VACANT (Coned.)

electronics (including communications) and
experience of working with government depart-
ments are the chief qualifications required.
Salary will be commensurate with ability.
Write stating age and full details of training,
qualifications and experience to the Chief
Engineer, Equipment Division, McMichael
Radio Limited, Slough, Bucks. W 2977

OPPORTUNITY OFFERED to young engineer
with electro-mechanical experience to train as
draughtsman. Age limit 25 years. Applicants
should have had at least 2 years' workshop
experience and must be studying or have com-
pleted O.N.C. Salary paid during training and
excellent position given after satisfactory pro-

bationary period. Location of work is Bedford-
shire. Apply giving full details and mentioning
ref A.F.I. to Box No. W 2935.
PERMANENT, progressive, interesting position
with a West Midlands concern in newly formed
Electronic Section, to assist Chief Engineer.
Previous development experience essential.
Development of test gear and general electronic
equipment. Please state salary required. Box
No. W 1315.
PHYSICISTS or Physical Chemists required
for laboratory in Northamptonshire to carry
out varied and interesting work on new ceramic
and metallic materials. Applicants should have
a good science Degree and be familiar with
techniques for measuring magnetic and dielec-
tric properties. Experience in designing radio
and electronic components from these materials
an advantage. Salary £4504650 according to
qualifications and experience. State full par-
ticulars to Box No. W 2925.
PHYSICISTS required by well known firm of
instrument makers in London for laboratory
work in connexion with the development of
scientific instruments and apparatus. Previous
experience not necessary but applicants should
preferably hold a Degree in physics or light
electrical engineering. Apply giving full details
of training and experience and stating age and
salary required to Box No. W 2978.
PRODUCTION ENGINEER to qualify as
Manager of production for high-grade electronic
instruments at new factory in Surrey. Must be
good organiser, able to expand production by
drive and initiative while maintaining quality.
Excellent prospects for the right man in a new
and expanding venture. Full details to Box No.
W 2891.

PROMINENT AIRCRAFT firm in Greater
London area, commencing new project of great
National importance, offers unique opportunity
for advancement. High salaries with monthly staff
status and Pension Scheme offered to suitably
qualified applicants. Electronic Engineers with
1st Class Honours -Degree in Mathematics or
Engineering preferably with several years' practical
experience, though not essential. Apply, stating
age, nationality and experience, to Box Ac.58212,
Samson Clarks, 57-61, Mortimer Street, W.I.

W 131
QUALIFIED JUNIOR ENGINEERS required
for development work on various kinds of
Vacuum Tubes used in Television, Radar and
allied subjects. Good Canteen. 5 -day week.
Pension Scheme. Write, giving personal details,
experience (if any) and salary required to
Cinema -Television Limited, Worsley Bridge
Road, Lower Sydenham, S.E.26. W 2961
RADIO - RADAR Development Engineers
urgently required, accommodation available.
Applications are invited from Senior and Junior
Development Engineers, preferably with experi-
ence of Radar or microwave technique, who
are capable of developing equipment or com-
ponents to Service Specification. Successful
candidates will be employed on work of great
National Importance. Write quoting reference
CHC. (5) to Personnel Officer, General Electric
Co. Ltd., Radio & Television Works. Spon
Street, Coventry. W 2903
REQUIRED. Electronics/Electrical Designer,
take charge design and development wide
range covering, electronic welding and process
controls, small spot welders, rectifier units up
to 50kW. Valve and relay circuitry experience
essential. Should have Degree or equivalent.
with practical outlook. State age, experience
and salary required. Hirst Electronic Develop.
ment Limited, Dermody Road, London, S.E.13.

W 1323
RESEARCH PHYSICISTS and engineers with
2-4 years post -graduate experience at university
or in industry will be required this summer by
the Research Laboratories of The General
Electric Co., Limited, North Wembley, Middle-

sex. A small number of appointments will be
made in the fields of electronics, vacuum
physics and light mechanisms. Starting salaries
will be attractive and prospects excellent.
Applications will be considered now from
candidates who may commence work during
the next six months. Details of academic
qualifications, age and experience should be
sent in confidence to the Personnel Officer (Ref.
GBLC 136). W 2933

SALES MANAGER. Interesting opening for
qualified Chemical or Mechanical Engineer with
first-class organising ability and experience of
Chemical Plants to take charge of Sales of Auto-
matic Control equipment with wide range of
applications. University trained preferred. Apply
fully stating age, education, positions held and
salary expected to Box No. W2980.
SENIOR AND JUNIOR Electronic Develop-
ment Engineers required for work of high
priority. Degree or inter-B.Sc. desirable.
Salary £4004750 p.a. according to qualification
and experience. Write stating full details to
Personnel Manager, The McMurdo Instrument
Co., Ltd., Ashtead, Surrey. W 2907
SENIOR DEVELOPMENT Engineers required
for Carrier Telephone work in S.E. London
area. Applicants should state age and details
of experience and salary expected. Box No.
W 2885.
SENIOR DRAUGHTSMAN required for in-
teresting work on e'ectronic equipment, design
and small quantity production. Experience an
advantage, also ability to work on own initia-
tive. Good prospects and five day week. Apply
Personnel Manager, Dynatron Radio Limited,
Ray Lea Road, Maidenhead, Berks. W 2929
SENIOR DRAUGHTSMEN urgently required
for appointment to posts carrying design re-
sponsibility on Quantity Radar production. A
wide mechanical and electrical background on
this type of work is essential coupled with con-
siderable experience in the rapid handling of
production line design and process problems.
Salaries will be commensurate with experience
and abilities. Apply in writing quoting Ref.
EWS to Decca Radar Limited, Shannon Corner,
Kingston By-pass, New Malden, Surrey.

W 1316
SENIOR ENGINEER wanted for experimental
work on servo -mechanisms for modern high-
speed project in special English Electric Com-
pany Laboratory. Good experience in servo
loop design essential. Honours Degree pre-
ferable. Progressive position, with commencing
salary £7004900 p.a. Write, giving full details
and quoting ref. 844B, to Central Personnel
Services, English Electric Co., Ltd., 24-30
Gillingham Street, London, C.W.1. W 2863
SENIOR MECHANICAL Designer is required
by the Research Laboratories of The General
Electric Co. Limited, East Lane, North Wem-
bley, Middlesex, for work in the field of radio
communications, including airborne equipment.
Good experience and academic qualifications
are essential. Applications should be sent to
the Personnel Officer (Ref. GBLC/208), giving
details of age and record. W 2954
SPERRY GYROSCOPE CO. LTD., Great
West Road, Brentford, Middlesex, require Elec-
tro-Mechanical Engineer. Good academic quali-
fications and recognised apprenticeship desir-
able. Experience in electrical and electro-
mechanical methods of computation; servo
theory, and instrument design preferred. Apply
with full details of experience and salary re-
quired to the Personnel Manager. W 124
SPERRY GYROSCOPE CO. LTD.. Great
West Road, Brentford, Middlesex, require Elec-
tronic Engineer. Good academic qualifications
and recognised apprenticeship desirable. Re-
quired for development work on control
systems. Experience of D.C. amplifiers and
computing devices an advantage. Apply with
full details of experience and salary required
to the Personnel Manager. W 126
SPERRY GYROSCOPE CO. LTD.. Great
West Road. Brentford, Middlesex, require
Mechanical Engineer. Good academic qualifi-
cations and recognised apprenticeship desirable.
Preferably experienced in one or more of the
following: precision mechanical design; hydrau-
lics or pneumatic servo systems; servo theory,
aerodynamics. Apply with full details of ex-
perience and salary required to the Personnel
Manager. W 128
THE CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT Co. Ltd..
have a few vacancies for Test room assistants
and scientific instrument assemblers. The work
is interesting and offers good prospects to
suitable applicants. Call or write to Cambridge
Instrument Co. Ltd., Sydney Road, Muswell
Hill, N.10. W 2905

THE PLESSEY COMPANY LIMITED, Ilford,
requires engineers and draughtsmen for design
and development of radio and television com-
ponents, F.H.P. Motors, and small electro-
mechanical devices. An engineering Degree is
desirable for senior positions, and qualifications
not less than H.N.C. are needed for Junior
positions. Several years production experience
is essential for all positions. Full particulars to
Personnel Manager, The Plessey Company
Limited, Ilford. W 2960
THERE ARE a number of vacancies suitable
for Honours Graduates in physics, electrical or
mechanical engineering or mathematics or a
good general Degree covering two or more of
these subjects, for both research and develop-
ment work in the following fields : Radio and
Line Communications, Radar, Electronic In-
strumentation, Microwaves, Ultrasonics, Vacuum
Techniques and Electromechanical Devices.
Salary according to qualifications and experience
consistent with general present-day levels. There
are vacancies for which considerable post-
graduate experience is required and others for
which previous experience is not necessary.
Consideration will be given to students taking
finals during the current academic year. Pros-
pects of promotion are good and the posts all
fall within the Mullard Company's Superan-
nuation Scheme. Apply Personnel Officer,
Mullard Electronic Research Laboratory, Sal -
fords, Nr. Redhill, Surrey. W 2896
VALVE ENGINEER with experience on small
transmitting valves required for new section in
important organisation. Knowledge of design
and production desirable. Write with full
details, experience and salary required. Box
No. W 2958.
WANTED a graduate in Civic Chemistry or
Electrical Engineering, or equivalent, to be
trained in the Capacitor Laboratory on the
development of new materials and the exploi-
tation of new manufacturing techniques. No
previous experience is necessary and there are
excellent prospects of advancement. Apply to
Personnel Department, Standard Telephones
and Cables Limited. North Woolwich, stating
age, qualifications and salary required. W 2928
WANTED Junior Engineers for work on tele-
metry in the field. Experience desirable but not
essential if otherwise well qualified. Head-
quarters near London. Salary according to ex-
perience. Write giving full details mentioning
ref. HHE, to Box No. W 2959.
YOUNG MAN required to train as laboratory
technician in the Department of Physics, Uni-
versity of Bristol. Should have completed
National Service. Previous experience not
essential but an interest in electronics would
be an advantage. Salary £1954334 15s. accord-
ing to age and qualifications (with membership
of superannuation scheme), Apply in writing
to the Registrar, The University, Bristol, 8.

W 1321

SITUATIONS WANTED
GRADUATE ENGINEER with experience
over a wide field seeks a position of trust and
responsibility in Administrative or Sales Depart-
ment. Box No. W 1327.
TRAINING OFFICER (Electronics),
A.M.I.E.E., etc. Experience power, radio,
television, initiating and conducting training
schemes, writing, design. Desires responsible
post. Box No. W 1325.

FOR SALE
AMERICAN MAGAZINES. One year Post
free. "Radio Electronics." 32s. 3d. "Audio
Engineering," 28s. 9r1'., "Radio and Television
News." 36a.; "Popular Science," 28s. 6d.
S.A.E. for full list from Willen Ltd., (Dept. 9),
101 Fleet Street. London, E.C.4. W 101

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR WAVEMETER
(230v AC) 20-80 me/s £25. Marconi TF 390
Sig. Gens. (2) similar frequencies. Cossor D.B.
'scope. Model 339A, as new £45. BM/XKDS.
London, W C. I . W 1326

CRYSTAL SET COMPONENTS. Germanium
and Crystal Diodes. Permanent and cats -
whisker detectors and crystals. Coils-tuning
condensers - headphones - complete receivers.
Lists on application. British Distributing Co.
66 High Street, London. N.R. W 1319

(CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS
continued on Page 8
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Tufnol is used for the electrical insulation of
rail -track signalling systems and withstands
extremes in climatic conditions.

FOCUS...
on the germ
of an idea

These clean-cut Tufnol punchings serve to

illustrate our theme, but actual contact cases
invariably develop ideas rapidly. Handle some
Tufnol. It is quite unlike any other material, yet it

combines the
virtues of many.

It resists chemi-
cal action, is a
good electrical
insulator, and
possesses high

compressive, shear and tensile strengths. It
resists moisture and corrosion, is light in weight
and above all, can be easily and accurately
machined by the usual engineering methods.

Tufnol is supplied in sheets, tubes, rods, bars,
angles, and channels - or in specially moulded
shapes.

TUFNOL RESEARCH
Our Technical Department are
always keen to get down to cases.'
They have compiled a wealth of data
which are included in our literature,
together with examples of Tufnol in
action -a record of remarkable
achievement. But their greatest
enthusiasm is for tackling NEW
problems. If you have one-why not
write TODAY ?

TUFNOL LTD PERRY BARR

TUFNOLREGISTERE

An E LLI SON Product

BIRMINGHAM 22B
244
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W. G. PYE & CO. LTD., GRANTA

FOR SALE (Coned.)

FIRST BOOK about transmitters " Radio Com-
munication Transmitters " by J. J. Hupert, Prof.
de Paul University, Chicago, USA, published by
ATA Scientific Progress Ltd., 19, Effra Road,
S.W.2, price, 24s. W 133

GLASS -TO -METAL SEALS and High Vacuum
by Hall, Drysdale & Co. Ltd., of 58 Commerce
Road, Wood Green, London, N.22. 'Phone:
BOWes Park 7221. W 117

HIGH - FREQUENCY Heating Equipment.
Two E.M.I. model EH/ 10A 200/250 volts 50
cycles. Run only few hours. Available inspec-
tion London area. Write offers Belark Tool
and Stamping Co. Ltd., 130 Mount Street,
London, W.I. W 2975

MAGSLIPS at 1/10th to 1/20th of list prices.
Huge stocks. Please state requirements. K.
Logan, Westalley, Hitchin, Herts. W 116

MERCURY SWITCHES are made by Hall
Drysdale & Co. Ltd., of 58 Commerce Road,
Wood Green, London, N.22. Phone BOWes
Park 7221-2. W 107

POLYSTYRENE SHEET and Rod. Sheets
28" x 20" and 22" x 18^ in varied thicknesses.
Rod various diameters in 6' lengths. Miltoid,
Ltd., 34-6 Royal College Street, London.
N.W.1. Phone EUSton 6467. W 1289

RF COILS, l0kc/s to 100Mc/s, Singly or Quan-
tity. Bel Sound Products Co., Marlborough
Yard, Archway, N.19. ARC. 5078. W 2794

SERVOTRONIC SALES invite enquiries for
the following current types of Magslips avail-
able as ex -Govt. Surplus in brand new condi-
tion. AP 6547 Mk. 2 30 in. Transmitter. AP
6548 3 in. Hunter. AP 10640 3 in. Resolver.
AP 10861 3 in. Resolver, Mk. 4 3 in. Trans-
mitter. AP 6549 2 in. Receiver. AP 6550 2 in.
Transmitter. AP 10645 2 in. Hunter. We have
other items of computing and servo control
equipment in stock, including a small quantity
of ARL IPOTS. No. 1 Mk.1 (linear). Write
for our illustrated brochure "Synchros." Ser-
votronic Sales, Temporary Address Box No.
W 1310.

WEBB'S 1948 Radio Map of World, new
multi -colour printing with up-to-date call signs
and fresh information; on heavy art paper,
4s. 6d., post 6d. On linen on rollers, Ils. 6d.,
post 9d. W 102
WE STOCK a wide range of components and
valves. Our 1951 Catalogue giving full details
will be sent upon request. M. Watts & Co., 8,
Baker Street, Weybridge, Surrey. W 1299

WANTED
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING : 1946-50 com-
plete, preferably with indexes. Box No. W 1303.
WANTED. Mechano - electronic transducer
valve, R.C.A. 5734. Offers to Dr. Rogers,
Physiology Department, Bristol University.

W 1309

EDUCATIONAL
CITY AND GUILDS. (Electrical, etc.) oil
'No Pass-No Fee' terms. Over 95 per cent
Successes. For full details of modern courses
in all branches of Electrical Technology, send
for our 176 -page handbook-Free and post
free. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 337c), 17 Stratford Place,
London, W.I. W 123
NORWOOD TECHNICAL COLLEGE, W.
Norwood, London, S.E.27. Full-time, part-time
day and evening courses in Radio and Television
(Technology and Servicing), Radar and Line.
Preparation for following examinations: C. & G.
Full Technological, R.T.E.B., Amateur Trans-
mitting Licence, P.M.G. Free Telecom. Pros-
pectus (D) from the Secretary. (170.) W 2775
THE POLYTECHNIC, 309 Regent Street,
London, W.I. Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment. Head of Department : W. W. Date,
B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E. Full -Time Day Courses
are provided in Electrical and Telecommunica-
tions Engineering. The courses, which extend
over a period of three to four years, prepare
for the Higher National Diploma and profes-
sional examinations and for the B.Sc.(Eng.)
Degree of the University of London. Session
1951-52 begins on September 18th, 1951. Even-
ing Courses in the above subjects and also in
Radio and Television Service Work commence
on Monday, 24th September. The courses
prepare for the Ordinary and Higher National
Certificates and for the City and Guilds of

London Institute examinations. New students
will be enrolled on 19th September, 5-8 p.m.
Prospectuses may be obtained on application to
the undersigned. J. C. Jones, Director of
Education. W 2842
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH. Diploma in
Electronics and Radio. The one year post-
graduate diploma course in Electronics and
Radio will commence on October 9th, 1951,
to provide specialized training for those wish-
ing to proceed to research in this field, or to
employment in industrial laboratories. Appli-
cants should hold an Honours Degree in elec-
trical engineering, mathematics or physics.
Lecture courses will be given in the following
subjects, and groups can be chosen to suit each
candidate's requirements. Network analysis and
non-linear theory; electrons in fields; physics of
solids and semi -conductors; discharge in gases;
propagation and aerials; guided waves; the
ionosphere; servo mechanism theory; princip!es
of valve circuits. Laboratory and field work
will be arranged to support the lecture courses.
A limited number of grants may be made
available for suitable candidates. W 2966

SERVICE
METALWORK. All types cabinets, chassis, racks,
etc., to your own specifications. Write Dept.
" T," Philpott's Metal Works, Ltd., Chapman
Street, Loughborough. W 2731
SHEET METALWORK. Chassis, cabinets,
instrument cases made to your own specifica-
tion. Prototype and one off a speciality.
Beauclerc Metalworks, 30 Beauclerc Road,
London, W.6. W 1288
YOUR COPIES BOUND, handsome volumes,
imit. Blue Leather, Gold Lettering, 10s. 6d.
each, post free. C.W.O. Jerome Alcock,
Cheadle, Stoke-on-Trent. W 1272

PATENTS
IT IS DESIRED to secure the full commercial
development in the United Kingdom of British
Patent No. 587409, which relates to Electrical
Condensers, either by way of the grant of
licences. or otherwise on terms acceptable to
the Patentee. Interested parties desiring copies
of the patent specifications should apply to
Stevens, Langner, Parry and Rollinson, 5 to 9
Quality Court, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

W 2919

RADIO-
FREQUENCY
BRIDGE

Catalogue No. EE. 11047 This instrument measures the
reactive and resistance components of the admittance connected
to the bridge terminals. Measurements can be taken at two or
more widely separated frequencies to determine the proportions
of the inductive and capacitive reactance present. In addition
the Bridge may be used in conjunction with external standards,
so that the capacitance range can be increased. Conversely
external resistors may be added to facilitate the measurement of
low resistive admittances such as co -axial cables.

FEATURES

a. Specially designed variable condenser directly calibrated in
pF.

2. Capacitance change readable to o.x pF giving excellent
discrimination.

3. Compensation for small changes of power factor in ratio
arms at high frequencies provided for by 'PHASE' control.

4. Specially designed inductive ratio arms, ensuring that stray
capacitances are effectively short circuited, and errors due
to stray capacitance to earth completely eliminated.

WORKS, CAMBRIDGE

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range too kcis-20 MCiS
Capacitance Range 0-600 pF (Readable to o.t pF)
Inductance Range 5 [LH - 5o mH.
Resistance Range 2 - 10,000 ohms.

ACCURACY OF CALIBRATION
Variable Condenser pF.
Inductance -1-1% or 0.05 tr.H whichever is the greater
FURTHER DETAILS AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

We are exhibiting at the British Instru-
ment Industries Exhibition at Olympia

July 4th -14th

Scientific Instruments
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Outstanding in its class...

+15

-10

-15

-20

TYPICAL RESPONSE CURVE

AUDIO AMPLIFIER TYPE

INTO 15 OHM RESISTANCE

243

TO NE CONT ROL Z ERO

2 5 10 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000 10,000 20000 50,000 100,000
FREQUENCY C.P5.

The METRO VICK audio amplifier
The type 243 amplifier is designed for use with high grade public
address systems, for the connoisseur of quality and for industrial ap-
plications where faithful response over the audio range from 3o to Ig,000
cycles is required. This Metrovick instrument is outstanding in its class
and provides an output of 20 watts.

SPECIFICATION
Supply: zoo/25oV 5o c/s single-phase; consumption approx-
imately 17o VA for full output.
Input: Gramophone not exceeding o.2V for full output.
Microphone not exceeding o.ozV for full output. The two
circuits can be mitred as required.

Impedance: 7 ohms, 1 5 ohms and 45 ohms.

Output: 20 watts With negligible distortion.
Tone Control: Continuously variable.

TYPE 243

Response: t t db from 3o to t5,000 c/s at zero position of
tone control.
Controls: These are recessed to avoid damage and are
illuminated when in operation.
Dimensions : x x

Weight : 6olb. net.

Finish : The instrument is housed in an attractive steel case,
stove enamelled in cream or blue as desired. A leather carry-
ing handle is fitted.

METROPOLITAN -VICKERS ELECTRICAL COMPANY, LIMITED, TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER, 17

Member of the group of companies

METROVICK
19598A
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*VARIAC voltage regulating
infinitely variable

* Registered Trademark

transformer

-1-,, rE.
LOAD

RATING

SPECIFICATIONS
NO-LOAD

LOSS

NET .
PRICE

£ s. d.
INPUT

VOLTAGE

CURRIN f OUTPUT
VOLTAGERATED MAXIMUM

100-K 2000 va 115 15 a. 17.5 a. 0-115 20 watts 17 17 0

100 -KM 2000 va. 115 15 a. 17.5 a. 0-115 20 watts 18 12 0

100-L 2000 va. 230/115 8 a. 9 a. 0-230 25 watts 17 17 0

100 -LM 2000 va. 230/115 8 a. 9 a. 0-230 25 watts 18 12 0

100-Q 2000 va. 115 15 a. 17.5 a. 0-135 20 watts 18 9 0

100 -QM 2000 va. 115 15 a. 17.5 a. 0-135 20 watts 19 4 0

100-R 2000 va. 230/115 8 a. 9 a. 0-270 30 watts 18 9 0

100-RM 2000 va. 230/115 8 a. 9 a. 0-270 30 watts 19 4 0

100-LH 1200 va. 480/240 2 a. 2.5 a. 0-480 25 watts 21 15 0

500-L 5 1450 va. 180 8 a. 9 a. 0-180 25 watts 17 17 0

2000-K t 1000 va. 125 8 a. 9 a. 0-125 25 watts 17 17 0

* For 500 cycles

ID

14

10

10

0

t For 2,000 cycle service All " VARIAC" prices plus 10 ' as from 1st june,'195 .

SERIES 100 "VARIAC" TRANSFORMERS
With i'VARIAC:voltages are instantly and
minutely adjustable from 0 -Line Voltage.
On some patterns, such as I00 -R, there is
even an "over voltage" feature. This can
provide over line voltage, or compensate
for low lines. See curves and input and
output connections, shown below.

iz

20 60 100 140 180 220 260
OUTPUT VOLTAGE

3

10>

17'f
O

6 t

O

54

PANEL

I. .4

o2 -o5

OUTPUT CURRENT CHARACTERISTIC
AND TERMINAL ARRANGEMENT FOR

TYPE 100-R TRANSFORMER

 Many other suggestions on the use of " VARIAC "
Transformers are contained in Catalogue V549 which
will gladly be sent on request.

C L 3

1,2T,D1-A IVOnd LLIVD,
ELECTRICAL AND RADIO LABORATORY APPARATUS, ETC. )

18o Tottenham Court Road, London, W.,, and 76 Oldhall Street, Liverpool, .3, .Lancs. !/
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The new .96.C.
Types 67o5A and 67o6A cathode-ray tubes
have now been introduced and replace the types
67o3A and 67o4A respectively far all equipment
purposes. The new tubes have a practically
flat screen and a design -centre maximum anode
voltage of to kV.

In all other respects, these latest types are similar to those
they replace: aluminised screen for longer life and
outstanding brilliance; external conductive coating, which,
in conjunction with the internal coating, can be used as
the E.H.T. reservoir capacitor; and the standard inter-
national octal base.

Heater ratings:
6705A. 6.3 volts. 0.5 amps. approx.
6706A. 0.3 amps. 10.5 volts approx.
Detailed information on these tubes, and Osram valves
suitable for television, may be obtained from:

OSRAM VALVE AND ELECTRONICS DEPT.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.
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The "Belling -Lee" page
for Engineers

Ifi
13, °

/64

7--
.656.

DIA
4370

I375' --
h- 1.125.

12855DIA FIXING .688

HOLES.
DIA

TIN DIPPED L 625/S

RUBBER SLEEVE

TO TAKE CABLE SCREEN 240.DIA

L 625/P

METHOD OF
LOADING IS
SHOWN BELOW

" SCREENECTORS "
This new range of screened connectors in light alloy is

based upon the draft R.E.C.M.F. specification for a
non -reversible screened plug and socket to load cables
up to 0.24 in. diameter over the braid.
Single or multi -pole contacts may be assembled into the
common housings which are designed so that various
applications may be employed-e.g., line connector, flex
plug and chassis socket and vice versa, through chassis
(bulkhead) connector, each part interchangeable in its
appropriate position in the assembly.

CLAMPING RING.

RUBBER WASHER

CONNECTOR BODY

CONTACT ASSY RETAINING SHROUD

REMOVE 5/16" OF OUTER
COVER AND TRIM
CONDUCTOR 14

WASHER

PACKING RING

FEEDER
CABLE

RUBBER
SLEEVE

RETAINING NUT

Assembly Coaxial 2 -pole 3 -pole

Flex plug L722/P L625/1" L715/P
Chassis socket L722/5 L625/5 L715/5
Through hates socket L723 L6B9 L716
Flex socket L724 L690 L717

Type
Characteristic

Impedance
Ohms *

Contoc
Resist
once

Capacitance*
Conductor/
conductor

Conductor/
screen

Coaxial
2 -pole
3 -pole

75
100

Le"
than 51
tAilli-
ohms
each

-
1 pF

-

-
2.5pF

-
*A I MO

Other design features include : (1) High grade
bakelite insulators. (2) Simple assembly and loading.
(3) Positive quick -action locking device. (4) Machined
light alloy screened housing finished for instrument
panel requirements.
The characteristics of these connectors are shown
opposite.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

BELLING & LEE LTD
LtAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD., ENFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND
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Valves for Research
and Development

More than. twenty years of intensive research work lie behind
the BTH valves now in production. Reliability in use is ensured
by careful testing of materials and highly -skilled assembly. A
very wide range is available, especially for radar and industrial

applications.

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO LTD
RUGBY, ENGLAND

JULY 1951

Member of the AEI group of companies
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DUBILIER

The normal Filter CRCI is supplied
with values of C1 = C2 = I00µµ
R. = 47000Q
Alternative values are obtainable.

F.

F1 LTER

r- Dimensions of element *" long and
A" diameter plus the thickness of
the wax coating. Normal working
temperature range 0° to ± 50° C.

British Patent Application
34197/47

WI

_L IVVY\l

Tc, C2-r-

Iwo

W2

HIS Dubilier unit provides a complete diode filter in a
1 single compact form from which only three connecting
wires project-one input and one output-at opposite
ends of the tube, with a central wire for the earth connec-
tion. This unit is constructed of a tubular ceramic die-
electric element which furnishes the two capacitors C1, C2
and has the resistance element housed in the interior of

the tube. A thick water repellent wax coating is used to
give adequate humidity protection.
To special order these diode filters can be supplied
moulded into a hard resin casing which provides greater
mechanical stability and furnishes full humidity pro-
tection over the temperature range of -40° C. to +
70° C.

Full details of these and other outstanding capacitors are available on application.

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3
'Phone: Acorn 2241 (5 lines). 'Grams: Hivoltcon, Wesphone, London.

Cables: Hivoltcon, London. Marconi International Code.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 14
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because
It has a specially flat face.

It gives a bright,

pleasantly coloured

image.

Ferranti reliability

ensures long life.

It gives freedom

from ion burns.

The price is reasonable.

FERRANTI
There's a keen demand for this

(FERRANTI) FERRANTI LTD MOSTON

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Ferranti T12/44 12" Television Tube, so place your order NOW !

MANCHESTER 10; & 36 KINGSWAY LONDON WC2

JULY 1951 15 ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING



AN AUDIO FREQUENCY
SPECTROMETER

A NEW ANALYSER
FOR ALL WAVEFORMS

Whatever the waveform, whether a
simple electrical oscillation consisting of

a fundamental and a few harmonics, or
the most complex vibration waveform,
made up of many unrelated frequencies,
the Muirhead-Pametrada Wave Analyser

can be relied upon to select each com-
ponent quickly and accurately - quickly
because the flat-topped variable band-
width response curve simplifies tuning
(especially when the frequency is fluc-
tuating)-accurately because the stable
resistance -capacitance tuned filter circuit

ensures constant percentage accuracy at
all frequencies.

FEATURES

 Wide frequency band - 19c/s to 21 kc/s in 3
overlapping ranges

 Frequency accuracy ± 0.5% over entire range

 Response flat within ± 2db over entire range

 Flat topped -response curve-narrow or wide
bandwidth selected at will

 Off-peak response proportional to percentage
mistuning

 Output frequency is that indicated by tuning dial,
and is available for oscilloscope viewing

 Octave discrimination better than 70db

 Mains operated from a separate supply unit

WRITE FOR BULLETIN B-663

VIUIRHEAD & CO. LTD.
PRECISION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS

BECKENHAM KENT ENGLAND
Telephone: BECkenham 0041 Telegrams & Cables: MUIRHEADS ELMERS-END

PRECISION

MUIRHEAD
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

23K

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 16 JULY 1951



'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'
gnitrons

Precision

in Process Control

The Ignitron is designed for precision control of

processes involving the use of comparatively low

voltages and high currents - for example, resis-

tance welding and X -Ray exposure control. It

exhibits some important advantages over other

methods ; the ignitron combines the precision

and freedom from mechanical problems of the

thermionic valve with the robustness of the

contactor ; it is compact, moderate in weight

and has a long life.

`English Electric' Ignitrons are made in a range

of standard sizes, interchangeable with all other

types in common use. They can be water-cooled

and are suitable for line voltage of 250-600 volts.

The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Company Limited
QUEENS HOUSE, KINGS WAY, LONDON, W.C.2

Rectifier Sub -station Department, Stafford

Works: STAFFORD ' PRESTON RUGBY BRADFORD LIVERPOOL

JULY 1951
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LONDON OFFICE : 47 PARK STREET, W.I.
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`Frequentite' is the most suitable insulating material for all high frequency
applications. Seventeen years ago we introduced the first British -made
low -loss ceramic, and consultation with us before finalising the design of
new components is a wise precaution.

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
Head Office: Stourport-on-Severn, Worcestershire. Telephone: Stourport I I I. Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport

S P

JULY 1951
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CINTEL

`CINTEL' PHOTO - ELECTRIC CELLS
are manufactured with three different types of
cathode surface as follows:-

TYPE 'A' - Antimony -Caesium (British Patent No.
522,752, 1938) sensitive to daylight and
blue light.

TYPE 'B'- Bismuth etc. -Caesium, sensitivity similar
to that of the human eye.

TYPE 'S'- Silver -Oxygen -Caesium, sensitive to red -
infra -red light.

There are over seventy different types covering
every known application, and included in this range
are:-
*Push-Pull types for double sound tracks.
*Special cells for dye image sound tracks.
*Cells of high insulation, linearity, and stability
for accurate photometric work. *Cells for
use in the ultra violet region of the spectrum.
*Multiplier cells. *Transparent cathode cells &c.

For further information, please write to:-

We are
exhibiting at

STAN D
No. 3

British Instrument
IndustriesExhibition

OLYMPIA
JULY 4-14

65
The most

, comprehensive

range of Cells

TYPE VTA
FLAT

TRANSPARENT
CATHODE

TYPE VS5/
88G BASE

TYPE VSSO

B7G BASE

CINEMA -TELEVISION LIMITED
A Company within the J. Arthur Rank Organisation

FOREMOST IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
 Counters & Chronometers Metal Detectors Oscilloscopes Photo -Electric
Cells Cathode Ray Tubes Geiger -Muller Tubes Electronic Instruments

WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD  LONDON  SE 26
Telephone: HITher Green 4600

SALES AND SERVICING AGENTS:

F. C. ROBINSON & PARTNERS LTD ATKINS, ROBERTSON & WHITEFORD LTD
10) Torrisdale Street, Glasgow S.2287 Deansgate, Manchester 3

H. HAWNT & CO. LTD
59 Moor St., Birmingham, 4 CIINTEIL

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 20 JULY 1951



3J, I 60E (TRIODE)
Filament 10 volts 29 amp.
Ratings Va 3 kV. la 1 amp.
Wa 1 kW. Max. trequency 120 Mc/s.
Overall diameter 2'5 ins.
Max. height 5'2 ins.

3J/192E (TRIODE)
Filament 5 volts 66 amp.

Ratings Va 7 kV. la 2 amp.
Wa 4'5 kW. Max. frequency 22 Mc/s.

Overall diameter 5'875 ins.
Max. height 8'750 ins.

JULY 1951

3J/260E (TRIODE)
Filament 10 volts 80 amp.

Ratings Va 11 kV. la 5 amp.
Wa 20 kW. Max. frequency 30 Mc,'s.
Overall diameter 8'031 ins.
Max. height 15'125 ins.

Incorporate thoriated

tungsten filaments. Efficient

air -blast cooling. Require

exceptionally low filament

power. Facilitate the

design of simpler and smaller

radio equipment

5J; I80E (PENTODE)
Filament 10 volts 28 amp.

Ratings Va 6 kV. la 1'5 amp.
Wa 3'5 kW. Max. frequency 25 Mc/s.
Overall diameter 5'875 ins.
Max. height 8750 ins.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Registered Office : Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

RADIO DIVISION, OAKLEIGH ROAD, NEW SOUTHGATE, LONDON, N.II
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Most metals and glasses vary widely in

their expansion characteristics, attempts to

join them inevitably resulting in very highly

stressed and unreliable joints.

Satisfactory joints can result only from very careful

selection of special metalloys and laboratory control of the

characteristics of both metal and glass, together with the most modern techniques.

These conditions are satisfied by all Ediswan metal -glass seals which can be produced in an

infinite variety of types to meet designers' requirements.

Our engineers will be pleased to advise regarding your sealing problem.

EDISWAN
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

Member of the A.E.I. Group of Companies

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 22 JULY 1951



6B. M. B. %

STEEL
BALLS
from -006" DIA.
+ .000025"

We specialise in precision miniature steel balls
in a range of sizes from .006". Grade A25 are
produced to a tolerance of ± .000025" and Grade
Al to a tolerance of ± .0001" in any one given
batch. Both grades are fully A.I.D. approved and
their precise accuracy is proving the answer to
problems is many industries.

We also manufacture precision miniature ball
bearings from 5/64" to 3/16" diameter bore and
in metric sizes from 1mm. bore. The B.M.B.
catalogue with complete specifications and quota-
tions can be obtained from-

Sole Selling Agents for

British Manufactured Bearings Co. Ltd.

El 0 0 E) (Sales if/
2 BALFOUR PLACE, MOUNT ST., LONDON, W.I
Phone GROsvenor 3155 (3 lines)

Electronic
Engineering

Incorporating
ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION

and SHORT WAVE WORLD

Managing Editor, H. G. Foster, M.Sc., M.I.E.E.
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for Radar, Research and Industrial Applications
The cathode ray tube is now accepted as an essential
component in all electronic equipments where it is
required to obtain a rapid indication or display of physical
phenomena. As such it forms the basis of oscilloscopes,
test apparatus, monitors, flaw detectors and numerous
other research, industrial and communications equip-
ments. The 'Mallard range of cathode ray tubes has now
been extended to meet all these applications.

TUBES FOR RADAR DISPLAYS.

Of particular importance among this range are the
Mallard C.R. Tubes MF31-22 (12 -in.) and MF13-1 (5 -in.)
both of which are designed to meet the continuous
operation and arduous conditions of service encountered
in marine radar applications. Having long -persistence
aluminised fluoride screens, these tubes are suitable for use
in P.P.I. systems.

SMALL TUBES FOR INSTRUMENTS
A variety of 11 -in. and *in. electrostatic C.R. Tubes
with green, blue or persistent screens are also available.
These tubes are all characterised by low inter -plate
capacitances and are designed for operation with voltages
from between 800 and 1,000 volts. These features,
coupled with the fact that the tubes are fitted with
standard B9G bases and have a seated length of less than
6 ins., make them suitable for use in small, compact
oscilloscopes, and in a variety of industrial, communica-
tions and research testing and measuring equipments.
All these tubes can be obtained in versions suitable for
either symmetrical or asymmetrical deflection.
For larger equipments, a high-grade electrostatic 5 -in.
tube is also available.
Abridged technical details on the tubes for radar displays
are listed below. Full data on the complete range of
cathode ray tubes is available on request.

Type Description
Max.

Base Screen
Diameter

(mm.)

Max.
Overall
Length
(mm.)

Vh 1h

(V) (A)

Val
max.
(V)

Vat
max.
(KV)

MF13-1 5" radar tube with metal -backed magnesium
fluoride screen

MF31-22 12" radar tube with metal -backed magnesium
fluoride screen

Octal 127.5 292 6.3 0.3 450

B12A 308 471 6.3 0.3 400

11

11

'4111111=1=11 MnZI

MULLARD LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2
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OSCILLOSCOPE EQUIPMENT
 OSCILLOSCOPE CAMERA TYPE 758

 Mounts permanently above Oscilloscope.
 Photographs vertically downwards when

Oscilloscope viewing slide is withdrawn.
 Single shot or continuous recording.
 Accommodates loo feet of 35 mm. film or

paper.
 Induction driving motor with 3 -speed gearing.
 External footage indication and internal

guillotine.
 F3.5 plastic lens.

OSCILLOSCOPE TYPE 723,
 Vertical cathode ray tube with 4" flat screen viewed

through a surface -aluminised mirror.
 Flat response ± 2 db from D.C. to 5 Mc's.
 No overloading occurs with full screen deflection

over complete frequency range at 2 kV E.H.T.
 Variable E.H.T. voltages of r, 2 and 4 kV.
 Automatic Brilliance Control Circuit.
 Time -base range from 0.5 seconds to 1

microsecond for full screen deflection.
 Versatile Auxiliary Amplifier.
 A deflection of r cm. ensures rigid synchron-

isation over whole frequency range.
 Instantaneous shifts.

MILLIVOLTMETER' AND
PRE -AMPLIFIER TYPE 784
 Overall sensitivity of 2 millivolts R.M.S. per cm.

from 30 c/s to 5 Mc/s at 2 kV E.H.T.
 Probe Input Impedance at a frequency of

kc s is r megohm shunted by 14 pF.
 Millivoltmeter frequency range from 30 c/s to

10 Mc/s.
 Three millivoltmeter ranges covering 0.5

millivolts to r volt.

These three instruments are available as separate units, and both the Oscilloscope Type 723 and Millivoltmeter
Type 784 may be used entirely independently of the others. All the units are enclosed in standard Airmec cases

and are therefore suitable not only for bench work but for forward mounting on a 19" rack.

Illustrated descriptive leaflets of these or any other Airmec instruments will be gladly forwarded
upon request.

AIRMEC LABORATORIES LIMITED
HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKINGHAMSHIRE ENGLAND

TEL.  HIGH WYCOMBE 2060 CABLES: AIRMEC HIGH WYCOMBE
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A.T.M.
WIDE BAND MATCHING UNIT

Dimensions 7" x 4k" x 2l" overall. Weight
411b. approx. Construction complies with
climatic and weather-proof requirements of
the relevant Inter -Service specifications.

The "A.T.M." wide band matching unit is
designed to meet the need for matching
different impedances over an extensive
frequency range. The type shown here is
for matching a 600 -ohm balanced open -
wire feeder from a receiving aerial to a
75 -ohm unbalanced coaxial cable. Altern-

ative types can be provided for match-
ing other impedance values, either
balanced or unbalanced according to
individual requirements. The units are
compact and light in weight.

Please write for full details.

4-0

3.0
-0

2.0

0

O

INSERTION LOSS

BALANCE RATIO -----

n

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 FREQUENCY -

20

SO

40

I -

<r
30

tu

z

20

10-
30

Characteristics of Wide Band Matching Transformer.
600.52 Balanced: 75Q Unbalanced. Power rating: 1 watt.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
(RADIO & TRANSMISSION DIVISION)

Strowger House, Arundel Street, London, W.C.2
Telephone: TEMple Bar 9262 Telegrams: Strowger, Estrand, London

STROWGER WORKS, LIVERPOOL, 7

A14061-13
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Recipe for Reliability
Take

add

16 gms. of moulding powder; I gm. of S.R.B.P.
sheet; 14 gms. of brass bar; 3 gms. of brass
strip; 5 gms. of steel strip; 4 gms. of copper
strip;

Silver alloy, aluminium wire and steel wire as
required.

plus 50 years of experience,

and the result is
THE WORLD'SIFIIVEST

swrircHfor
ELECTRONIC & RADIO

APPLICATIONS
For more than 50 years the name

has stood for all that is best
in switch design. Now C -H switches are
being made in Britain in a wide range of
3, 6 and 10 amp. types operated by lever,
plunger, slider or trigger mechanisms. To
be sure of long dependable service for your
product with complete freedom from all
switch troubles, it is in your interests to

standardise
Hammer.

on Cutler-

4 ,UTLER-HAMMER

APPLIANCE SWITCHES

C

"THE sov/rew PEOPLE"

Other N.S.F. Products
include : 'OAK' Rotary, Push-
button and Slider switches ;
Carbon and wire -wound
potentiometers for Television

and Radio applications.

N.S.F. LIMITED KEIGHLEY YORKS
Phone: Keighley 4221,5. Grams: ENESEF, Keighley. LONDON OFFICE: 9 Stratford Place,W.I. Phone: Mayfair 4234

JULY 1951

Licensees of Igranic Electric Co. Ltd. for the above products of Cutler -Hammer Inc. Milwaukee, U.S.A.
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MU CAPACITORS
FOR litMOSS

INSISISIM.
ROW WINO

PORCELAIN CASED TYPE
L76 Range includes rat-
ings up to 10 kVA and
D.C. Voltages up to 10
k V peak.

OPEN CLAMP CONSTRUCTION
TYPES L74 AND L75 Reliable
alternative to oil filled tanks
where considerable R.F. power
has to be handled in limited
space.

Mica capacitors designed and built to
handle R.F. power are available in a variety
of housings and sizes. The range includes
open clamp construction types and stacked
mica types in porcelain or metal tank
containers.

The standard range of metal tank
types covers four sizes of cast aluminium
containers and is extended with steel and
non-ferrous tanks.

A greatly improved Mark 51 version
of the HUNT-INGRAM (Mycalex product)
type of R.F. Capacitor is now available and
will be the subject of a further announcement.

The very special nature of these
types, however, means that to provide for
efficiency and economy in use, specific designs
must often be prepared to meet individual
needs. Hunts specialise in such work.

Enquiries from designers interested
in this type of capacitor are most welcome.

The metal tank type L73 (right) has been
selected as an exhibit at the Festival of
Britain.

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

CAPACITORS
THE TRADE MARK OF RELIABILITY

METAL TANK TYPE
L73 -oil filled-for
application where
the R.F. conditions
exceed 10 kVA.

A. H. HUNT LTD., WANDSWORTH, LONDON, S.W.18. BATtersea 3131. Estd. 1901
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Room

for a little 'un

mass of resistances, wires and condensers - how do you squeeze

a switch in there ? We'll tell you. Use our Type B.T. switch. It has been

specially designed for small spaces and simple switching. You'll find it a

godsend. It's an even better switch too since it has had an overhaul in our

Development Section. Here are some improvements we have made to it :

The contact blades are fixed
in a new way. This makes
them rigid all the time.

The drive spindle is positioned
definitely in the wafer. This
provides double bearing.

Steady contact resistance.
Improved insulation between
contacts.

Positive contact.

Self-cleaning action.

All these help to make
the Type B.T. an efficient
and lasting switch. Why
not try it?

lie4

rFR

PO4.

Walter Instruments
LIMITED

GARTH ROAD, LOWER MORDEN, SURREY. Telephone : DERWENT 4421-2-3
CRC46
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50 Kcjs-150
150 Kcfs-500
500 KO -1.5 IsicIs

Scale sub -divisions
provide more than

adequate discrimination
for use in

television circuits.
Note the starred

features below, which combine

maintain a minimum of less than

up to zo Mc/s. and less than

31N. between zo Mcfs. nd 80 s.

* OUTPUTCoxial socket for attenuated poutart
put. Force socketment.

located totally within H.F. com

MAINS TRANSFORMER

Marked tagboard for inputs of 100-130V. and 200-260V.

A.C. 50/60 cis.

* CAST ALUMINIUM CHASSIS
H.F. COPARTMENT
Large nuMmber of fixing& holes for H.F. compartment

cover ensures excellent
electrical bonding

and good

screening.

An inexpensive
yet precision instrument

designed
especially to meet the exacting

needs of the modern
service engineer

and laboratory
technician.

With six

frequency ranges covering 5o Kc/s. to
is better than

8o MO., its accuracy
±i% of the scale reading.

1.5 Mcis-5.5 Mcis
5.5 Mcis-30
20 Mcls-80

FUSE replacement is necessary.

VALVE

Easily accessible
when rep

Standard types
run at a rating to ensure long life.

TURRET COIL SWITCHING-
Standard " AVO " practice.

* ATTENUATOR
SYSTEM

Employs close tolerance,
high stability midget carbon

resistors, low
reactance rotary potentiometer

modified

for H.F. operation
with carefully

designed screening.

2

3

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers

See our Exhibit at the

BRITISH INSTRUMENT

INDUSTRIES EXHIBITION

Stand No. 118

OLYMPIA, LONDON

July 4th -14th

4 Other features include:

ILLUMINATED
SPOT RANGE SELECTOR

Gives rapid identification of operational band with

intensified lighting
round precise frequency. Fine

hair line gives close discrimination,
particularly

on high frequencies.

STOPS revent turning of dial with respect
Separate stops p
to condenser. SYSTEM

-lc MAINS FILTER
This is screened from main electrical assembly.

BUSHING PLATES
provide additional

rigidity for rotary controls.

SLOW MOTION DRIVE
substantially free from backlash.

S

6

7

MAINS MODEL 100-130V. and 200-260V. AC, 50-60 cis.
L30

or BATTERY MODEL
E30

An AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD.
WINDER HOUSE  DOUGLAS STREET  LON DON  S.W.I Telephone: VICTORIA 3404/9
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HIGH
QUALITY
REPRODUCTION

" FIFTY and THIRTY WATT " CINEMA AMPLIFIERS

as illustrated for single or double P.E.C. input with
separate adjustable bias. Full range of tone controls to
suit all needs with built-in Exciter Supply if required.

TYPE C.P. 20A AMPLIFIER

For AC Mains and 12 volt working giving 15 watts output,
has switch change -over from AC to DC and " Stand-by "
positions. Consumes only 52 amperes from 12 volt battery.
Fitted with mu -metal shielded microphone transformer for
15 ohm microphone, provision for crystal or moving Iron
pick-up with tone control for bass and top. Outputs for
7.5 and 15 ohms. Complete in steel case with valves.

FOUR-WAY ELECTRONIC MIXER

This unit has 4 built-in balanced and screened microphone
transformers, normally of 50-30 ohms impedance. It has
5 valves and selenium rectifier supplied by its own built-in
screened power pack, consumption 20 watts. Suitable
for recording and dubbing, or large P.A. installations
since it will drive up to six of our 50 watts amplifiers
whose base dimensions it matches. The standard model has an output impedance of
20,000 ohms or less, and any impedance can be supplied to order.

OTHER MODELS IN OUR RANGE OF AMPLIFIERS ARE

" SUPER -FIFTY WATT "
" THIRTY WATT "
" 10-15 WATT RECORD REPRODUCER "
These are fitted in well -ventilated steel cases with recessed

controls, as illustrated.
Full details upon request

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-261 THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.I9.

Telephones : LIB 2814 and 6242-3 Telegrams : " Vortexion Wimble, London "
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This 50 -AMP. Austinlite Rotary Switch is fitted by The Electric

Construction Co. Ltd., to their latest and most successful cinema arc rectifiers.

Put yourself in the picture on the full capabilities of this heavy-duty switch by

PRODUCT

writing for descriptive folder. An entirely new

3o -amp. switch of compact dimensions is also

available and details can be supplied on request.

AUSTINLITE LIMITED (A Subsidiary of Chance Brothers Limited.) Dept. A5,
Lighthouse Works, Smethwick 40, Birmingham. Telephone : West Bromwich 1051.

CADMIUM PLATED BRACKETS

AND CABLE CLAMPS.

PAINTON & CO LTD KINGSTI-1011PE NORTI-IAMPTON' PHONE 1006
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CONSISTENTLY
(YCecaZa-&4---

PULLIN
MINIATURE
INSTRUMENTS

MOVING COIL - THERMO-COUPLE - RECTIFIER

Small round, square or rectangular pattern instruments
for flush mounting or as round projecting types.

Available as Micro -ammeters, Milli -ammeters, Am-
meters, Milli -voltmeters and Voltmeters.

Supplied in four sizes 2", 22", 34" and 32".

Our catalogue giving scale ranges and prices will be sent
on request.

See our Exhibit at the British Instrument Industries
Exhibition-National Hall, Olympia. 4th July -14th July.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
Electrin Works, Winchester Street, Acton, W.3. 'Phone: ACOrn 4651.

-72

Man-hours cost money - so does

but it pays you back - by saving them ! Ten per cent can be easily saved by
" Hydraclamping " your radio assemblies for production line build up, also for in-
spection, maintenance and in the research laboratory. Our catalogue will show you how.

09. It 44,4

tom;
SPENCER ,IFIRMI1114.11.111111 LTD
292 HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON , W.C.I. TEL: HOLBORN 1436/7
TELEGRAMS: SPENKLIN , HOLB, LONDON CABLES: SPENKLIN, LONDON
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NAGARD OSCILLOSCOPE & WAVE FORM MONITOR
6" C.R.T.

SIMPLE CONTROLS

Only 12 controls, clearly marked
with their functions make this
Oscilloscope the simplest of any

to operate.

ACCURACY :-

FREQUENCY ...
TIME ...
VOLTAGE

Continuous variation of sweep
speeds, with triggering and

single stroke operation from

signals as small as 0.3 volts.

NA CAR'
smaimiLTD

245, BRIXTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.9.

Title asst

1.11MP,,`,"=,",:4
[Mal

Phone BRlxton 3550 Grams : Intertel, Claproad, London.

,4
°(.0,unfrgrV31

UNI1.1.11

CALIBRATED IN TIME,

FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE

D.C. AMPLIFIERS in three ranges and
TIME BASES in two ranges enable the accurate
display of an infinite variety of WAVE FORMS.

HIGH SPEED MODEL comprises :-
SWEEP SPEEDS up to 55 m.m. per p, sec.
RISE TIMES up to 0.04 fa sec.

LOW SPEED MODEL comprises :-
SWEEPS from 50 m.m. per sec. to 50 m.m. per

10 fe sec.

Y AXIS SENSITIVITIES of -
15 m.m. per mV up to 2 Mc/s, or
75 m.m. per mV up to 20 Kc/s.

D.C. AMPLIFIERS of similar performance are
available as separate instruments complete with
power supply stabilisers and voltage measuring
facilities.

SINGLE SHOT CAMERA with quick
attachment for calibrated oscillograms with ease
and certainty

SEE TRULY

what you measure !

INSULATED WIRES

Eureka (Regd.) and Nickel -Chrome
' Eureka ' (Regd.) and Nickel -Chrome Resistance Wires can be supplied BARE
or with STANDARD COVERINGS of cotton, silk, rayon, enamel and glass.

These wires have been used for many years for winding resistances for instru-
ments, control apparatus, etc.

Eureka ' with its !ow temperature coefficient is a'ways in demand for pre-
cision work, while Nickel -Chromes are used where a high resistance is
required in a limited space.

Full details gladly supplied upon request - please address your enquiries as follows :

BARE WIRES

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
AND SMITHS, LIMITED
LEYTON, LONDON, E.10.

VACTITE WIRE COMPANY LTD.
75 ST. SIMON STREET,

SALFORD 3 , LANCS.
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THREE

IN ONE
UAIVERSAL BRIDGE TF 868
RESISTANCE, CAPACITANCE, INDUCTANCE and power
factor are measured quickly and accurately on this Marconi
engineered instrument. Three basic bridges are used with a 1,000 c/s
oscillator and 3 valve logarithmic amplifier with wide range auto-
matic gain control. Simple to use, the main dial is direct reading,
without arithmetic, on all ranges (0.152 - 10 Mc, 1 p.p.F - 100
1 µH - 100 H) to an accuracy of one per cent. Its industrial -designed
appearance fits well in modern surroundings and partners its
outstanding electrical performance. Let us send you full particulars.

MARCONI instruments
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD  ST. ALBANS  HERTS  PHONE: ST. ALBANS 6161/7

London Office: Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2. Midland Office: 19 The Parade, Leamington Spa. Northern Office: 30 Albion Street, Hull.
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APPLYING ULTRASONICS
TO INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
This L.F. Ultrasonic Equipment can be used to great advantage
For the first time, Industry can apply Ultrasonics
to many of its processes. This great advance is due
to the development of an L.F. Ultrasonic Gener-
ator by Mullard Research Laboratories.

METALLURGICAL FIELD
The processes to which Industry can apply the
generator are numerous. There is great scope
for application in the metallurgical field. This
includes mixing powdered metals; mixing mol-
ten metals in alloy production; speeding up
solidification of molten tin and aluminium and
similar metals.

EMULSIFYING LIQUIDS
With this generator, it is also possible to emulsify
various liquids more quickly and efficiently.

Mullard

And dispersion of particles in suspension 'can be
carried out.
Ultrasonics provide a revolutionary method of
cleaning and washing, too.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Transducer capable of handling high power per unit

area. Magnetostriction
head can be immersed
in conductive or non-
conductive liquids.
Transducer designed for
installation into existing
plant. Simplified controls
for operation by semi-
skilled labour. Please
write for full detailed
information.The robust transducer

VISIT THE MULLARD STAND (NO. 4, ROW 0, GROUND
FLOOR) AT THE BRITISH INSTRUMENT INDUSTRIES

EXHIBITION, JULY 4th TO 14th, 1951

Deee e
(30

9,101011.0`

itItYtVn
441147

CONDUCTIVITY EQUIPT.  POTENTIOMETRIC TITRATION APPARATUS  ELECTRONIC POLAROGRAPH  TEMPERATURE The Mullard Ultrasonic
CONTROLLER  UNIVERSAL MEASURING BRIDGE  VALVE VOLTMETERS  F.M. SIGNAL GENERATOR  OSCILLOSCOPES Generator, Type E.7590

MULLARD L TD ., EQUIPMENT DIVISION, CENTURY HOUSE, SHARTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2. TEL GER 7777
(+11.353)

HIGH VACUUM PROCESSING

MODEL 1 S450A

& CO.(tomoon) LTD.
LOWER SYDE N HAM  LONDON  SE26

Telephone SYDenhorn 7026 (8 lines)

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

with SPEEDIVAC' Pumps
Vital products, but recently evolved from the laboratory, are
under production with " Speedivac " pumps ... Coated optics
... Electronic devices e.g. Valves and lamps . .. Cathode Ray
Tubes ... etc.
Wherever vacuum pumps are required in laboratory or factory
either exhausting at individual points, general pipe -line systems,
backing diffusion pumps, etc., Edwards pumps will be found.

RANGE OF ROTARY PUMPS
SINGLE -STAGE TWO -STAGE

ISP30. IS50 IS150 15450A 2S20 2550 25150

Ult. vacuu m-
m m. Hg 0.02 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.0001 0.00005 0.00005

Normal
running speed
-r.p.m. 700 450 450 350 450 450 450

Alternative
speed-r.p.m. 450 700 700

Displacement
-litres/min. at
normal speedf 32 48 144 450 22 48 144

Motor H.P. i I i I i I it i
This pump can also be used as a compressor for pressure up to I 0 lb. per square inch

1- Displacement at high speeds pro rata.

... 40, 6e tteh, n tdetace
30 YEARS VACUUM EXPERIENCE

36
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The basis

of world

standards

Technical excellence supported by constant research and an
unrivalled knowledge and experience of Radio Frequency
Cable applications, ensures the continuance of the lead estab-
lished by TEL CON in the Radio Frequency Cable field.

Even before the introduction of Tekothene* as a cable
dielectric, an application pioneered by TEL CON, a range
of Radio Frequency cables with unique capacity and
attenuation characteristics was produced, using Telconax.

Today, developments are still going on and the solution
of any problems involving the application of Radio
Frequency cables will be found in the wide range manu-
factured by TEL CON.

* Tekothene (Regd.) -Polythene processed by
Tekon to provide specific characteristics.

TELCON R.F.CABLES
THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD
Head Office : 22, OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2. Telephone LONdon Wall 7104

Enquiries to TELCON WORKS, GREENWICH, S.E.I0. Telephone : G REentvich 3291
Founded 1864

a a   °RI. IT au MI
MI &IVO rib.. I I I'I--reworsmsammismormas
111111Willail.MWWW.111:111
gimmay V

OSCILLOGRAPHS
FOR ALL PURPOSES
The ME24 Type illustrated has F.M. Pre-

amplifiers for capacity pick-ups, D.C. Pre-
amplifiers for strain gauges, two recording
tubes with a built-in recording camera, a large
monitor tube, a time -base and a time -marker

oscillator. This is a high -quality instrument
capable of making a wide range of measure-
ments. Write for_our:new catalogue.

SOUTHERN INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
HAWLEY, CAMBERLEY, SURREY. Telephone : Camberley 188314. Telegraphic Address : " Minrak, Camberley, England."

I' 514
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At the BRITISH INSTRUMENT INDUSTRIES EXHIBITION

NATIONAL HALL OLYMPIA JULY 4 - 14 STAND 63

MUREX LTD will be showing

SINTERED PERMANENT MAGNETS
SINTERED COMPOSITE MAGNETS
also TUNGSTEN  MOLYBDENUM  TANTALUM

ZIRCONIUM METALS and fabricated

instrument and valve components

MUREX LIMITED (Powder Metallurgy Division) RAINHAM ESSEX Telephone: Rainham, Essex 240

LONDON SALES OFFICE: CENTRAL HOUSE, UPPER WOBURN PLACE, W.C.I Telephone: EUSton 8265

H. W. SULLIVAN
LIMITED

LONDON, S.E.I5
Telephone : New Cross 3225 (P.B.X.)

A NEW SULLIVAN SUSPENDED COIL
PORTABLE GALVANOMETER UNIT

. . which may be supplied alone or boxed complete
with scale, illumination (with mains transformer) and
novel scale magnification.

The unit is exceptionally well constructed and reliable in
performance and is completely enclosed within a
draught and dust -tight bakelite case measuring only
8 cm. by 4 cm. by 12 cm. high. When boxed as a complete
measuring system it measures only 26 cm. by 17 cm. by
15 cm.

These Galvanometers are also available as direct reading
Millivoltmeters, Microammeters and Ohmmeters.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SINGLE REFLECTING
GALVANOMETERS TYPE iS

List No.
Galvo

Resistance
(ohms)

Period
(secs.)

Sensitivity
mm/p.A.

T2001/S 60 2 80
T2002/S 60 1.5 40
T2003/S 36 2 45
T2005/S 36 2.5 80
T2006/5 10 2 30
T2007/S 150 2 I40
T2008/5 500 2 310

The use of double reflecting D, or optical magnification
/M types increase the above sensitivities by 2.3 and
x 75 respectively, without increasing the box dimen-
sions.
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DONOVAN
ACCESSORIES -

FOR THE ELECTRONIC

APPARATUS MANUFACTURER!

Made in

TYPE 1.96 TERMINAL
BLOCKS.

15, 30 and 60 amp. sizes.

Type C.30 PUSH-BUTTON
UNIT arranged for mounting
on customers' own cover

plate.

THE DONOVAN ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
Safuse Works Stechford Birmingham 9

Type A.I 1 A.C. POWER
RELAY -4 -pole with N.O.

or N.C. contacts.

5329 I

JULY 1951

THE

BRITISH NATIONAL
RADIO SCHOOL

ESTD. 1940

Now in our eleventh year and still-

NO B.N.R.S. STUDENT
HAS EVER FAILED

to pass his examination(s) after completing our appropriate
study course. Nothing succeeds like SUCCESS and what
we have done already for so many of your colleagues, we
can do again for YOU.

All our courses are conducted by correspondence, on
INDIVIDUAL lines and our Syllabus includes preparation
for the following examinations : A.M.Brit.I.R.E. ; City
and Guilds, Radio, Telecommunications, Mathematics and
P.M.G. (theory only). Other courses include what we believe
to be the finest RADAR course available anywhere.

Free Booklet (please mention this advt.) from

STUDIES DIRECTOR

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
66 ADDISCOM BE ROAD, CROYDON

Phone Addiscombe 3341

THE LOWEST EVER
CAPACITANCE OR
ATTENUATION

IMMEDIATE
DELIVER/EI

JPEC/AL/STS IN A/RJPACED
ARTICULATED CABLES J/NCE/929

TRANSRADIO LTD
0 NTRAcons TO I....GOVEfHM,ENT EnumEciammi

138A CROMWELL ROAD LONDON. SW7 EamEgigra CAPACITANCE
F NG LAN

LOWATTEN

TYPES.

MIND MIEN LOADING
OHMS ODD

A 1

A2
A34

74 1.7 0.11

74 1.3 0.24
73 0.6 1.5

0.36
0.44
0.88

IOW ONC

TYPES.

CIPIC IMPEL/.

OHMS.

ATTER.
4100,4
100146,

0.11"

C1 7.3 150 2.5 0.36
P.C.1

C11

C2
C22
C3

10.2
6.3
6.3
5.5
5.4

132
173
171
184
197

0.36
0.36
0.44
0.44

1.9 0.64

3.1
3.2
2.15

2.8

PnOTOCELL
CABLE

VERY LOW
C44 4.1
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A.C./D.C.
Test Meters

By W. H. CAZALY and THOMAS RODDAM
This new book surveys the principles, circuit
design and construction of multi -range test
instruments of workshop grade used for measur-
ing current, resistance and low -power at audio
frequencies. A valuable book for all radio
engineers, test -room assistants and laboratory
technicians.

Price 18 - net.

Echo Sounding
At Sea
By H. GALWAY

Another new book which deals with the under-
lying principles and modern techniques of
echo sounding at sea. It discusses the problems
and siting of the equipment in use to -day and
includes a detailed study of the Hughes and
Marconi types. Illustrated.

Price 35/- net.

Published by PITMAN
Parker St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT

Wide variety precision instruments surplus manu-
facturer's requirements for disposal. Following
are selection :-

By Muirhead :-
Amplifier Detector D. 161A
Mutual Conductance Bridge
Portable Test Set (measuring Cu 'Dielectric Resis.

Tel. Lines)

By Sullivan :-
Various Non Reactive Resistances
Capacitance Bridge
Precision Wheatstone Bridge
Multi Frequency Bridge Oscillator
Universal Wavemeter

By Cambridge :-
Galvanometers and Unipivot Voltmeters
Electrolytic Condenser Bridge

By Marconi
Precision Hetrodyne Wavemeter
Crystal Calibrator
Impedance Comparison Bridge
Distortion Factor Meter
U.H.F. Signal Generator

A total of 150 items. Write or 'phone for full details or
appointment to view

SCIENTIFIC ACOUSTICS LTD
130, MOUNT STREET, LONDON, W.I.

Grosvenor 5641

The trickti ones are fun!

Thanks to 25 years experience in design and
manufacture of transformers, we can face most
transformer ' headaches ' with equanimity. If
you want instruments which you can fit and
forget, which will give you trouble -free service

for years, write or telephone us.

oSFORA,e4,

ArAr.
'SAVAGE _OF DEVIZES') Dm"

VIei c,c)P

SAVAGE TRANSFORMERS LTD. NURSTF.ED RD., DEVIZES, WILTS.

Rack
Mounting
Cabinet

for 19' - I

Panel

CABINET to accommodate one 19" x tar 14G.
Steel Rack Panel with 17" x 12" x 2k" Chassis and
Angle Brackets in 18G. Steel ; Panel secured by
four Chromium Plated Screws, approximate overall
dimensions 21" X I21" x I" high, Louvred on
Back, having radiused front corners and Rubber
Feet. £4.2s.6d.

Less Panel Chassis and Angle Brackets £3.11s.6d.
Recessed Lid I7V x 8" in top Extra rzs.od.
Finishes : Black, Grey or -Brown Wrinkle Enamel.
Part Carriage and Packing (on orders under Es) 5s.
Please note that all List Prices have been in-
creased io% from 31st March, 1951.
Illustrated Lists and Trade Terms on Application.

REOSOUND ENGINEERING & ELECTRICAL COMPANY
`Reosound Works," Coleshill Rd., SUTTON GOLDFIELD
Tel. : SUT. 4685 Grams.: REOSOUND, SUTTON COLDF/ELD
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Drayton
MOTOR UNITS

The Drayton R.Q. is a miniature
capacitor induction type motor with a cur-
rent consumption at 230 volts 50 cycles
of 0'09 amps pf. 0'9. It is available:
R.Q.G. GEARLESS for running at 2700
r.p.m. continuously or intermittently in
either direction or continuously reversed.
R.Q.R. GEARED for continuous running
or reversing at speeds from 27 mins. per
rev. to 600 revs. per min.
R.Q.H. GEARED for high final shaft
speeds for continuous running, forward or
reverse.

Send for List No. M 302-I

for

RQIO

actuating valves,
dampers, rheostats,
geneva movements,
rocking baths, flash-
ing signs, illuminated
models, soldering and
welding fixtures,
rotating tables, auto-
matic light strip feed,
lubricating and other
small pumps, small
machines, animated
displays, vibrators,
developing baths,
agitators, fans,
aspirators and
similar devices.

Drayton Regulator & Instrument Co. Ltd., West Drayton, Mdx. W. Drayton 2611

for Research and Industry

Model 26 LABORATORY
VALVE VOLTMETER

This instrument sets
an entirely new stan-
dard of performance
in mains operated
valve voltmeters. It
measures d.c. and a.c.
voltages from 0.2 to
25ov. and has an
upper frequency limit
of zoo Mc/s. Four
resistance ranges
extending up to Soo
megohms and a deci-
bel range are included.

The meter is a six
inch movement with a
mirror scale:

* Accuracy on all voltage ranges conforms to B.S. 89: 1937
for First Grade moving coil meters-a performance which
has not hitherto been claimed for any valve voltmeter.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS LTD
17, PARADISE ROAD  RICHMOND SURREY  ENGLAND

JULY 1951

The demand of Industry
and the Ministries for our trained

students is still far greater than we can supply --and
is likely to remain so for many years.

We offer :

FULL TIME DAY COURSES
* Principles and Practice of Radio and Tele-
vision --I year.
* Telecommunications Engineering -3 years
(including one year's practical training in E.M.I.
Factories).

(Next Courses commence 27th August)

Write for FREE BROCHURE giving details of
the above and other courses.
E.M.1. INSTITUTES-the only college which is

part of a great industry.

E.M.I.INSTITUTES
Dept. II. 10 Pembridge Square,
London, W.2. Tel. BAYswater 5131 2

SINTREX
BRAND

Associated with

MARCONIPHONE
COLUMBIA

ETC.

1.28

Its exceptional purity
makes it especially suit-
able for electrical and
magnetic applications.
Supplied in a wide selec-
tion of mesh gradings.

GEORGE COHEN
SONS & CO. LTD

BROADWAY CHAMBERS
TELEPHONE: 60"10

8ROUP
114112ai

LONDON - - - W 6

RIVERSIDE 4141

EEl50I/IP20
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B.P.L. TEST SETS /
NOW AVAILABLE

AT NET PRICES
B.P.L. UNIVERSAL TEST SET

£5 - 18 - 6

B.P.L. SUPER RANGER 1 ,000i-liv

£13 - 10 -0

B.P.L. SUPER RANGER 20,000/v.
£15 - 10 - 0

Prices include postage and packing,
and are applicable to Home Market

only.

Send your order direct to :

British Physical Laboratories
HOUSEBOAT WORKS, RADLETT, HERTS.

Tel.: Radlett 5674-5-6

" italtica6
CAPACITORS

from MINIATURE TRIMMERS to

HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSMITTER CAPACITORS

No. 26. A new Mica
Compression Trimmer
For use in Television
circuits. High stability
with constant, wide capa-
city swings and long life
at high voltage. Blade
resilience not affected by
continual setting. Low loss
Rockite base and best
Mica di -electric give very
efficient Power Factor.
Location method prevents
flash -over from blade
movement. Capacities up
to 1,000 pF. at 1,500 or
3,000 v. D.C. test and up
to 3,000 pF. for 250 v. D.C.
test. 1.225" diam. 1r high.

Here are shown just two examples
from the comprehensive " Cyldon "
range. For precision, stability, and
long life, " Cyldon " superiority is
recognised by all designers and users
of electronic equipment.

No. 18/5.
Air

Di -electric
Trimmer

Of high stabil-
ity and excel-
lent Power
Factor. High
but smooth
operating
torque. Metal
parts silver
plated. First -grade ceramic base.
Single -hole fixing. Split stator
and locking versions also
available. Max. capacities from
10-30 pF. Base size x I".

Full details of the complete " Cyldon" range
and list of Agents for Home and Overseas

available from the manufacturers :

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS,LTD.
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD,MIDDX.

Phone. Enfield 2071-2 Grams:Capacify,fnlield.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

create -
to originate,develop,
form, manufacture,
construct, accomplis

Cteatots Ltd.
We at CREATORS LTD. know that plastics
can form an integral part of the electrical
and electronic trades, and we are proud to
present the following " combined services "
to the industry :-

Fabrication of Junction Sleeves
which are made to our cus-
tomers' requirements.
Extrusions of all technical
shapes.
Tool insulation. Pliers, snips,
wrenches, etc. (Tested by the
National Physical Laboratory
to 31,000 v.)
Injection Moulding.
High Frequency Welding.
PLUS - A comprehensive
Engineering Section for the
manufacture of combined
Plastic and Metal products.

CREATORS, LTD.
tawilAw WEYBRIDGE SURREY

BYFLEET 3207 E 3420

Quantity production of small automatically made pieces in
Steatite, Porcelain, and Rutile materials for electric cooking
and heating equipment, and telecommunication apparatus.

GEO. BRAY & CO. LTD., Leicester Place, Leeds 2.
Td.: 20981/8. Grams," Bray, Leeds 2"
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Use SOLONS fo 

the jobs that matter
-this modern precision

tool makes soldering
speedier, simpler and more

reliable. 5 modals : 65 watt
with oval tapered and round

pencil bit ; 125 watt with ova'

tapered and round pencil bit ; 240

watt with oval tapered bit ; each with
6 feet 3 -score Henley flexible. Voltage

ranges from 100 to 250. Write for folder Y. 10.

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH
WORKS CO. LTD.

51-53 Hatton Gardens, FOR INDUSTRIAL USEEL.% London, E.C.I.

Els/ my
MAR

SOLDERING IRONS

INSULATION

SYNTHETIC RESIN LAMINATED MATERIALS

Sheet, Rod and Tube in all
dimensions, Bobbins & Coil
Forrners to any specification

MICA AND MICANITE SHEET AND MANUFACTURED PARTS

MICA & MICANITE SUPPLIESTLTD.,
BARNSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, N.I.

'Phone: NORth 3032 '5 Grams: MICASULIM, LONDON

Three piece lead -wires -
for hard glass seals

TUNGSTEN

NICKEL

4t.

COPPER

Madefrom gas free
Nickel, B C. Copper

and split free TUNGSTEN

ELECTRO-ALLOYS LTD 12 Brunel Rd. London,W.3
Makers of TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM Products

JULY 1951

WILLIAM.

Phone: Victoria 0223. 2003
Grams: Small,Victoria 0223.2003

Birmingham

WRIGHT STREET
SMALL HEATH
BIRMINGHAM.I0

WASHERS in all materials
PRESSED NUTS Brass & Steel
PRESSINGS in all Metals,

Bakelite & Fibre.

Miniaturised
Transformers

The high efficiency of these
very small transformers is
due to the special lamina-
tions, hydrogen annealed
after stamping. Size of
Transformer shown ; i"

7/16" 1" dia. bobbin.

JOHN BELL

Primarily developed for hearing
aids, the miniature transformers
we manufacture have been found
eminently suitable for use in small
portable radios, radio control
work, communications and model
making. Enquiries invited for
miniature transformers in small or
large quantities, also for other
miniaturised components :

& CROYDEN
117, HIGH STREET, OXFORD 'Phone 48362

-combines with beauty and
soundness of DESIGN in the

OXLEY
I AIR

TRIMMER

to 8pF-7.5 mina. 1.8 to 205i-10 et/En. 2 to 200
DIELECTRIC

capacity. Power Factor: Less than .001. Insulation:
-11 ro'in. 2 to 32pF-12m Low: Straight 8.

Over 2,000 megohms. Voltage: 500 D C

OXLEY DEVELOPMENTS CO. LTD.
ULVERSTON, NORTH LANCS. TEL.: ULVERSTON 3306

W 16.5 m m. Length: '2 mm. Height: 1.8
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AMSA

A MINIATURE MACNETIC
LIGHTWEIGHT EARPHONE

Developed primarily for hearing
aid use, the Amplivox E3 ear-
phone is adaptable to many
purposes where a highly
sensitive, lightweight receiver
of small size is needed.
Available in D.C. resistances
2-2000 ohms ; frequency 100-
4000 c.p.s. ; diameter .835',
depth .420' ; weight oz.

AM PL IVOX LT D.
2 Bentinck Street, London, W.1

THE " J.B. " SERVICE
5 KAYPLACE RD., WEST. BEXLEYHEATH. KENT

OFFER
" RACON " EQUIPMENT NAVAL MODEL YJ-I.
This equipment is a two -channel automatic responding " Racon "
for installation aboard ship or on shore. It will receive and answer
an interrogating signal at a frequency near 176 mics., and receive
and answer another interrogating signal near 515 m/cs. A plane
or ship equipped with suitable Radar on these bands can receive
a reply to its interrogating signal from Y.1-1 " Racon " within
range. Pulse Power at 400 pps is 15 watts on A Band and 75
watts on B Band. Power supply 115 or 230 volts 50 to 60 cps.
Brand new in packing case.
GALVONOMETERS MIRROR TYPE. Permanent magnet
field. Sensitivity 30 microarnps per standard scale 20° sweep.
SLOTTED LINE TEST EQUIPMENT TYPE TS/56A/AP.
Frequency range 360-675 mcs. Characteristic impedence 51 ohms.
Contains a fine 31". Westinghouse 0 100 microammeter. Brand
new in robust metal carrying case with handbook of instruction.
Your specific Radar requirements are invited.
Lists sent on request.

MAGNETIC
RELAYS

LARGEST STOCK IN
GREAT BRITAIN OF RELAYS,

KEY SWITCHES AND
UNISELECTORS

Government Contractors

RELAYS P.O. 3000 - 600 - SIEMENS' HIGH SPEED.
230v. A.C. 50cy. - 400v. A.C. 50cy.
ALL NEW EX -MINISTRY GOODS

JACK DAVIS (Relays) LTD. DEPT. E.E.
36 PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.1.

Phones : n4USeum 7960 LANcharn 4821

w nni sissizi
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Tape and Wire Recording Components
Write for latest price list of the following:-RECORD,
PLAYBACK AND ERASE HEADS. THE NEW TAMSA
HEAD RANGE ARE NOW AVAILABLE. RECORD PLAY-
BACK AMPLIFIERS OSCILLATOR COILS AND UNITS.

Tape Mechanisms, Tape and Spools.
We also specialise in

HIGH ACCURACY COUNTING DEVICES
Development of electronic applications to industry.

Manufactured by
Telegrams :

Telephone . ... Audigraph,
NORthern 2084 Birmingham

Dept. MR7, Gt. Hampton Street, Hockley, Birmingham, 18

o oo 0 o

M CA
[DOSES

LIMAPHIPAGPn.
EILEA,OENTF §-IMPS

CONDENSER IPLATTES
SPEEDAIL SHAPES

RAW MOCA
WASO-IEPS

Etc

RITISH MICA C? LT° -BEDFORD.

AT A FRACTION OF COST
LATEST TYPE

EVERSHED & VIGNOLES
BRIDGE MEGGER

Testing Sets (Series 2) in leather carrying cases.
Resistance Bridge Range 0'01 ohm to 50 Megohms

1E12 . 10 . 0 to 117 . 10.0 each
Packing and carriage 5s. extra
These instruments (new price over £60), although
second hand, are in perfect working order and
carry an efficiency label from A.I.D. examiners

R.C. RADIO -ELECTRIC LTD.
4 Conduit Court, Long Acre, LONDON, W.C.2

Telephone Telegrams
Temple Bar 0233 4 " Loudsigs, Rand, London "

WILKINSON'S OF CROYDON
SLOTTED LINE TEST EQUIPMENT Model TS 56A 'AP. For aerial
ma' eating, measurement of characteristics of transmission lines and impedances.
Range 360 to 675 Mc s. Complete with 100 microammeter, instruction book,
in metal carrying case £10.
IGNITION TESTER. Type U.E.D. English Electric. Incorporating
Cathode Ray Tube giving a visual trace of the complete ignition cycle enabling
the electrical performance of the entire system to be observed whilst the engine
is running. Operates on 230 Volts A.C. also 6,12, and 24 volts D.C. Brand
New. £35.
SIGNAL GENERATOR. No. I -222a with Range Calibrator I -223a H.F.
Range 150 to 230 M.C. L.F. range 8 to 15 M.C. Crystal Controlled. For
117.5 Volts Operation. Supplied in Chest with lead, plugs and sockets £45.
TEST SET 205. Wavemeter range. 3.05 to 3.35 centimeters, built-in
oscillator with 9 valves including Klystron type CV.129, etc., in good con-
dition £20.
THERMO COUPLE UNIT. .Type 8. No. 10AB '4604 for 10 cm TX
equipment. Glass enclosed on octal base. 17s. 6d.
We hold very large stocks of RELAYS, CONDENSERS, RACKS FOR 19"
PANELS, SLYDLOK FUSES, SANTON & ARROW SWITCHES, etc.

19, LANSDOWNE ROAD, CROYDON
CRO : 0839.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
H. K. LEWIS & Co. Ltd., invite inspection of

their stock of books on all branches of Radio
and Electrical Engineering

LENDING LIBRARY : Technical and Scientific.
Annual Subscription from TWENTY-FIVE SHILLINGS

Prospectus Post Free on Request.

THE LIBRARY CATALOGUE revised to December
1949, containing a classified Index of Authors and Sub-
jects is now ready. To subscribers, 17s. 6d. net. To
non -subscribers 35s. net. Postage Is.

LONDON: H. K. LEWIS& Co. Ltd.,I36 Gower St.,W.C.I
Telephone : EUSton 4282 (7 lines)
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"AT 0 M AT"
BETA RAY THICKNESS GAUGE

FOR PAPER & BOARD MILLS
COATING MACHINES
ALUMINIUM FOIL MILLS
PLASTIC & RUBBER SHEETS
CELLULOSE ACETATE CASTING MACHINES

ALSO VACUUM CELL PHOTOMETER & DENSITO-
METERS. DOSEMETERS FOR a 13 y AND
X-RAYS. EXTENSION GAUGE FOR STEEL
STRIP MILLS. INDUSTRIAL & LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTS.

Write for Leaflet No. E.E. 124.

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT THE BRITISH INSTRUMENT INDUSTRIES EXHIBITION OLYMPIA
FROM JULY 4TH TO 14TH 1951 STAND NO. 83

BALDWIN INSTRUMENT CO. LTD. DARTFORD, KENT. TEL. DARTFORD 2980 & 2989

Northern Representatives : F. C. Robinson & Partners Ltd., 287 Deansgate, Manchester 3

The First published design
for B.B.C. F.M. Reception

A
HOME BUILT

FREQUENCY MODULATED
RECEIVER

By K. R. STURLEY, Ph.D., M.I.E.E.

Contains full details and wiring diagrams for the construction of a frequency -modulated
receiver for reception of the B.B.C's new high-fidelity F.M. transmitter at Wrotham (Kent).
Included in the booklet is a design for a suitable aerial system and a simple modulated
test oscillator for alignment of the I.F. stages.

Price 4/6d.
Post Free 4 9d.

Obtainable from :-

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
28 ESSEX STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
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MODERN CANUTES can at least say
" No farther please!" to waves of electro-magnetic
induction with every hope of success. They can keep
them within bounds with MUMETAL, the high -
permeability low -loss Telcon alloy which is many
times more effective for shields and screening
boxes than a similar thickness of any other material.
In hundreds of laboratories MUMETAL is already

LON

regarded as the one infallible solution to problems of
undesirable magnetic interference. Not only has it
a higher permeability than any other magnetic
material but also the lowest total electrical loss per lb.
MUMETAL is available in sheet, strip, rod or wire:
(we also produce standard shields for most C.R. tubes
and transformers) ; it is ductile, can be stamped
cleanly, drawn or rolled ; is non -scaling, does not rust.

TELCON METALS
THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD

Details and
samples

available
on application

Head Office: 22 Old Broad Street, London, E.C.2. Phone: LONdon Wall 7104. Enquiries to: Telcon Works, Greenwich. S.E.I0. Phone: GREenwich 3291

Printed in Great Britain by The Press at Coombelands, Ltd., Addlestone, Surrey, for the Proprietors, Morgan Brothers (Publishers) Ltd., 28, Essex Street
Strand, W.C.2. Registered for Transmission by Canadian Magazine Post
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BUT WE DON'T RELY ON ACCIDENTS

In the year 178o Professor Galvani,
a learned anatomist, was dissecting a
frog on a table in his laboratory at
Bologna. His assistant touched the frog
with a scalpel which had become acci-
dentally charged by contact with a near,
by static electrical machine. The frog's
leg twitched violently and important
discoveries in electrical theory resulted.

Discovering facts which enable better materials and processes to be
developed is more often a matter of patient investigation and extended
trials than of luck.
We do not rely on the happy accident. We have a well/equipped
Research Laboratory and a staff of experienced metallurgists and
engineers. Their approach is scientific and their object is to overcome
difficulties in fabrication and to develop improved materials to do
a practical job.
If you have a problem affecting the choice of a material, write to us
about it - our services are freely at your disposal.

THE MOND NICKEL COMPANY LIMITED, SUNDERLAND HOUSE, CURZON STREET, LONDON, W.1
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